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Abstract 

In the wake of numerous fruitful genome projects, a growing number of protein 
sequences remain uncharacterised. Generally, computational techniques have not been 
developed to distinguish between regions that are conserved in proteins owing to 
evolutionary pressures to maintain structure and those that are conserved in order to 
preserve function. Interestingly, there is experimental evidence to suggest that some 
residues are conserved to maintain the protein fold, while others are conserved to 
maintain function at the cost of structural stability. Combining this observation with a 
fingerprint analysis of a representative dataset of globular proteins, here we explore 
folding signals affecting sequence conservation and, in particular, motifs. Initially, we 
aimed at determining whether folding signals are encoded in sequence motifs. It was 
found that those regions best conserved in evolutionary time (i.e., superfamily motifs) 
tend to concentrate most favourable folding signals. A folding score, combining folding 
signals affecting sequence conservation, was created to distinguish structurally 
favourable motifs from those that are not. We found that integration of folding signals 
indeed added value over individual ones. Folding score troughs were observed to be 
highly conserved, while peaks had variable degrees of conservation. Coupled with the 
degree of conservation of residues, the folding score was used to delineate regions that 
are likely to contribute to (i) the stability of the fold (structural motifs), and (ii) the 
function of the protein (functional motifs). We have presented a few simple case-studies 
to illustrate how the combined data can be used to pinpoint motifs with potential 
structural and functional roles. This method offered a means of automatic motif detection, 
which could be used for protein family characterisation and functional/structural 
annotation of evolutionarily conserved regions. As folding information is contained in 
superfamily motifs, we explored whether folding signals can be used to enhance the 
diagnostic performance of distant similarity search. For that purpose, fingerprints were 
created according to motif boundaries imposed by the folding score. Automatically 
created motifs provided a new means to guide motif selection in fingerprints, where 
manually selected motifs had been chosen in an ad hoc manner, owing to being extracted 
from a highly conserved alignment. Similarly, fingerprinting using only automatically 
defined structural motifs, had a greater number of distant matches than manually created 
fingerprints. Thus, this new approach to fingerprinting offers a complementary method to 
manual fingerprint creation and the ability to characterise conserved protein regions from 
a structural point of view.  
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1 Introduction 

 

Although the evolution of DNA is tightly linked to evolution of proteins [1], this is not a 

straightforward process, but rather a complex one. A tenuous relationship exists between 

the number of genes and the environment in which the organism lives [2]. However, there 

is no relation between the evolutionary complexity of an organism and the number of 

DNA coding regions or genes. Protein evolution requires two steps: the mutation of DNA 

nucleotides that code for amino acids and the fixation of these new variants in the 

population [2]. Many of these mutations in the DNA are not translated into the protein 20 

alphabet code, allowing some flexibility in the combination of the genetic code into 

protein amino acids. Protein evolution can thus be attributed to residue sequence 

variation. Characterisation of sequences based on their variations is useful for 

understanding of protein function.  

 

The rapid pace of generation of sequence data from genomics projects is leading to an 

ever greater number of uncharacterised sequences. Manual annotation of protein entries is 

a time-consuming and expensive procedure for which there are not enough human 

resources to meet the demand. Despite the efforts to characterise protein families, the 

fastest way to gain information about the structural and functional properties of proteins 
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is through computational inference from an experimentally studied homologue [3], which 

can be in the form of either a sequence or a structure.  

 

Protein structures contribute to the annotation process hugely as they encompass data at 

the atomic level, providing greater information content than protein sequence sequences. 

Structural entries from the Protein Data Bank (PDB; [4] and [5]) provide information 

about the spatial arrangement of each of the different atoms in a molecule. They also 

provide clues as to where likely functional regions are, as well as 2D and 3D information 

about the protein. This information is valuable for characterisation of proteins, according 

to their structural similarity, and for identifying phylogenetic relationships where 

homology can be inferred for very low levels of sequence similarity.  

 

Structural genomics initiatives cannot keep up with the deposition rate of newly 

sequenced proteins in resources like UniProt [6]. This gap between the number of 

sequences and structures points to another important challenge in the field: the fact that 

we are still unable to understand how sequence determines structure. Since 2001, in 

structural genomics, eleven consortia contributed 316 non-redundant entries and 323 

protein chains to the Protein Data Bank (PDB), and 459 and 393 domains to the CATH 

and SCOP structure classifications respectively [7]. The quality and size of these proteins 

are comparable to those solved in traditional structural biology and, despite huge scope 

for duplicated efforts, only 14% of targets have a close homologue (>=30% sequence 

identity) solved by another consortium [7]. X-ray crystallography is the de facto standard 

technique for solving structures in the PDB, requiring molecules in a soluble 
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environment. As a result, determination of new protein structures remains clearly biased 

towards easily crystallisable globular-like structures.  

 

In addition, while there is a bias towards the selection of structural targets of which we 

already know a great deal, there is also the problem that protein structures are a snapshot 

of the ‘real thing’. Proteins are dynamic entities that are by no means the rigid static 

picture that PDB entries portray. Recent studies show the importance of unfolded and 

disordered regions in terms of function. Disordered regions can be highly conserved 

between species in both composition and sequence. Contrary to the traditional view that 

protein function equates with a stable three-dimensional structure, disordered regions are 

often functional, in ways that we are only beginning to discover [8]. Thus, protein 

structures are not stiff bodies as represented by crystallographic data, but they are 

abundant functionally flexible regions. Only NMR data available for some PDB entries is 

able to show the dynamic nature of proteins and their flexibility potentials. Flexible 

regions have been defined as those able to adopt different conformational states that are 

assumed to be necessary for bioactivity [9]. No NMR-derived structural data will be used 

for this research. 

 

1.1 Biochemical principles of proteins 

Proteins play vital roles in virtually all biological processes. They mediate most of the 

shape, movement and function in cells. The significance and scope of their activity is 

exemplified in a variety of functions; e.g., signalling, transport, receptors, etc. 
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1.1.1 Chemistry of amino acids  
Proteins are built from a repertoire of twenty amino acids, which form the basic structural 

and coding units of proteins. An amino acid consists of an amino group, a carboxyl 

group, a hydrogen atom and a distinctive R group bonded to a carbon atom. An R group 

is referred to as side chain. The twenty kinds of side chains vary in size, shape, charge, 

hydrogen-bonding capacity and chemical reactivity. Indeed all proteins in all species, 

from bacteria to humans, are constructed from the same set of twenty amino acids. A 

classification of amino acids is shown in Figure 1, taken from the EMBER tutorial [10]. 

The colouring of residues is distinctive of their underlying chemical properties; e.g., 

oxygen-containing residues, nitrogen-containing residues are coloured in blue, sulphur-

containing residues are coloured in yellow, etc.  

 
Figure 1. Amino acids and their abbreviations shown with a choice of colouring according to 

chemical properties. These colours are consistent with general physical modelling of components and 

adopted by the CINEMA sequence alignment editor. 
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Many amino acids are joined by polypeptide bonds to form an unbranched polypeptide 

chain. An amino acid unit in a chain can also be called a residue. In chemical terms, a 

polypeptide consists of a regularly repeating part, called the main chain, and a variable 

part, comprising the distinctive side chains. The main chain is often termed ‘the 

backbone’. Most natural polypeptide chains contain between 50 to 2000 amino acid 

residues. Some proteins contain disulphide bonds. Intracellular proteins usually lack 

disulphide bonds, whereas extracellular proteins often contain several. 

 

The simplest amino acid is glycine, which just has a hydrogen atom as its side chain. 

Alanine comes next, with a methyl group as its side chain. Larger hydrocarbon side 

chains (three and four carbons long) are found in valine, leucine and isoleucine. These 

larger aliphatic side chains are hydrophobic. Proline has also an aliphatic side chain but it 

differs from other members of the set of twenty in that its side chain is bonded to both the 

nitrogen and alpha-carbon atoms. Note that proline contains a secondary rather than a 

primary amino group, which makes it an imino acid. 

 

Three amino acids with aromatic side chains are part of the fundamental repertoire. 

Phenylalanine contains a phenyl ring attached to a methylene group. Tryptophan has an 

indole ring joined to a methylene group; this side chain contains a nitrogen atom in 

addition to carbon and hydrogen atoms. Phenylalanine and tryptophan are highly 

hydrophobic. The aromatic ring of tyrosine contains a hydroxyl group, which makes 

tyrosine less hydrophobic than phenylalanine. Moreover, this hydroxyl group is reactive, 

in contrast with the rather inert side chains of all the other amino acids discussed thus far. 
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A sulphur atom is present in the side chains of two amino acids: cysteine contains a 

sulphydryl group (-SH), methionine contains a sulphur atom in thioether linkage (-S-

CH3). 

 

Two amino acids, serine and threonine, contain hydroxyl groups. Serine can be thought 

of as a hydroxylated version of alanine, and threonine as a hydroxylated version of 

valine. The hydroxyl groups on serine and threonine make them much more hydrophilic 

and reactive than alanine and valine. Threonine, like isoleucine, contains two centres of 

asymmetry. All other amino acids in the basic set of twenty, except for glycine, contain a 

single asymmetric centre.  

 

Lysine and arginine are positively charged at neutral pH. Histidine can be uncharged or 

positively charged, depending on its local environment. Histidine is often found in the 

active sites of enzymes, where its imidazole ring can readily switch between these states 

to catalyse the making and breaking of bonds. The side chains of arginine and lysine are 

the longest ones in the set of twenty. 

 

Aspartic acid and glutamic acid are usually called aspartate and glutamate to emphasise 

that their side chains are nearly always negatively charged. Uncharged derivatives of 

glutamate and aspartate are called glutamine and asparagine, which contain a terminal 

amide group in place of a carboxylate. 
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1.1.2 Secondary structure of proteins: alpha helices, beta 
strands and loops 

 

An alpha helix is a rod-like structure. The tightly coiled polypeptide main chain forms the 

inner part of the rod and the side chains extend outward in a helical array. The alpha helix 

is stabilised by hydrogen bonds between the NH and the CO groups of the main chain. 

The CO group of each amino acid is hydrogen bonded to the NH group of the amino acid 

that is situated four residues ahead in the linear sequence. Thus all CO and NH are 

hydrogen bonded. Each residue is related to the next one by a translation of 1.5 

Ångstroms and a rotation of 100o, which gives 3.6 amino acid residues per turn of helix. 

Alpha helices found in proteins are right-handed. For some proteins, such as myoglobin 

and haemoglobin, alpha helices form the whole structure, while others, such as the 

digestive enzyme chymotrypsin, are virtually devoid of alpha helices. 

 

Beta strands are fully extended rather than being tightly coiled as the alpha helix. Most 

proteins have compact globular shapes owing to numerous reversals of the direction of 

their polypeptide chains. Beta strands bundled up together form a beta sheet. Two 

configurations of beta sheet are possible: parallel and antiparallel. Beta sheets may have 

mixed configuration, with both parallel and antiparallel sections. 

 

Alpha helices and beta sheets account for the majority of secondary structures seen in 

proteins. However, these regular regions are interspersed with regions of irregular 

structure, which are referred to as loops or coils. Loop regions are usually present at the 

surface of the protein and could be considered as transitions between secondary elements. 
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Nevertheless, loop regions may also have functional significance, forming part of the 

catalytic or functionally active site of the protein. 

 

1.1.3 3D architecture, fold and domain 
The 3D architecture of proteins is defined as the global three-dimensional structure of its 

polypeptide chain, which continues uninterrupted throughout the molecule. This chain is 

folded into a uniquely defined conformation, held by hydrogen bonds between the 

peptide nitrogen and oxygen atoms and also between the free amino and carboxyl groups 

of the diamino and dicarboxyl amino acid residues [11]. There is a variety of ways in 

which secondary structure elements and loops can combine to produce a complete 

structure. At this level, side chains play an active role in creating the final structure, while 

the backbone interactions are more involved with the generation of secondary structure 

[12].  

 

The final 3D tertiary structure of a protein is commonly referred to as its fold [12]. The 

process by which the polypeptide chain achieves its distinctive fold is known as protein 

folding. It is generally accepted that a protein sequence contains all the information 

required for it to acquire the correct fold. Random sequences will almost never fold into 

an ordered structure; an important property of protein sequences is that they have been 

selected by an evolutionary process to have a specific fold [13]. However, we still do not 

fully understand the natural biological process of protein folding to the extent that we 

may accurately predict the final structure a protein given only its sequence, especially for 

larger proteins. 
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Inside a particular structure, different domains can be identified. A domain is a region of 

the protein that possesses its own hydrophobic core and has relatively little interaction 

with the rest of the protein, making it structurally independent [12]. Domains constitute 

those regions that are crystallisable units deposited in PDB, but not necessarily creating a 

particular fold and function. However, a protein domain differs from a module, the 

former being an autonomous folding unit. 

 

1.1.4 Globular structure proteins 
 

Globular proteins live in aqueous medium, displaying hydrophobic cores and polar 

surfaces. Protein structures can be classified according to the nature of their fold as 

globular, membranous or fibrous. Globular structures are easiest to determine; 

consequently, they are overrepresented in the PDB, and therefore, best understood. 

  

Globular proteins are characterised by the specific and tight packing of hydrophobic side-

chains in the so-called “hydrophobic core”. Formation of the core is key in folding, 

stabilisation, and conformational specificity. Both experimental and computational 

approaches have been reported in recent years as protein design tools. Experiments have 

shown that it is a surprisingly easy task to obtain proteins with the target global fold, but 

very difficult to properly reproduce local protein details owing to lack of specificity of 

hydrophobic core packing [14-17].  
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1.1.5 Intramolecular interactions 
 

Molecular interactions between structural elements and their specific side chains 

contribute to the creation of the fold. Such interactions are dependent on the chemical 

properties of the amino acids involved. Combined with solvent interactions, the stability 

of a protein is influenced greatly. Crucial forces acting in the process of protein folding 

are the effects caused by hydrophobic interactions. Hydrophobic residues in aqueous 

solvent tend to collapse among themselves, escaping from the surface and burying 

themselves in the core of the protein. By contrast, polar residues have the tendency to 

remain exposed to the solvent. Although hydrophobic side chains are naturally a magnet 

for each other, their backbone needs further chemical interactions to attain stabilisation 

within the hydrophobic core. This is accomplished by secondary structural elements by 

means of hydrogen bonds (i.e., alpha helix or beta strand). Secondary structure elements 

therefore play a crucial role in the creation of the hydrophobic core. Polar residues may 

also form part of the core as long as their polar atoms are neutralised by intramolecular 

interactions from other polar residues or sections of the protein backbone that are not 

participating in secondary structures. Even water, in some cases, is able to satisfy polar 

interactions that need to be neutralised, making these water molecules integral to the 

protein fold. Charged residues can also occur in the core, as long as they are coupled with 

other residues of opposite charge so that the electrostatic charge is neutralised. 

 

Only one of the twenty standard amino acids, cysteine, is capable of forming covalent 

bonds of disulphide nature. This interaction occurs in order to stabilise the protein fold, 

but the majority of cysteines are not part of a disulfide bond [12]. 
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1.2 Protein data analysis 

1.2.1 Sequence data sources: UniProt 
The Uniprot database [6, 18] is the product of merging Swiss-Prot, TrEMBL and PIR-

PSD, providing a central knowledge-base of protein sequences. Uniprot consists of a 

section containing fully manually annotated records and one section with computationally 

analysed records awaiting full manual annotations. Where it is available, extra-

information is provided, such as cross-references to various other annotated databases, 

function(s) of the protein, enzyme specific information, biologically relevant domains 

and sites, interactions, etc. The annotation is found in the comment lines (CC), feature 

table (FT) and keyword lines (KW). For the sake of continuity and name recognition, the 

manually annotated section remains called Swiss-Prot, and the automatically annotated 

section TrEMBL.  

 

1.2.2 Multiple Sequence Alignment as a cornerstone for 
measuring evolution 

Analysis of groups of sequences that are similar may reveal interesting biological 

properties when aligned (Figure 2). The process of alignment allows an enhancement of 

the signal-to-noise ratio within a set of sequences [19], drawing together related 

sequences from various species. Thus, proteins can be classified as families, the same 

way as organisms are classified in terms of their common ancestry in phylogenetic trees, 

calculated according to their amino acid variations. Such variations between sequences 

are accounted for by calculating the frequency of amino acids at a particular position in 
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the alignment. This notion of position-specific frequencies of amino acids is simply 

referred to as conservation. Ultimately, the use of conservation is valuable for 

quantifying acid changes for each related sequence. When aligning sequences, the criteria 

that define a good alignment are twofold: (i) that the number of identical letters for each 

row are maximised and (ii) the number of gaps introduced to augment identical columns 

is minimised. Sometimes, however, a number of gaps need to be introduced in the 

alignment, so that there is a good correspondence between amino acids in different 

sequences that are vertically aligned. Once similar sequences are aligned, interesting 

patterns emerge, with some regions more conserved than others. Ungapped conserved 

regions of between 5-30 residues are called motifs.  

 

Figure 2. Fragment of a multiple sequence alignment derived from the Myohemerythrin structure 

(PDB code: 2mhr), where three motifs are shown in black boxes. Motifs are highly conserved 

ungapped regions. The structure’s sequence is at the top of the alignment. In order to maximise the 

number of identical columns aligned to sequence below, gaps are required (each gap as dash ‘-‘) to 

create an optimal alignment. 
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1.2.3 Secondary (pattern) databases 
When sequences are of common descent, they show conserved patterns corresponding to 

key evolutionary features. Pattern databases have arisen from the principle that 

homologous sequences share conserved regions that are important to the structure or 

function of the protein and which provide a signature of family membership [20]. 

Methods have been developed that extract conserved regions to form signatures, 

describing all possible variants within a family. Such methods vary in their degree of 

automation, and only a biologist with expert knowledge can ultimately assess the 

significance of their assignments. Pattern databases are especially useful when there is no 

structural or functional information available for allowing functional inference by 

homology. 

 

Proteins that share a common function usually share one or more common sequence or 

structure patterns, or motifs, necessary to maintain their structure and function. Proteins 

perform their functions using a relatively small part of their structure, where sometimes 

fewer than 10 residues may make up the binding and catalytic sites. Below are listed a 

few relevant pattern databases in chronological order and a brief description of their 

methodology.  
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• PROSITE   Patterns, profiles, motif based discriminators [21, 22]. 

• PRINTS   Frequency matrices from motifs iteratively created [23]. 

• Pfam  Profile Hidden Markov Models (HMM) search based on 

curated seed alignments [24]. 

• BLOCKS+  Ungapped weighted profiles [25]. 

• ProDom   Transitive closure of domains [26]. 

• InterPro  Integrated families, domains and functional sites [27]. 

• SMART   Domain and repeats found with HMMs [28]. 

• PROTOMAP   Graph clustering using global similarity [22]. 

• SUPERFAMILY  HMM using the Structural Classification of Proteins 

(SCOP) superfamilies [29]. 

 

PROSITE is a well-established database of patterns, constructed by manual curation of 

multiple sequence alignments. The PROSITE language uses a regular expression-like 

syntax consisting of one-letter codes for amino acids. PROSITE and PRINTS are motif 

databases. The PRINTS database stores collections of motifs that characterise protein 

families. A group of motifs belonging to the same family are called fingerprints. Stored 

fingerprints are taken from an initial seed multiple sequence alignment. Fingerprints are 

therefore a collection of motifs from a multiple sequence alignment, and they form 

descriptors for protein families. The process and applications of fingerprinting will be 

described in greater detail in the methods section.  
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Pfam is a database of multiple alignments of protein domains and conserved regions. This 

method claims to perform better than any other when the similarity of sequences is below 

the range of 25 percent similarity (twilight zone) [30]. Pfam uses profile HMM from the 

alignments. BLOCKS was one of the first to integrate information from other databases. 

BLOCKS had its own motifs generated using the PROTOMAT program [31], but also 

integrates PRINTS, PROSITE, and Pfam information. Composite sequence databases, 

such as InterPro, provide functional information based on the combined signatures and 

annotation of its component databases. Databases of sequence patterns usually contain 

cross-references to whole protein chains and their possible function.  

1.2.4 Primary sources of structure data: PDB, MSD 
The Protein Data Bank (PDB) [5] is the central repository of protein structural data, but it 

also hosts the structures of molecules other than proteins. The primary data provided by 

the PDB are the Cartesian coordinates, occupancies, and temperature factors for the 

atoms in these structures. Other protein repositories also exist, such as the 

Macromolecular Structure Database (MSD) at the European Bioinformatics Institute 

(EBI) [32], but these are primarily based on the PDB with some additional features. The 

PDB format consists of a collection of fixed-format records that describe the atomic 

coordinates, chemical and biochemical features, experimental details of the structure 

determination and some structural features such as secondary structure and active sites. 

 

Each entry in the PDB is represented by a PDBid, a four-character code in the form 

nXYZ, where n is numeric and X, Y and Z are alphanumeric characters; for example, 

1aa0 is an ID that refers to fibritin. The PDBid is assigned arbitrarily and is an immutable 
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reference to the structure. In fact, the PDBid is the only absolute way of retrieving a 

desired structure from the PDB.Each line is assigned a record type in the PDB format 

(Table 1). Some parts, however, are not so well structured and they are difficult to parse, 

such as the data contained in REMARK records. Another limitation is the fact that the 

maximum number of allowed ATOM lines for a PDB file is of 99,999 [33], which means 

that some of the molecules that are being crystallised today are not suited to this format, 

as for example, the case of ribosomes.  

Table 1. Excerpt of PDB ATOM records for the structure 1aa0 (fibritin). REMARK records are in 

free text and contain information about experimental details, function, etc. SEQRES show the amino 

acids forming the PDB structure. The ATOM records in the example represent the atom serial 

number, atom name, residue name, residue number, the x, y, z Cartesian coordinates, and the 

occupancy. 
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Internal consistency problems within PDB entries arise in cases where elements are 

referenced in different parts of the entry in a non-corresponding manner [33]. Because the 

PDB format does not specify the precise relationship between the sequence given in 

SEQRES records and the observed residue sequence within the ATOM records, the 

sequence information that is presented in the PDB entry cannot be used directly. To 

resolve this conflict, additional sequence alignment and consistency checks must be 

performed [33]. (In this work, for example, the lack of consistency in residues from 

SEQRES and ATOM records added particular problems, owing to the need to analyse 

integrated data from different sources). Consistency problems can also arise in other 

records that reference structural features, such as those records describing secondary 

structure, active sites and biological assemblies [33]. 

  

Redundancy is also a problem faced by the PDB, as it accepts all the structures solved by 

the worldwide community. There are several sources of redundancy in the PDB [34]. 

Firstly, different groups can determine the same or very similar structures independently. 

Secondly, a point mutation, occurring naturally or introduced to analyse biological 

function or folding, leads to an almost identical protein sequence and/or structure. A 

striking example of redundancy in the PDB concerns lysozyme, of which 700 structures 

can be found in the PDB, where almost every position in the structure and combinations 

thereof have been modified. Thirdly, structures have been deposited multiple times with 

different ligands.  Figure 3 reflects the growth of deposition of structures in the PDB 

since 1972. 
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Figure 3. PDB growth statistics as of May 2006. Taken from the PDB database statistics section. In 

red is indicated the accumulated total and in blue the yearly deposition number of structures. 
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1.2.5 Structural classification databases: SCOP, FSSP and CATH 
 

Structural classification databases acquire data from the PDB and derive additional 

information from it. These databases cover features such as protein structural 

classification, combinatorial approaches for the analysis of biological function or 

structure folding, protein-protein interaction sites, etc. 

 

The Structural Classification of Proteins (SCOP) [35-38] database is a largely manual 

classification based on similarities that can be observed in their sequences and 3D 

structures. It is usually updated at least once yearly by Alexei Murzin and his colleagues 

(Cambridge University), upon whose expertise the classification rests. Although 

computational tools are used to assist the classification process, it is the predominantly 

manual nature of the classification that distinguishes it from CATH (Class, Architecture, 

Topology, Homologous superfamily), the other main structure classification database. 

The FSSP (fold classification and structural alignments) database [39], offers another 

means of exploring protein structure space. FSSP is purely automatic (including regular 

automatic updates) but offers no classification, allowing users to draw their own 

conclusions as to the significance of structural relationships. 

 

SCOP utilises a scheme to organise the classification of proteins, allowing a four 

character code to be assigned to any protein domain. 
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The five classification levels are: 

1. class - a very broad description of the structural content of the protein  

2. fold - indicative of a broad structural similarity, but with no evidence of a 

homologous relationship  

3. superfamily - sufficient structural similarity to infer a divergent evolutionary 

relationship, but no detectable sequence similarity  

4. family - significant sequence similarity, which can be detected either directly or 

through a transitive search.  

5. domains - autonomously-folding units of compact structure (sometimes this is 

listed as a fifth category).  

 

SCOP defines the following categories, the first four of which are "true" structural 

classes: 

1. proteins with only α-helices 

2. proteins with only β-sheets 

3. proteins with both α-helices and mainly parallel β-sheets (as beta-alpha-beta units)  

4. proteins with both α-helices and mainly antiparallel β-sheets (as separate alpha 

and beta domains)  

5. multidomain proteins  

6. membrane and cell surface proteins and peptides (not including those involved in 

the immune system)  

7. small proteins with well-defined structure  

8. coiled-coil proteins  
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9. low-resolution protein structures  

10. peptides and fragments  

11. designed proteins of non-natural sequence  

 

The CATH Protein Structure Classification [40-43] is a semi-automatic, hierarchical 

classification of protein domains. CATH shares many broad features with SCOP; 

however, there are also many areas in which the detailed classification differs greatly. 

The name CATH is an acronym of the four main levels in the classification: Class, 

Architecture, Topology and Homology. Like SCOP, CATH defines four structural 

classes, but they differ in detail: mostly-alpha mostly-beta, alpha and beta, few secondary 

structures. 

In order to better understand the CATH classification system, it is useful to know how it 

is constructed: much of the work is done by automatic methods; however, there are 

important manual elements to the classification. The first step is to separate the proteins 

into domains. It is difficult to produce an unequivocal definition of a domain, and their 

definition is one area in which CATH and SCOP differ. 

In CATH, domains are automatically sorted into classes and clustered on the basis of 

sequence similarities. These groups form the H levels of the classification. The Topology 

level is formed by structural comparisons of the homologous groups. Finally, the 

Architecture level is assigned manually. 
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1.3 Molecular evolution of sequence, structure and 

function 

Early in the process of development of sequencing technologies, when enough sequences 

were made available, the value of multiple sequence alignments was realised as an 

effective method for protein classification and function assignment.  It is argued that, if 

sufficient similarity is shared between aligned sequences, it is possible to infer from these 

a common evolutionary origin (i.e., the proteins are from a common ancestor, and have 

evolved over time, yielding related but different sequences that eventually were fixed in 

the population). 

 

The basic principle that governs analysis of proteins is the idea that during evolution, as 

sequences mutate, the function of the protein is modified according to the effect that a 

particular change has in the physicochemistry of the protein. Mutations that alter function 

significantly will usually be deleterious, and they will not be passed on to the next 

generation. Those mutations that alter the function in a more subtle way accumulate over 

time.  

 

1.3.1 Protein Families 
 

Sequence similarity has been exploited extensively from the dawn of genomic analyses. 

The great wealth of newly sequenced proteins available is producing an ever increasing 

gap between those that have been characterised and those that remain uncharacterised. 
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Therefore, one way to improve this situation has been to use sequence similarity to infer 

function.  

 

Sequence alignments are used to compare related sequences. The alignment of similar 

residues reflects a common evolutionary origin, representing structural or functional 

roles. Deletions, insertions and single residue substitutions are generally highlighted 

within alignments. Deletions are usually denoted as ‘-‘ in one sequence, which will be 

aligned to the sequence that has an insertion with respect to that sequence. Pairwise 

alignment involves only two sequences, and multiple sequence alignment more than two 

sequences. Global alignment uses whole sequences, while local alignment uses only parts 

of them. 

 

Comparison of multiple sequences can reveal patterns that are not evident from single 

sequence similarity. Newly sequenced proteins are often found to be similar to already 

characterised sequences, forming so-called protein families. Sequence families 

preferentially conserve certain critical residues and regions, the latter called motifs. Thus, 

Multiple Sequence Alignments (MSAs) can be used to study evolutionary relationships 

between related proteins. As the changes between gene sequences owing to evolution are 

incremental, homologous genes (genes of common evolutionary origin) can be compared 

by aligning similar or identical residues. Then, comparison of these related genes may be 

used to study which regions have been conserved, and which are sensitive to mutation, 

over time. This is very useful in designing experiments to test and modify the function of 
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specific proteins, and to predict the function and structure of proteins, as well as to 

identify new members of protein families. 

 

Proteins from different organisms sharing functional characteristics can be grouped into 

families. Where the family can be divided into subgroups sharing specific features, it is 

termed a superfamily. Two sequences are termed homologous if they are derived from a 

common ancestor. However, the modular nature of many proteins complicates their 

classification, as different protein domains may evolve differently. Unrelated proteins 

that have evolved to perform similar functions are called analogues and are said to be the 

result of convergent evolution. 

 

1.3.2 Homology, analogy, and similarity  
 

Sequences that have evolved from a common ancestor are denoted ‘homologous’ to one 

another. For those sequences that share a sufficiently close ancestor, there is detectable 

similarity between them. However, the concept of homology must not be confused with 

‘similarity’, as sequence similarity is used to detect homology, but two similar sequences 

are not necessarily homologous. It is also useful to distinguish two kinds of homologous 

sequences: orthologous, where a speciation event is involved (i.e., homologous proteins 

in different organisms) and paralogous, where homologous proteins belong to the same 

organism and presumably diverged through a process of genetic duplication and 

adaptation. Finally, lateral (horizontal) gene transfer gives rise to xenologous proteins 

[44-47]. 
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1.3.3 Protein folding and its evolution 
 

A wide range of protein folds could potentially be created to yield many different 

structures, given that the number of possible combinations of amino acids is close to 

infinity. However, protein structure data currently available, suggest that fold space is 

restricted to around 1000 folds [48, 49]. Two forces have been postulated as the cause for 

such a small number of different folds: divergent evolution of protein function and 

convergent evolution of protein structure [12]. Protein sequences are shaped by a 

complex interplay of different selective pressures that are still far from being understood. 

Water-soluble proteins fold into compact structures that generally have hydrophobic side-

chains buried in the interior and polar residues exposed on the outside of the molecule. 

The hydrophobic effect of hiding hydrophobic amino acids from solvent inside the 

protein core is widely believed to be the main force driving protein folding. Side chains 

in protein cores are tightly packed and usually in single, well-defined low energy 

conformations. The tight packing of the hydrophobic core has been found to play a role in 

the stability of proteins by providing many favourable van der Waals interactions, as well 

as excluding the solvent to maximise hydrophobic stabilisation [17].   

1.3.3.1 Divergent evolution 

In the case of divergent evolution, fold numbers are limited to their origin from a 

relatively small group of common ancestor proteins [12]. A stable fold will have been 

duplicated and reused for different functional roles over the course of evolution. Despite 

the fact that protein sequence leads to structure, and structure leads to function, not all 

similar folds have similar functions. In a study conducted by Hegyi and Gerstein [50], it 
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was found that folds like the TIM-barrel, stand out from the other folds as generic 

scaffolds, accommodating from five to as many as fifteen enzymatic functions as well as 

non-enzymatic ones. Consequently, similarity measures should be always used as a guide 

and not a definition of function.  

1.3.3.2 Convergent evolution 

In the case of convergent evolution, the number of folds is restrained because some folds 

are more biophysically favoured. These could have been independently created by 

different organisms [51]. Many folds might never be seen because they are not 

structurally stable, and other more stable folds can be adapted to needed functions. 

Examples of convergent evolution may be illustrated by kinases that catalyze 

phosphorylation of sugars. In a study conducted by Bork, Sander and Valencia in 1993 

[52], three families of sugar kinases were found to apparently have a distinct 3D fold, 

with each fold catalysing chemically equivalent reactions on similar or identical 

substrates. In another study, however, Murzin (1998) argues that there are borderline 

cases where the explanation of similarities as a result of convergent (or divergent) 

evolution remain a matter of individual taste unless a better approach for the evaluation 

of the significance of structural similarity is accepted [53]. He continues, “common 

ancestry may manifest itself in more subtle features, such as the conservation of rare and 

unusual topological and packing details, and other irregularities that are less likely to 

occur independently.” 
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1.4 Current challenges  

In this section, four of the most relevant challenges affecting current research in protein 

bioinformatics are introduced, along with the reasons why they are worth pursuing. First, 

the problem of data integration. This originated from the volume of data generated by 

genomics projects, which has produced a myriad of heterogeneous resources and data 

formats [54]. Second, the need for better discrimination tools for detection of meaningful 

similarities between proteins. The solution to this problem entails uncovering weak 

sequence similarity in the case of fold recognition, when there is no sequence similarity 

and the only existing similarity is at the level of the structure. Methods for decoding and 

amplifying structural preferences buried in sequences should help detect relationships 

between evolutionary divergent families. Third, the accurate prediction of protein 

structures from sequence. Structure prediction methods currently available do not allow 

for high-quality predictions of protein structures. This is intimately related to the fourth 

problem, the understanding of the dynamics of how proteins fold. These four challenges 

for protein bioinformatics research are discussed in more detail in the following sections.  

1.4.1 Integration of data sources and methods 
The need for data integration is widely acknowledged in the computational biology field. 

Data are spread across the Internet and throughout institutions in a wide variety of 

formats. An integrated view of both data and resources is essential for creating the most 

up-to-date and relevant diagnosis, when making inferences. Data obtained from different 

sources is often structured and formatted in unique ways, with different degrees of 

sophistication, ranging from flat text to markup languages and ontologies. Ontologies 

provide a technology for capturing human knowledge of a domain within computer 
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applications [55]. Ontologies can be useful for annotation of data, such as, for example, 

the Gene Ontology [56-58], describing all gene products common to eukaryotic genomes 

and promoting common understanding across the community. Development of methods 

for reasoning over formal ontologies to allow data interpretation is still in its infancy. 

 

Data sources often contain similar or redundant terms and may use conflicting data 

definitions. User-friendly tools and interfaces are required to transform data from one 

database schema into another and to discover correlated data among many sources, 

regardless of their structure, format or names that are given to corresponding attributes in 

those resources. The UTOPIA project [54] was developed as a suite of ‘end-user 

applications’ workbench. It also provides a package with extended Grid facilities and 

uniform access to resources using a networked virtual file system. One attempt at 

automatic annotation that augments existing tools was carried out by Wolstencroft and 

colleagues (2006) [59]. Here, automatic annotation was performed by providing a novel 

method for interpreting the results of ontologies, sequence feature detection tools and for 

protein classification. Comparisons between manual and automatic classifications using 

this system were showed similarities, illustrating some of the advantages of combining 

ontologies and automated annotation. However, current methods do not make use of all 

the potential knowledge afforded by their data sources. Although some limited success 

has been achieved using ‘intelligent’ systems to classify proteins, the level of annotation 

carried out remains far from comprehensive. Thus integrative methods that perform large 

scale automatic annotation are still to come. 
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1.4.2 Remote homology detection and fold recognition 
Homology implies common ancestry. Remote homologues are proteins that share similar 

structures but lack detectable sequence similarity. A variety of methods have been used 

extensively to determine homology between distant proteins, yielding limited results. 

Assignment of common evolutionary origin to protein pairs that share little similarity 

remains a challenge. This is not the end of the problem, however, as similarity does not 

equate to homology; proteins may share common function or structure and yet have 

different ancestry. When similarity cannot be distinguished from random matches, the 

search for distantly-related homologues may be carried out by ab initio methods. 

However, the real problem is a philosophical one; if homology is inferred from similar 

sequences, but two sequences have similar structures yet different sequences, how can 

one know whether they have diverged or converged? 

 

1.4.2.1 Remote detection based on pairwise sequence comparison 

The essence of sequence analysis is inference by homology. If two sequences are 

sufficiently similar as denoted by a threshold, homology can be inferred. The first step 

when looking for similarity to particular sequences is to perform a search using BLAST 

[60] or fastA [61]. A similarity search allows a researcher to compare a query sequence 

with a library or database of sequences, and identify those sequences that resemble the 

query above a certain threshold. For example, following the discovery of a previously 

unknown gene in the mouse, a scientist will typically perform a BLAST or fastA search 

of the human genome to see if human beings carry a similar gene. 
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Evolutionary preferences for certain residue substitutions can be measured using scoring 

matrices. Similarity search methods are based on a strictly statistical rationale; high 

similarity levels detected are very unlikely to occur by chance. Although this is often the 

case, one should keep in mind that statistical tests never provide explanations, they only 

state that something is highly likely or unlikely to occur by chance. In order to evaluate 

the statistical significance of a sequence match, e-values provide the measure of 

confidence. E-values are standard in many bioinformatics programs; they give the 

number of matches that are likely to occur by chance in a database of the same size. The 

smaller the e-value the more significant the hit. 

1.4.2.2 Methods based on profile comparisons 

Sequence profile methods rely on multiple alignment algorithms to align a set of related 

protein sequences to obtain a profile describing the amino acid propensities of each 

individual position in the sequence. Profiles reveal the preferred amino acid at each 

position, its degree of conservation and the most likely mutations along the amino acid 

chain. In addition, profiles emphasise matches with highly conserved positions over 

variable ones. A profile can therefore be considered as a matrix whose rows represent the 

twenty amino acids and whose columns are residue positions in the sequence. Profile 

methods are more sensitive than single-sequence comparison approaches since they 

summarise the evolutionary history of a family. 

 

PSI-BLAST (Position Specific Iterated BLAST) [62, 63] is by far the fastest and most 

used of the profile methods. It starts from a simple sequence query against a database and 

builds iteratively a query profile using similar sequences. PSI-BLAST uses a position-
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specific scoring matrix and therefore has fixed gap penalties. This contrasts with machine 

learning methods (see below), whose gap penalties are not fixed. 

 

1.4.2.3 Methods exploiting structure information 

Methods have been developed methods that use 3D profiles. 3D profiles use information 

about the spatial environment of amino acids, including accessibility to solvent, fraction 

of side-chain area covered by polar atoms and secondary structure. Each position of the 

sequence is then computed as a vector of environment-specific values.  

 

The fact that secondary structure is better conserved than sequence is exploited by 

methods that incorporate this information. TOPITS [64] defines an additional scoring 

function derived from secondary structure prediction. Secondary structure prediction was 

found to enhance the detection of distant homologues when combined with PSI-BLAST. 

Threading methods (discussed later), are based on the notion that the number of folds a 

sequence may adopt are limited in nature and that a sequence fits a set of representative 

folds with different scores.  

1.4.2.4 Machine-learning approaches 

Machine learning methods use artificial intelligence techniques and have been applied to 

detection of remote homology. Some of the most prominent methods include Hidden 

Markov Models (HMM), Neural Networks (NN) and Support Vector Machines (SVM). 

HMM combine profiles with statistical information; each position in a sequence is 

assumed to be dependent on the previous one. Three possible states are reached according 
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to a certain probability: insertion, match or deletion states. These states are ‘hidden’ to 

the user. 

 

HMM and NN are non-linear statistical tools that are trained to model complex 

relationships to find patterns in data [44]. SVM have been used for remote homologue 

detection in a variety of approaches. Here, kernel functions measure similarity between 

sequences, based on the discriminative power of the function used. In addition, SVM add 

the possibility of learning from negative examples.  

1.4.2.5 Structure-structure comparison 

When sequence-based methods fail, similarities can still be detected through 3D structure 

alignment. Here, atomic coordinates are to align proteins, and the rules utilised to find 

similarity vary depending on the method. A number of methods have been published that 

are classified according to their characteristic properties: CE [65], Structural [66] and 

VAST [67] need matching protein portions topologically connected in the same manner; 

DALI [39] and SARF [68] do not share this need. Performance, however, depends on the 

level of specificity and the way in which accuracy is computed. In most cases, it is 

considered that structure-structure comparison is the best method for detection of remote 

homologue detection.  

 

1.4.2.6 Ab-initio prediction methods 

According to various benchmarks, fold recognition methods fail to select the correct fold 

for ~50% of the cases when no significant sequence similarity exists [69]. Fold 
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recognition also has the drawback that no novel folds can be proposed, as all predictions 

are based on already known structures. Ab initio methods aim at finding the native 

structure of the protein by simulating the biological process of protein folding. These 

methods perform iterative conformation changes and estimate the changes in energy, 

demanding substantial computational resources. The main challenges here are the 

inaccurate energy functions and the enormous array of possible conformations a protein 

can adopt. The latter challenge is overcome by reduced representations of conformations 

and coarse search strategies. Some of the best performing approaches are lattice-based 

simulations of simplified protein models [70], or building proteins from fragments of 

structures [71]. The current progress in this area of research comes from the clustering of 

final conformations obtained after a large number of simulations. Simulations that are 

representative of large clusters are preferred as final models. Ab initio methods have been 

used with some degree of success when fold recognition methods failed [69], although 

the quality of the models is still quite low.  

 

1.4.2.7 Meta-servers 

The first attempt to integrate results from different servers in protein structure prediction 

was based on selecting the most frequently occurring fold represented in the set of high-

scoring models. The first automated meta predictor was Pcons [72, 73], but there have 

been new additions, such as 3D-Jury [74] or 3D-SHOTGUN [75], confirming that meta-

predictors are more accurate than independent fold recognition methods [69]. Better 

performance is owing to structures corresponding to preferred conformations occurring 

with a higher-than-expected frequency. Some meta-predictors use their own specific 
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machine-learning technique to translate original scores from different sources into 

uniform scores (Pcons), while others base their consensus evaluation on the abundance of 

folds of a particular type (3D-Jury). Pmodeller runs the Modeller program on the selected 

initial model [76] and SHOTGUN combines the final model from bits taken from initial 

models. The problem with meta predictors is that many of them use methods from 

different resources, slowing down significantly the process of prediction. The Meta-

BASIC server [77, 78] is a consensus fold recognition method that combines sequence 

profiles with predicted protein secondary structure. The main advantage of this approach 

is that it does not require any structural information and all its scores and libraries are 

standardised because they are all in-house. 

1.4.3 Protein structure prediction 
The protein structure prediction problem has a long history and is traditionally integrated 

with the goal of computing the 3D structure of proteins from their amino acid sequence. 

This problem has not yet been solved because a way to describe exhaustively all the 

subtle atomic interactions that occur inside the structure and its solvent environment is 

still lacking. Structure prediction from sequence is of special interest when a target does 

not share higher than 30% similarity to an experimentally known 3D structure. Given the 

far greater information content of protein structure than sequence, it is highly desirable to 

have structure prediction methods that address the increasing gap existing between the 

number of known sequences and structures. Structure prediction is different from folding 

simulation, but the understanding of protein folding helps prediction of structure. Protein 

folding, however, is more concerned with the dynamics by which from a denatured 

protein the folded state is obtained. Structure prediction relates to the determination of the 
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folded state in which the protein usually performs its function, with no regard to the 

pathway by which the state was reached. 

 

The Critical Assessment of Structure Prediction (CASP) experiments were devised as a 

means of evaluating methods for structure prediction [79]. The experiment has been 

conducted every 2 years since 1994 (CASP1), with the most recent one taking place in 

2006 (CASP7). Information about soon-to-be experimentally determined protein 

structures is collected, and passed on to registered predictors. More than 200 prediction 

teams from 24 countries participated in CASP6, providing over 30,000 predictions on 90 

protein domains. Predictions are evaluated using a battery of numerical criteria and, more 

importantly, are carefully examined by independent assessors.  

 

There are several levels of structure prediction challenges within the CASP contest [79] 

which are outlined below. 

1. Comparative modelling based on a clear sequence relationship. The principal 

bottleneck to progress is refinement, and is now receiving a large amount of attention. 

2. Modelling based on more distant evolutionary relationships. This second class of 

model quality is provided by those cases where an evolutionary relationship can be 

detected with more sophisticated methods than just BLAST. Models based on the 

detection of these more distant relationships are limited in accuracy by four factors: 

identifying suitable structural templates, accuracy of alignment of sequence onto a 

template, conformational differences between the core template and target structures, 

and the difficulty of modelling regions of the target not available from a template. 
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Methodological improvements and the increased size of the pool of known structures 

and sequences have resulted in better model quality over the course of the CASP 

experiments. Although these models are not highly accurate, they are nevertheless 

useful for providing an overall idea of what a structure is like, helping choose 

residues for mutagenesis experiments, for example. They also often establish 

evolutionary relationships to more studied proteins, and so provide valuable 

approximate information about molecular function. 

3. Modelling new folds. Structure fragments are chosen on the basis of compatibility of 

the substructure with the local target sequence and compatibility of secondary 

structure propensity. As the sequence/structure relationship is rarely strong enough to 

completely determine the structure of fragments, a range of possible conformations 

for each fragment is usually selected, and many possible combinations of sub-

structures considered. Initial structures are assembled from fragments, and 

approximate potentials are used to guide a conformational search process, together 

with other information, such as prediction of residue contacts.  

1.4.4 Protein folding simulation 
 

It is now widely recognised that folding of small single domain proteins follows 

mechanisms where fragments of protein structure are formed between the folded and 

unfolded states (Figure 4). Some of the residues belonging to such folding fragments 

constitute the folding nucleus and one of their most intriguing aspects is their relation to 

protein evolution. A better understanding of the mechanism of protein folding would 

allow improved prediction of protein structure from sequence [80]. Theoretically, it 
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should be possible to deduce structure from sequence by accurate simulation of physical 

processes [81]. Although we are very far from this goal [69], the current state of protein 

structure prediction has improved steadily throughout the years. A variety of different 

approaches to protein folding prediction are available, ranging from those based solely on 

physical principles to purely statistical methods and methods that rely on utilisation of 

evolutionary information. 

 

Figure 4. Stages of folding of a protein sequence into its final conformation. 

 

The input for a protein folding simulation is the structural coordinates of a target protein. 

The program should include a library of permissible, statistically significant 
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conformations (rotamers) for each residue, an energy function to evaluate the 

compatibility of a given sequence with the structural template and a search method to 

find the sequences with the lowest packing energy. Algorithms differ mainly in the 

accuracy of their energy functions and search methods. The force field depends on the 

balance of forces responsible for protein stability. The rotamer specification is combined 

with the calculated force field to create a discrete sequence-rotamer energy landscape, in 

which each single point corresponds to a rotamer combination and an assigned energy. 

The dimensions of this space increase exponentially with protein size. The search for a 

global minimum energy conformation can be afforded by several methods. These can be 

Stochastic (Monte Carlo) and genetic, where the outcome is determined by the initial 

conditions [17]. 

 

1.5 Protein Folding Fragments 

It has been shown that protein fragments may serve as probes for the study of protein 

folding mechanisms [82]. Folding fragments are defined as semi-autonomous regions 

within the structure that determine the way a protein folds. Folding fragments may 

delineate potential folding initiation sites for different protein structural motifs [83]. The 

Protein Folding Fragments (PFF) project was started in 2003 to propose an unified theory 

of structural fragments and to study their application to protein engineering. Several 

groups across Europe and Israel were involved in this project, to enable a structure 

prediction tool to be created combining the expertise of the different groups. This 

initiative endeavored to apply the theory of fragments to provide a foundational role for 
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rational protein engineering and structure prediction, by identifying building blocks 

within proteins or protein fragments. 

 

PFF integrates different concepts: topohydrophobic residues, foldons, closed loops, 

energy force fields, lattice simulations, fingerprints and secondary structure assignments. 

A pool of common protein structures were agreed upon and analysed using those 

different methods. Ultimately, a consensus approach is expected to combine the strengths 

of each method and advance the state-of-the-art in protein structure prediction. 

 

All PFF analyses from different methods were stored in a database. The contribution of 

each of the PFF components varies from one to many columns in a PFF database entry. A 

PFF entry also contains information extracted from primary databases such as the PDB or 

UniProt. Next, relevant concepts and sources used to create a PFF entry are described. 

1.5.1 DSSP  
DSSP (Definition of Secondary Structure of Proteins) [84] is a well known program that 

defines secondary structure, geometrical features and solvent exposure of proteins, given 

atomic coordinates in Protein Data Bank format. This program does not predict protein 

structure but it explicitly calculates the secondary structure from the protein structure. 

DSSP provides the greatest number of columns in a PFF entry. 

1.5.2 Codon and ALA-GLY Alphabet 

This method classifies amino acids in either ALA or GLY, according to the consensus 

chronology of the origin of appearance of amino acids. Theory postulates that the pair of 

complementary GGC and GCC codons for the amino acids alanine and glycine appeared 
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first [85, 86]. Later, other codons originated as complementary pairs as well, dividing 

their respective amino acids into two alphabets: encoded by either central purines or 

central pyrimidines. The Glycine alphabet is composed by the following amino acids: G, 

D, S, E, N, R, K, Q, C, H, Y, and W. The Alanine alphabet is composed of A, V, P, S, L, 

T, I, F, and M. This column has two possible outputs, either A or G, based on this 

prediction. 

1.5.3 TEFs (Tightened End Fragments) 
Closed loops or TEFs derive from the theory that globular proteins are linear assemblies 

of loop elements [87]. The ends of these closed loops have been shown to overlap with 

hydrophobic residues or topohydrophobic residues [9] in a study using a small database 

of 20 PDB codes. The loop organization of proteins is based on the physics of 

polypeptide chains, constraining protein structure at the earliest stages of protein 

evolution [14]. Ancient proteins were presumably loop-like, with the contour length of 

about 30 residues. Modern globular structures could contain ancestry of these ancient 

prototypes [15]. Currently, it is estimated that TEFs have a mean sequence of 27 residues. 

1.5.4 Lattice simulation and protofragments 
This concept is based on ab initio calculations (where only sequence information is 

introduced) in the form of knowledge-based non-covalent interaction energies between 

non-contiguous residues along the polypeptide chain [12]. A standard simplified alpha-

carbon representation is used for residues in the chain, with a non-cubic lattice, in order 

to improve the accuracy of the projection of polypeptide chains. The algorithm starts 

from an extended initial conformation, where the polypeptide chain moves according to a 

standard Monte-Carlo procedure. The adopted conformations, during the first folding 
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steps (typically of the order of 10
6 

Monte-Carlo steps), are recorded. Calculations 

revealed the formation of multiple compact fragments along the chain prior to the final 

collapse onto a single globule. These are called ProtoFragments and have an amino acid 

composition that is fairly stable in time, although this is not the case for their structure. In 

the case of proteins mainly composed of alpha helices, the composition of 

ProtoFragments matches reasonably well with that of the helices. Residues that during the 

Monte-Carlo procedure had the greatest number of interactions are called MIR (Most 

Interacting Residues), while those that had the least number of interactions are called LIR 

(Least Interacting Residues). MIR have equal or more than 6 lattice interactions with 

other residues. LIR have equal or less than 3 lattice interactions. LIR and MIR 

identification is useful for determining the most and least determinant residues in the 

folding simulation of a protein. MIR are expected to be more conserved than average, 

while LIR are expected to be poorly conserved. 

1.5.5 Topohydrophobic Residues 
 

Topohydrophobic positions [88, 89] are strong hydrophobic amino acids conserved in 

structural alignments for all members of a fold family. Topohydrophobic residues are 

derived from structural alignments of members of the same family, at less than 30% 

sequence identity among them. Once structures have been superimposed, the MSA is 

deduced and topohydrophobic positions calculated from conserved hydrophobic residues. 

The hydrophobic residues occupying these positions are more buried than the rest, and 

they constitute the deep core of the proteins. These positions have been shown to exist in 
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different wet-lab experiments [4-6]. The ends of TEFs appear to have topohydrophobic 

residues and it has been shown that they correspond mainly to the folding nucleus [2, 3].  

 

1.5.6 PopMusic 
PopMusic evaluates the changes in stability of a given protein or peptide under all 

possible single site mutations, either in the whole sequence or in a region specified by the 

user [90-92]. It uses different combinations of database-derived potentials, according to 

the solvent accessibility of the mutated residues and predicts stability changes upon point 

mutations only slightly perturbing the structure of the mutated proteins. This procedure 

has been tested on 344 experimentally-studied mutations introduced at 132 different sites 

in seven different proteins and a synthetic peptide.  

 

PopMusic predicts the changes in folding free-energy upon single-site mutations using 

linear combinations of database-derived torsion and distance potentials (describing local 

and tertiary interactions, respectively). PopMusic takes as input the structure of the target 

protein, introduces all possible single site mutations in the whole sequence and evaluates, 

for each mutation, the ∆∆G (difference of energy) between wild-type and mutant 

proteins, assuming that these proteins adopt almost the same backbone conformation. 

1.5.7 Fold-X 
 

FOLDEF [93-96] (FOLD-X energy function) provides a quantitative estimation of the 

importance of the interactions contributing to the stability of proteins and protein 

complexes. The predictive power of FOLDEF was tested on a set of point mutants (1088 
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mutants) spanning most of the structural environments found in proteins. FOLDEF uses a 

full atomic description of the structure of the proteins. The different energy terms taken 

into account in FOLDEF have been weighed using empirical data obtained from protein 

engineering experiments. A training database of 339 mutants in nine different proteins 

was constructed and the set of parameters and weighting factors that best accounted for 

the changes in stability of the mutants. The predictive power of the method was then 

tested using a blind test mutant database of 667 mutants, as well as a database of 82 

protein-protein complex mutants. The global correlation obtained for the entire mutant 

database is 0.87 with a standard deviation of 0.61 kcal mol
-1 

and a slope of 0.86.  

1.5.8  Tripeptides 
Tripeptides [97] are identified as groups of three amino acids for which at least two of the 

are hydrophobic. They have been useful in analyses of early protein evolution. 

1.5.9  Fingerprints 
 

The concept of fingerprints derives from the observation that, within multiple alignments 

of protein sequences belonging to the same family, there are conserved regions (motifs) 

that capture the functional and structural essence of that family. Together, these motifs 

provide a kind of diagnostic signature or fingerprint, that can be used to discover new 

family members in newly-sequenced proteins, e.g., genomic initiatives [98]. The process 

of creating fingerprints, as well as the software limitations and enhancements will be 

explored in greater detail in the methods and results of this research. The process of 

creation of fingerprints is describe in the methods section 3.4. 
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1.5.9.1 Superfamily, family and subfamily hierarchical levels 

An important aspect of the fingerprint technique is that, by virtue of being a highly 

manual approach, alignments can be analysed in great detail and motifs selected at 

different levels of specificity. This implies a mechanism of hierarchical classification of 

conserved regions, starting at the superfamily level, through to their constituent families, 

down to the subfamily level. At the level of superfamilies, motifs are necessarily 

conserved in all family members. Family motifs, however, are taken from areas of 

alignments that are not conserved in the superfamily but are conserved for their own 

immediate relatives. At the level of subfamilies, motifs are taken from regions conserved 

only amongst subfamily members. Differences in aligned hierarchical levels of 

conservation therefore carry much valuable information for protein characterisation. In 

addition, different levels of conservation enable closer inspection of evolutionary 

information contained in the fingerprint motifs. As superfamily motifs are found in all 

members of the same fold, observations show that such motifs tend to relate to common 

elements of the protein scaffold; e.g., in the 7 trans-membrane (TM) architecture of the G 

protein-coupled receptors, a motif is taken from each trans-membrane region of the 

protein. These motifs correspond to those structural features defining the similarities 

between proteins sharing the same fold. As regards to more specific levels of similarity, 

motifs are more prone to contain specific functional features (e.g., ligand binding sites), 

and for closely related subfamily motifs, they may relate to features involved in subtype-

specific molecular interactions (e.g., sites of protein-protein interaction, such as receptor-

G protein coupling). Therefore, mapping folding information to different levels of 
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evolutionary specificity may prove to be a valuable method in guiding motif selection as 

in many cases the selection of motifs is arbitrary.  

1.5.9.2 Fold fingerprinting 

Figure 2 depicts an initial alignment for the Myohemerythrin fingerprint (created for the 

PDB entry 2mhr). Alignments in a fold fingerprint start by selecting similar sequences to 

a PDB domain’s sequence. The problem, however, is that domain sequences tend to be 

sections of an UniProt sequence. Typically, domains are co-linear in sequence, but 

occasionally one domain will involve two or more regions of sequence that are not co-

linear. For this research, all domains are continuous and fit this general definition of a 

domain of co-linearity. The number of domains a protein has varies from one to another. 

Given that the fingerprinting technique was originally developed on whole sequences 

from SwissProt and TrEMBL, in order to differentiate those created from a PDB domain 

target, we have denoted these as fold fingerprints (Figure 5).   
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Figure 5. A 'fold fingerprint' is composed of motifs that appear in one domain. Many proteins have 

more than 1 domain and therefore not all motifs of a conventional fingerprint are included. In a fold 

fingerprint the top sequence is usually the domain sequence of an UniProt sequence included in the 

rest of the alignment. Fold fingerprints are useful for mapping folding information to sequence 

motifs. 

1.6 Fingerprint limitations 

At the beginning of this research, the fingerprinting process was only applicable to 

protein sequences from UniProt and had not been systematically combined with structural 

information for diagnosis of similarity. This meant that the fingerprinting technique was 

missing out on a potential avenue for improvement in its performance and accuracy. 

Given the amount of manual input that fingerprinting needs, PRINTS has lagged behind 
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in the number of deposited entries in comparison with other secondary databases. The 

relative small coverage of protein families in PRINTS is a significant limitation of its 

usefulness. One of the most time consuming stages in the fingerprinting process is motif 

selection, as it depends heavily on where motifs have been selected from the alignment. If 

motif boundaries are not properly drawn in the first place, it results in ‘unclean’ 

fingerprints that are not biologically accurate and do not have the ability to effectively 

discriminate the members of a family. Another significant problem presented by the 

fingerprinting technique derives from its frequency scoring method. Although it has been 

shown to perform well in the discrimination of similar sequences, it is not completely 

accurate at detecting remote homologues. This means that superfamily discrimination 

cannot perform as well as other family classification techniques. Finally, all the 

annotation that is currently given to deposited fingerprints, comes at the expense of doing 

it manually, requiring a significant amount of human effort. This makes finding 

functional or structural motifs achievable only through time-consuming cross-mapping 

with other databases, somewhat diminishing the usability and applications of the 

resource.  
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2 The aims  

The main aim of this study is to overcome some of the limitations of the fingerprinting 

method by exploring the effect of combining folding information to sequences in order to 

characterise motifs. Within this general aim, four specific objectives are identified: 

 

(i) To discover whether there is specific folding information contained in motifs. Folding 

signals are known to have an effect on the evolution of the protein. Topohydrophobic 

residues, Most Interacting Residues (MIR), Least Interacting Residues (LIR), tripeptides, 

energies, accessibility, etc., all have different meanings and effects in the structural 

properties of the protein. We would like to know whether, and to what extent, this 

information is buried in motifs.  

 

(ii) An important aspect of the fingerprinting technique is that, by virtue of being a 

manual approach, alignments can be analysed in great detail, and motifs can be selected 

at different levels of granularity. This means that fingerprints can be created in a 

hierarchical fashion, from superfamilies, trough their constituent families, down to their 

subfamilies. Differences in superfamily alignments may therefore carry as much valuable 

information as do their regions of conservation. Given that fold is more conserved than 

sequence, this objective intends to determine whether superfamily motifs correspond to 

motifs with high folding information content. In this manner, we will explore new ways 

for combining folding signals with sequence similarity for detection of distantly related 
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protein homologues. Thus, diagnosis of distant relatives and hence inference of common 

evolutionary origin could be significantly enhanced for the fingerprinting method. 

 

(iii) In many cases, the process of motif extraction for creating a fingerprint is somewhat 

arbitrary, especially when the MSA from which motifs are extracted does not have 

sufficient sequence variation, or if it has too much variation to determine where motif 

boundaries should be drawn. This scenario makes the process of motif selection ad hoc 

and additional guidance is required for a biologically meaningful localisation of motifs. 

Based on folding signals, we aim to combine this information with sequence conservation 

to help identify regions from which motifs should and should not be taken. 

 

(iv) The process of annotating protein motifs depends largely on manually mining 

literature. Current methods for the annotation of motifs in secondary databases are at best 

incomplete and inconsistent, and there is a great need for more comprehensive methods 

to integrate sequence and structural information in a more systematic way. We aim to 

determine the structural content of fingerprint elements to discriminate between motifs 

likely to be conserved for structural reasons and those that are not (i.e., functional 

motifs). This process of characterisation of motifs could potentially create an automated 

layer of annotation to pinpoint interesting regions for drug design and protein 

engineering. By classifying motifs as functional or structural, it may be possible to 

understand the way distribution of functional or structural motifs affect fingerprint 

hierarchical evolutionary levels. 
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3 Methods 

This project aims to explore how structure-based information might be combined with 

sequence information to provide a biologically-informed method for motif selection and 

characterisation, and hence, enhance the fingerprinting process. Attempts have previously 

made [99, 100] to automate motif detection. The resulting algorithm was implemented in 

a program called Automotif and motif extraction was reserved to a computer annotated 

supplement to PRINTS for annotation, called prePRINTS. The prePRINTS database is 

made automatically and was designed to increase the coverage of PRINTS. These 

attempts, however, had limited success, suggesting that manual motif extraction is the 

most robust method of fingerprint creation. The predicted motifs were, in all cases, 

derived from sequence information only, and no folding information was used for motif 

localisation.  

 

Research carried out by other members of the PFF consortium suggests that proteins are 

made by autonomous fragments that form their ‘building blocks’ of proteins. If folding 

information is encoded in sequence, protein folding signals should also be encoded in 

motifs. In order to understand the relation between sequence motifs and folding signals, it 

would be necessary to look for regions that are well conserved and to establish whether 

they have an important role in folding. An example would be location folding nucleus 
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residues of the protein, defined as the set of amino acids that determine whether a 

conformation belonging to the protein transition state will fold [101] . Thus, finding 

correlations between fingerprint motifs and folding signals is the first step for 

determining whether folding information may enhance the fingerprinting process.  

 

The PFF project provides an opportunity for a rigorous analysis of folding nuclei in 

protein sequences. As proteins fold in the form of semi-autonomous fragments, this 

means that they are encoded in the form of energy potentials and closed loops. Within 

folding fragments, functional regions are likely to be in outer loop regions, where they 

are exposed to the solvent. If fingerprints are created taking as the sequence template for 

the alignment a structure’s sequence, this allows assignment of potential correlations 

between folding signals and motifs. In order to find such correlations, fingerprints were 

created for all domains of the PFF dataset. Non-parametric statistical significance was 

assessed to find associations of folding signals to motifs. Among all possible statistical 

test associations, we were interested in those factors that contributed most to motifs. In 

addition to statistical analysis, machine learning techniques were also applied with the 

objective of finding regions conserved for structural reasons. These gave rise to a folding 

score, derived from the most contributing PFF methods, by using SVM. The folding 

score was trained to predict residues conserved for structural reasons and motifs were 

created according to the folding score. The conservation scores [102] derived from 

fingerprint multiple sequence alignments (MSA) were combined with the folding score, 

generating two kinds of conserved regions:  conserved regions with positive folding score 

and conserved with negative folding score. The latter were compared to existing 
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functional annotation to define if they corresponded to known functional sites. This 

offered a new way to classify motifs based on their structural or functional properties. 

Results were tested by creating fingerprints automatically (i.e., using folding signals only 

for delimiting motifs) and comparing them to manually created fingerprints for the PFF 

database. All PFF proteins are available via a Web resource1, with their folding scores 

and predicted functional and structural motifs. 

3.1 The PFF dataset 

The 117 protein structures that compose the initial dataset are all contained in the PDB, 

and span all major folds in the SCOP database (Table 2). Although representative of 

SCOP, PFF does not represent the entire protein universe, as membrane proteins and 

intrinsically disordered regions are outside of the scope of current crystallised proteins. 

Table 2. An overview of some of the features of the 117 protein structures of the PFF dataset. Here 

we summarise the number of PFF proteins for each SCOP class, the statistics related to the residue 

length of all proteins in the dataset and how many of these have identified topohydrophobic residues. 

 
                                                 
1 http://www.bioinf.manchester.ac.uk/corpas/db/ 
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All records in PFF entries are stored at the amino acid level (as opposed to the atom level 

annotation in PDB entries). PDB structures for PFF were selected according to the 

following criteria: (i) availability of data for the structure in each of the research groups 

of the PFF consortium; (ii) availability of functional annotation in literature; (iii) 

distribution of folds across the different classes of the SCOP database. The 117 protein 

dataset contains 27 All-alpha, 25 All-beta, 28 Alpha+Beta, 20 Alpha/Beta and 18 small 

structures. In terms the of evolutionary spectrum, all major studied species are present, 

ranging from Archaea, Bacteria, Plants, Fish, and Mammals. For a detailed description of 

the dataset refer to annex section 9.1. 

3.1.1 A description of PFF data format 
 
Table 3 explains briefly all the components contained in each of the PFF database entries. 

Version 1.0 of the PFF dataset is accessible in a DSSP-flat-file format. This PFF format is 

also available in XML through the UTOPIA toolkit, together with the UTOPIA 

visualisation tools for OS X, Windows and Linux. For this research all the work used the 

flat format as it was the only available one at the time of doing experiments. 

Table 3. Description of the PFF data format Version 1.0. The rows in these figures correspond to 

successive columns in the flat format. The following two tables are a continuation of this one for page 

layout purposes. 

 
Field Name Meaning Source Unit/Format 
PDB id Structure identifier Protein Data Bank 1 integer and 

3 characters 
Counter Unique position 

order 
Counting from the first 
amino acid  

Integer 

Residue type Amino acid 
alphabet 

PDB Single 
character 
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Fold-X Estimation of the 
importance of the 
interactions 
contributing to the 
stability of proteins 

Fold energy function of 
all atoms in the protein 
structure 

Float 
Kcal/Mol 

Pop_Destab Calculates changes 
in stability of a 
given protein or 
peptide under all 
possible single site 
mutations 

Linear combinations of 
database-derived 
torsion and distance 
potentials (describing 
local and tertiary 
interactions, 
respectively) 

Float 
Kcal/Mol 

Lattice Intramolecular 
neighbours: number 
of amino acids a 
residue has contacts 
inside the protein 

ab initio calculations of 
non-covalent 
interaction energies 
between non-
contiguous residues 
along the polypeptide 
chain 

Integer 

Accessibility Exposure to solvent 
(Squared 
Angstroms) 

DSSP/PFF Integer 

Frequency Related only to 
particular regions of 
the protein, 
identified to be 
‘functionally or 
structurally 
important’, called 
motifs 

1: amino acid totally 
conserved in that 
motifposition 
0: amino acid not 
conserved in the motif 
-1: amino acid outside 
a motif 

Integer 

Motif Number Motifs are segments 
of aligned 
sequences which are 
similar for 
sequences in the 
same family 

Motifs always appear 
in order, starting from 
the left most 1 up to the 
last one ‘n’. 

Integer 

Scorecons Similar concept as 
frequencies in 
motifs.  

This measure applies to 
the whole protein, not 
just motifs. Scorecons 
are different to 
frequencies in the 
number of homologous 
sequences used to 
create such a score 

Float 

Crescendo Score measures Based on the Float 
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likelihood of a 
residue being 
functional 

combination of 
sequence and structure 
information 

Topohydrophobic Folding nucleus 
residue 

Core structural 
alignment conserved 
positions   only 
occupied by 
hydrophobic residues 

Single 
character 
T, t 

TEF1 Segments of the 
folded chains with a 
small distance 
between their ends 

closest end-to-end 
distance between Cα 
atoms 

Single 
character: 
I 

TEF2 Segments of the 
folded chains with a 
small distance 
between their ends 

closest end-to-end 
distance between Cα 
atoms 

Single 
character: 
I 

Secondary 
Structure 

H: alpha helix 
G: 3-10 Helix 
I: Pi Helix 
E: extended sheet 
B: beta sheet 
C: Coil 
T: Turn 
S: 5 residue bend 

DSSP Single 
character 

Cation Pi Interactions 
aromatic-charged 
residues 

structural criteria 
corresponding to 
specific interactions 

Single 
character 

Active site Active site PFF/Annotation # denotes 
presence 

Binding site 
residue 

Binding site residue PFF/Annotation # denotes 
presence 

Interface site  Interface site PFF/Annotation # denotes 
presence 

Ion Binding Ion Binding PFF/Annotation # denotes 
presence 

 
 
 

For an example of a PFF entry (as described in Table 3) please see annex section 9.2.  
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3.2 PFF Workflow 

 

Figure 6 shows the methodology for creation of fingerprints within the PFF framework. 

Initially, it was found that 60 structures out of 117 already significantly match a PRINTS 

family. If the protein was found to have a family in PRINTS, domain matches were 

classified as either partial (i.e., the structure does not span all motifs in the fingerprint) or 

total (all motifs matched). For those structures that matched an existing fingerprint, 

domain sequences were added to the initial alignment from which motifs are identified 

and the fingerprint was updated. Fingerprints were created from scratch for those 

domains that did not significantly match a fingerprint. Once fingerprinting was 

completed, we proceeded to the final stage of the visualisation of protein fragments 

according to their folding properties. This information was used to explore new ways of 

combining folding information to fingerprinting process. 
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Figure 6. Schematic representation of the workflow carried out for the PFF Manchester group 

3.3 Family selection 

The initial requirement for creating a novel fingerprint is the identification of a target 

protein sequence whose family is not present in the database. Each of the sequences 

belonging to the PFF dataset was searched against the PRINTS database for similarity 

with an already present fingerprint. PRINTS provides a search algorithm for 

classification of sequences using its familial definitions, namely FingerPRINTScan [98]. 

This tool calculates the statistical significance of a sequence match to existing 

Create new

Update 
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fingerprints by computing a probability distribution from a random sequence of the same 

length as the query (expressed as an E-value).  

3.4 Fingerprinting process 

The PRINTS database [23, 100, 103-109] describes the regions that characterise a group 

of related sequences (family signature). Signatures available in PRINTS are formed from 

an ordered series of non-overlapping, ungapped sequence regions extracted from a family 

alignment. The set of conserved regions are known as motifs and the whole group of 

motifs describing a family is referred to as a fingerprint. For a sequence to be diagnosed 

as a family member it needs to have multiple matches to motifs from the same 

fingerprint. This reduces the number of spurious matches from non-family members. Full 

family members match all motifs, while partial members match fewer motifs.  

 

Once a target protein is selected, the fingerprinting process can be performed either from 

scratch (Figure 7) or by updating motifs with newly deposited sequences for existing 

fingerprints. The starting point when creating a fingerprint from scratch involves the 

search of the target PDB domain sequence using BLAST [110] in a preferred primary 

database, in this case UniProt (termed SWALL in the figure). Significant hits returned by 

BLAST were used for the creation of an initial alignment. The initial alignment of 

selected hits was done using CLUSTAL W [111] and it was subsequently refined 

manually using the CINEMA application [112], part of the UTOPIA package [54]. 

Manual editing is required because it allows correction of errors and a more meaningful 

inclusion of gaps in the alignment. A good inclusion of gaps leads to the appearance of 

compact conserved regions within the alignment from which to extract motifs. Selection 
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of motifs is a crucial stage of the fingerprinting process and it requires careful 

consideration in advance. For a ‘clean’ fingerprint result, selected motifs must be totally 

matched by all sequences and no sequences matching just a few motifs. Once selected, 

motifs are saved; the next stage is to scan motifs individually in a fragment-less current 

version of UniProt. The current database version for ‘Scan’ is SPTR51.6_34.6f. The 

scanning algorithm (‘Scan’) interprets motifs as frequency or identity matrices, i.e., no 

mutation or substitution information such as PAM [113] or BLOSUM [114] are used to 

weigh for significant similarity. The scoring system that defines sequence similarity is 

thus simple and clean, but limited strictly to observed residues.  

 

Figure 7. Description of the fingerprinting process starting from a sequence to the final deposition in 

the PRINTS database. 
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Having scanned the UniProt database, resulting hit lists are analysed to determine which 

sequences have matched all the motifs (in the correct order, with appropriate distances 

between them). Sequences from any new matches are added to the original motifs and the 

fragment-less database is searched again. Through this repetitive process, motifs are 

expected to grow steadily and become more mature and selective for the family in each 

database iteration. The scanning process is repeated as many times as needed until the 

number of sequences matched converge (i.e., no more new sequences are found to match 

motifs), at which point results may be manually annotated and deposited in the PRINTS 

database.  

 

3.4.1 Selection of motifs 
For the creation of a fingerprint, it is necessary to find the regions of the alignment that 

are conserved. These regions are usually distinguishable visually, because coloured 

patterns of chemically similar amino acids are evident, showing homogeneous regions of 

similar colours. Regions of conservation varying in length between 5 to 30 amino acids 

are called motifs. Motifs cannot contain gaps and must be reasonably well conserved 

across all sequences in the positions they occupy in the alignment.  

 

A set of motifs is derived from the family alignment. Many alignment tools are available 

[115-123], but CINEMA was used here because it has been specifically designed with in 

built capabilities for fingerprint creation [112, 124]. Among these capabilities, CINEMA 
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allows motif extraction from the alignment, with the option of saving such motifs into a 

format readable by the fingerprinting software (see below).  

 

Alignments may be automatically created using CLUSTAL W [111]. This program was 

chosen because it is freely available and easy to use locally. It is also faster than other 

alignment methods (e.g., T-COFFEE or M-COFFEE [125, 126]) and is conveniently 

included in the BioPerl [127] library distribution. However, automatically created 

alignments need human analysis and correction before being used for motif extraction.  

3.4.2 Scanning Database 
Once the group of motifs that describe a particular alignment has been selected, they are 

converted into frequency matrices. Each matrix is used to search a version of UniProt 

(without fragments) for additional motif matches. If further matches are found, their 

corresponding subsequences are included in the motif and another UniProt search is 

performed. This process is repeated until the state of convergence is reached, i.e. no more 

additional matches are found. The ‘Scan’ program specifically searches a primary 

sequence database with a number of motifs and outputs the results for each motif in 

separate files. 
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3.4.3 Compare motifs 
The program ‘Compare’ amalgamates individual motif matches and outputs sequences 

that match at least two motifs within a distance threshold and in an ordered fashion. Thus, 

individual motif matches are grouped by sequence and motif matches resulting from the 

scanning algorithm are grouped as individual hit lists, one for each motif. The compare 

length is an important fine-tuning parameter that is manually adjusted when using 

‘Compare’. Compare lengths are an user-defined number of matches extracted from the 

top of each hitlist.  

3.4.4 Formatting and incorporation of annotation 
 

Once convergence is reached and comparison of motifs is no longer yielding new 
sequences, a fingerprint format file is created. A formatted PRINTS entry consists of 
three major parts: the annotation part, details of matching sequences and the motif 
subsequences ( 

Figure 8 & Figure 9).  
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gc; 2MHR 

gx; PR 
gn; COMPOUND(4) 
ga; 20-OCT-2004 
gt; Hemerythrin signature 
gp; PRINTS; PR00186 HEMERYTHRIN 
gp; PROSITE; PS00550 HEMERYTHRINS 
gp; PFAM; PF01814 Hemerythrin 
gp; INTERPRO; IPR002063 
gp; PRODOM; PD006099 
bb; 
bb; 
gd; 2MHR is a 4-element fingerprint that provides a signature for the 
gd; hemerythrin proteins. The fingerprint was derived from an initial 
gd; alignment of 8 sequences: the motifs were drawn from conserved 
regions 
gd; spanning virtually the full alignment length. Four iterations on 
gd; SPTR44_27f were required to reach convergence, at which point a true  
gd; set comprising 17 sequences was identified. 
// 
si; SUMMARY INFORMATION 
si; ------------------- 
sd;   17 codes involving  4 elements 
sd;    0 codes involving  3 elements 
sd;    0 codes involving  2 elements 
bb; 
bb; 
ci; COMPOSITE FINGERPRINT INDEX 
ci; --------------------------- 
cr; 
cd;  4|  17   17   17   17   
cd;  3|   0    0    0    0   
cd;  2|   0    0    0    0   
cd; --+--------------------- 
cd;   |   1    2    3    4   
bb; 
bb; 
tp; MP2_NERDI      HEMM_NERDI     HEMT_PHAGO     HEM1_PHAGO      
KA; P80255    M1   P22761    M1   P02244    M1   P27686    M1    
tp; HEMM_THEZO     HEMT_THEZO     Q6W3Z9         Q674M7          
KA; P02247    D1   P02245    M1   Q6W3Z9    D1   Q674M7    M1    
tp; HEMT_THEDY     HEMM_THETS     HEMT_LINUN     HEMT_LINRE      
KA; P02246    M1   Q9GYZ9    M1   P22764    D1   P23543    D1    
tp; HEMU_LINUN     HEMU_LINRE     HEML_NAEFO     Q6B0K8          
KA; P22765    D1   P23544    D1   Q9NH76    M1   Q6B0K8    M1    
 
 

Figure 8. Fingerprint of Myohemerythrin. Owing to space constraints, some parts have been omitted. 

In black font is the annotation part, in blue the details of the matching sequences. 
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sh; SCAN HISTORY 
sh; ------------ 
dn; SPTR44_27f  4    50 NSINGLE 
bb; 
bb; 
im; INITIAL MOTIF-SETS 
im; ------------------ 
ic; HEMERYTHRIN1 
il; 17 
it; Hemerythrin I - 1 
id; WEIPEPYVWDESFRVFY                HEMM_THEZO      2     2 
id; FDIPEPYVWDESFRVFY                HEM1_PHAGO      2     2 
id; FEIPEPYKWDESFQVFY                 MP2_NERDI      2     2 
id; FEVPEPFKWDESFQVFY                HEMM_NERDI      2     2 
id; FPIPDPYGWDPSFRTFY                HEMT_THEZO      2     2 
id; VKVPEPFAWNESFATSY                HEMT_LINUN      1     1 
id; VKVPAPFAWNEDFATSY                HEMT_LINRE      1     1 
id; MKVPAPYAWNSDFATTY                HEMU_LINRE      1     1 
bb; 
// 
fm; FINAL MOTIF-SETS 
fm; ---------------- 
fc; HEMERYTHRIN1 
fl; 17 
ft; Hemerythrin I - 4 
fd; FEIPEPYKWDESFQVFY                 MP2_NERDI      2     2 
fd; FEVPEPFKWDESFQVFY                HEMM_NERDI      2     2 
fd; FPIPDPYVWDPSFRTFY                HEMT_PHAGO      2     2 
fd; FDIPEPYVWDESFRVFY                HEM1_PHAGO      2     2 
fd; WEIPEPYVWDESFRVFY                HEMM_THEZO      2     2 
fd; FPIPDPYGWDPSFRTFY                HEMT_THEZO      2     2 
fd; FDIPEPFKWDASFEVFY                    Q6W3Z9      3     3 
fd; FEIPEPYVWDESFKVFY                    Q674M7      3     3 
fd; FPIPDPYCWDISFRTFY                HEMT_THEDY      2     2 
fd; FEIPEPYQWDETFEVFY                HEMM_THETS      3     3 
fd; VKVPEPFAWNESFATSY                HEMT_LINUN      1     1 
fd; VKVPAPFAWNEDFATSY                HEMT_LINRE      1     1 
fd; MKIPVPYAWTPDFKTTY                HEMU_LINUN      1     1 
fd; MKVPAPYAWNSDFATTY                HEMU_LINRE      1     1 
fd; TTIPSPFNWDSSFCVGN                HEML_NAEFO      3     3 
fd; TTIPSPFNWDSSFCVGN                    Q6B0K8      3     3 
fd; FPVPDPFIWDASFKTFY                HEMT_SIPCU      2     2 
KD; INTER_MOTIF_DISTANCE REGION=0-1; MIN=1; MAX=3 
bb; 
 
Figure 9. Fingerprint of Myohemerythrin; in green the subsequences of the final motifs.  

 The motif subsequence part records the sequences with which the fingerprinting process 

started (initial motifs) and the final motifs that appeared as a consequence of adding 

similar sequences. 
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3.4.5 New fingerprinting challenges  
A fingerprint based on a PDB domain (fold fingerprint) only involves the length of the 

domain. This means that as domains tend to be shorter in length than normal sequences, 

conserved regions are more scarce, creating additional problems for keeping enough 

family discrimination, which is achieved with at least 3 motifs. Therefore, the ability to 

discriminate sequences decreases with a lower motif number. A few important problems 

derived from using sequence domains for fold fingerprinting are briefly outlined below. 

3.4.5.1 Sequences that are too short 

When sequences are too short the total length of the MSA may be too short for 

identifying 3 or more motifs. Fingerprint diagnostic performance can be severely 

affected, reducing its capabilities to characterise a protein family. 

3.4.5.2 Not enough similar sequences 

If there is too little similarity between the sequences forming the seed MSA, motif 

selection is difficult to perform in a meaningful way. Conserved regions would be too 

small to allow a good motif selection.  

3.4.5.3 Not enough variability 

If there is not enough variation contained in the MSA, motif boundaries have to be drawn 

more or less arbitrarily, without reference to the underlying evolutionary properties in the 

protein family. 
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3.4.6 Introducing “non-motifs” and “potential motif” regions 
Motif presence in a particular sequence region is an important piece of information to 

which folding information may be mapped. However, determining motif 

presence/absence is not a straightforward process, because motif presence is relative to 

the level of hierarchy, i.e., regions that are not motifs at the superfamily level, might be 

motif regions at the family level. Therefore, it is not enough just to suppose that regions 

that are not in a motif may not potentially be a motif at a different hierarchical level. 

Fingerprints of related sequences may be referred to as superfamily, family or subfamily, 

depending on the number of sequences included in the alignment and the variability of 

their sequence amino acids. A superfamily, for instance, contains more distantly related 

(more divergent) sequences than a family. Thus, the same sequences may have different 

motif regions. In order to tackle this, non-motif regions were created and manually 

identified. Non-motif regions are, by definition, motif-like in size, but owing to their poor 

conservation or the fact that they contain gaps, we know for sure that they will never be 

motifs, no matter what sequences are used to define such non-motif regions in the 

alignment.  

 

The need to define non-motif regions arouse as a consequence of the statistical analyses 

performed in this research, and therefore are an artefact of that process. It was not enough 

to distinguish between regions inside and outside motifs to find significant differences in 

the concentration of folding signals. We identified that in order to find significant 

differences in the distribution of folding signals, it was necessary to make a distinction 

between both conserved (“potential motif”) and non conserved (“non-motif”) regions 

outside motifs. 
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All amino acids that were left over either because they do not belong to motifs or to non-

motifs were labelled as potential motif regions. Potential motif regions are conserved 

regions that ‘potentially’ could be a motif in a different hierarchical level. Thus, while a 

conserved region is not part of a particular fingerprint, it might well be a motif in a 

different one. Therefore, this new distinction of dividing MSA amino acids into three 

categories (non-motifs, motifs and potential motifs), allows a better mapping of folding 

properties to sequence conservation and their relationship to motifs. When motifs are 

created, it may not be as obvious whether they belong to a superfamily or a subfamily. In 

order to make this assignment of motif, potential and non-motif regions more 

scientifically rigorous, we developed a way to automatically classify these alignment 

regions based on conservation thresholds to distinguish potential motif and non-motif 

residues. 

3.4.6.1 Thresholds for generation of non-motif and potential regions 

In order to add more rigour to the determination of non-motif and potential motif regions, 

their assignment was performed using conservation scores with different window 

smoothing and thresholds of conservation. (Figure 10)shows that there are two candidate 

thresholds of conservation that could differentiate between motif and non-motif regions: 

0.5 and 0.6 conservation score (where conservation ranges from 0 to 1). A region whose 

average conservation is above T (where T is either 0.5 or 0.6) can be considered a 

potential motif region. Any region with an average conservation score below T would be 

considered a non-motif region.  
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Figure 10. Two alternative views show the distributions of the average conservation of fingerprint 

motifs (Fm) and manual No-motifs (Nm). Most Fm have an average conservation of 0.6 or above (1 

for totally conserved, 0 no conservation), whilst most Nm have an average conservation below 0.6. 

Their total number in the PFF database adds up to 527 Fm and 142 Nm. 
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These thresholds are then applied to the analysis of non-motif and potential motif regions. 

Automatic definition of potential and non-motif regions uses the following criteria: (i) 

motifs already defined by the fingerprint remain labelled as fingerprint motif (Fm) 

regions; (ii) regions in the range of 5-30 residues long with an average conservation 

below the threshold T are labelled as non-motifs (Nm); (iii) all remaining regions outside 

Nm or Fm will be labelled as potential motifs (Pm).  Thus, labelling of regions outside 

Fm varies according to the threshold of choice. All analyses of folding signals in motifs 

are thus carried out for all different classes as defined by either their thresholds or 

manually as Fm, Nm and Pm.  

3.5 Addition of conservation and Crescendo to the PFF 

dataset 

The PFF project provided information related to the folding properties of a protein, and 

was mainly concerned with protein structure. However, in order to combine sequence 

analysis to folding parameters, it was necessary to add conservation-derived scores for 

each of position in the alignment. Of all PFF methods, only fingerprinting was dependent 

on MSA, by virtue of being a sequence-based method, from which conservation scores 

can be calculated. The chosen option for calculating conservation was the Scorecons 

server [102] with default parameters. Scorecons was the ideal candidate because it 

provided scores for each residue with respect to a reference sequence in the alignment. 

For our analysis purposes, the choice of reference sequence was that of the structural 

domain sequence.  
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Crescendo is a program which identifies functional residues in proteins making use of 

structural information and combining it with conservation of amino acid residues [128]. 

Functional sites have been shown to be strongly dependent on the environment in which 

they occur in the folded protein and the likely substitutions of amino acids in particular 

local environments. Crescendo has two scores, divergence and conservation. The latter is 

based on identifying sequence conservation within the alignment and predicting 

functionality combining it with environment-specific substitution tables [129]. As a result 

of calculating conservation and Crescendo, folding signals contained in the PFF database 

could now be mapped to conservation-based scores. 

3.6 Peaks, troughs  

Data were collected on a residue-by-residue basis, i.e., one measurement per amino acid. 

Thus, there is a 1-to-many correspondence between amino acids and motifs. This means 

that many individual amino acids contributions define one motif. Owing to noise in PFF 

data methods, smoothing was carried out over all values, producing for each point in the 

alignment the average values of k amino acid neighbours. With normalised and smoothed 

PFF values, patterns arise in the form of peaks and troughs, which interestingly, followed 

the distribution of motif regions.  

3.7 Relating folding information to sequence and motifs 

In order to determine whether there was an observable correlation between folding 

signals from the PFF dataset and conserved regions as defined by motifs, specific data 

transformations were applied, such as the ones subsequently described. 
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3.7.1 Normalisation 
 
Figure 11 shows that for any given entry in the PFF database, it is necessary to 

homogenise sources to the same scale, i.e., normalisation. Normalisation is often useful 

for data analysis and visualisation purposes.  

 

Figure 11. Justification of Normalisation. The Myohemerythrin structure 2mhr is used. The top 

diagram shows Accessibility (acc), Lattice Simulation (lat), Fold-X (fdx), PopMusic destabilisation 

(pop), Crescendo (zsc) and Conservation values (scc) for all 118 residues of 2mhr (Myohemerytrin) 

without any normalisation, i.e. raw scores. The bottom diagram shows values normalised. 
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 In the case of all quantitative PFF data sources, they were normalised to a maximum of 

100 and a minimum of 0. This is also called percentage normalisation. Other normalising 

methods, such as dividing by the mean and multiplying by the standard deviation, did not 

produce better data patterns than percentage normalisation. 

3.7.2 Noise reduction and smoothing 
 

When data are noisy, sometimes it is necessary to apply a smoothing algorithm to expose 

its features and to provide a reasonable starting approach for parametric fitting. The two 

basic assumptions that underlie smoothing are:  

1. The relationship between the response data and the predictor data is smooth. 

2. The smoothing process results in a smoothed value that is a better estimate of the 

original value because the noise has been reduced.  

The smoothing process attempts to estimate the average distribution of each response 

value. This estimation is based on a specified number of neighbouring response values. 

One can think of smoothing as a local fit because a new response value is created for each 

original response value. There are two common types of smoothing methods: filtering 

(averaging) and local regression. Each smoothing method requires a span. For this 

research averaging smoothing was chosen for its simplicity and ease of use. The span 

defines a window of neighbouring points to include in the smoothing calculation for each 

data point. This window moves across the data set as the smoothed response value is 

calculated for each predictor value. A large span increases the smoothness but decreases 

the resolution of the smoothed data set, while a small span decreases the smoothness but 

increases the resolution of the smoothed data set. The optimal span value depends on the 
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data set and the smoothing method, and usually requires some experimentation to find it 

(Figure 12, Figure 13, Figure 14 and Figure 15). 

 

Figure 12. Accessibility (acc), Lattice simulation (lat), Fold-X (fdx), PopMusic destabilisation (pop), 

Crescendo (zsc) and Conservation (scc) values for 2mhr (Myohemerythrin) using smoothing window 

3 (top) and 5 (bottom). 
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Figure 13. Accessibility (acc), Lattice simulation (lat), Fold-X (fdx), PopMusic destabilisation (pop), 

Crescendo (zsc) and Conservation (scc) values for 2mhr using smoothing window 7 (top) and 9 

(bottom). 
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Figure 14. Accessibility (acc), Lattice simulation (lat), Fold-X (fdx), PopMusic destabilisation (pop), 

Crescendo (zsc) and Conservation (scc) values for 2mhr using smoothing window 11 (top) and 13 

(bottom). 
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Figure 15. Accessibility (acc), Lattice simulation (lat), Fold-X, PopMusic destabilisation (pop), 

Crescendo (zsc) and Conservation (scc) values for 2mhr (Myohemerythrin) using smoothing window 

15 (top) and 17 (bottom). 
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Sliding window averages were taken for PFF proteins using different relevant sizes: 3, 5, 7, 9, 

11, 13, 15, 17 and 19. This smoothing was applied to all completed proteins in the PFF dataset. 

Support Vector Machines were used for the task of finding the window size that best describe 

motif properties in PFF data for each residue (please see results section 4.1.2).  

 

3.7.3 Statistical tests: Wilcoxon and Chi-square 

3.7.3.1 Chi-square test 

Chi square is a non-parametric test of statistical significance [130]. Chi-square is used 

here to determine whether paired observations on two variables, expressed in a 

contingency table, are independent of each other – for example, to test whether MIR 

frequency differs significantly between motif and non-motif regions. 

3.7.3.2 Wilcoxon test 

The Wilcoxon test is a non-parametric test that compares two paired groups [131]. It 

calculates the difference between each set of pairs, and analyses that list of differences. 

The P value can answer questions such as: is the distribution of Fold-X values in motifs 

any different from non-motif regions?  

3.7.4 Theoretical peaks 
 
How much does accessibility trough in motif X? How much does conservation peak in 

motif Y? In order to measure the intensity of folding signals’ peak and troughs, we 

created theoretically ‘perfect’ peaks. ‘Perfect’ peaks can be calculated by assigning a 
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maximum score to the middle residue of a motif and a minimum to the residue edges, 

constituting a perfect peak (Figure 16). Each side of the peak would be symmetrical, 

creating an isosceles-like triangle. Theoretical peaks are, therefore, not real but artificially 

created, and they lack any biological meaning other than the higher the perfect peak 

value, the closer to the middle of a motif (or non-motif). Once perfect peaks are created 

for all motifs and non-motif regions, it is possible to determine whether a folding signal 

peaks (correlation coefficient >0) or troughs (<0) as well as providing a measure for the 

‘strength’ in which the folding signal peaks or troughs in a particular region; i.e., 

correlations close to +1 mean strong peaks and correlations close to ‘-1’ mean strong 

troughs (for a complete analysis of folding signals’ peaks and troughs in motif and non-

motif regions please refer to results section 4.2.9). This is especially useful for 

determining the folding signals’ exact contributions to motifs. If accessibility always 

troughs in motifs and peaks in non-motifs, this would be a highly contributing factor to 

motifs, because we would be sure that a trough is indicative of motif presence. In 

correlation terms, this would mean that accessibility always has correlations to perfect 

peaks close to ‘-1’ in motifs and close to ‘+1’ in non-motifs. As an illustrative example, 

Figure 17 shows how much accessibility troughs in motifs and peaks in non-motifs. 

Another successful application that involved the creation of theoretical perfect peaks 

involved measuring the degree of overlap between TEF and motifs (Figure 16).  
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Figure 16. Procedure for creation of TEF theoretical peaks. TEF residues are assigned a theoretical 

value according to the position which they occupy. End residues are always 50 and the middle 

residue 100. Two subsets are created, residues that overlap motifs and those that overlap non-motif 

regions. By modelling TEF residue positions, where the middle of the TEF is a maximum and the 

extremes are minima, it is possible to discover if there is any motif-TEF overlapping preference. If 

TEF regions that overlap motifs have a tendency to do it at TEF extremes, their average theoretical 

peak value will be lower than the one in non-motif regions. 
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Figure 17. ROC curve depicting the ability of accessibility peaks and troughs to diagnose motif 

presence or absence. The Area Under Curve (AUC) is 0.6356707. In order to discover at least 63% of 

the motifs in a protein, about 1/3 of the output will be falsely marked as a motif. Threshold settings 

for determining accessibility peaks and troughs are not shown in the ROC curve. 

3.7.5 Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curves 
A ROC curve is used to diagnose the reliability of diagnostic systems that have positive 

and negative events [132]. A ROC curve is a graphical plot of “sensitivity” versus “1 – 

specificity” for a binary classifier system as its discrimination threshold is varied. The 

ROC can also be equivalently represented by plotting the fraction of true positives versus 

the fraction of false positives, (Figure 17). ROC Analysis is useful for evaluating 

performance of classifiers and rankers. The Area Under Curve (AUC) is defined as the 

probability that the classifier will score a randomly-drawn positive sample higher than a 

randomly-drawn negative sample (this is equivalent to the value of the Wilcoxon-Mann-
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Whitney statistic test). Since the output of AUC is cutoff independent, this measure 

cannot be combined with other measures into a parametric curve. As the AUC increases, 

so does the accuracy of the diagnostic system. AUC was used as an indirect way of 

measuring correlations of PFF parameters to motifs. All ROC calculations were 

performed using the package ROCR [133]. 

3.8 Machine learning techniques 
 

Machine learning techniques are decision making tools that “learn” the mathematical 

relationships existing in a sample of complex data, where there are many variables. The 

user must first provide a “training set” containing real samples and the “class” they 

belong to. Next, a “test set” is provided with new samples, but this time the algorithm 

must predict the class of each sample based on the rules learnt in the training set.  

Machine learning is particularly useful when there are many variables to be analysed. 

Machine learning techniques were specifically applied to the finding of folding patterns 

that are likely to be defined in motifs. For that, a training dataset of labelled residues is 

supplied with folding attributes, where the label is already known. The algorithm “learns” 

the rules according to the information contained in the features. Each residue instance is 

labelled according to a class. Here the two classes are ‘0’, if the residue is not part of a 

motif, or ‘1’ if it is. Based on the features or attributes that each instance of a class has, it 

will be able to predict a test set for which the classes are unknown (whether a residue is 

inside a motif or not), based on their features. It is important to have the right features to 

maximise the performance for discriminating between classes when making predictions. 

When performing the test prediction, classes are also known, but the algorithm must 
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guess this time the right class. Based on the number of correct predictions of the test set, 

it is possible to measure the accuracy of the model. If the accuracy is close to 100%, it 

implies that the features selected catch the underlying differences between the two 

classes. 

 

The classification process consists of the definition of a certain number of features to be 

extracted from the signals and, successively, to define a classifier based on these features. 

All features selected correspond to PFF sources. First, it is needed to find the optimal 

combination of features that best represent the differences between motifs and no motifs. 

In this way most the most contributing folding factors to motif presence can be identified. 

The most relevant combination of parameters is the one that is able to separate motif 

regions with the highest accuracy. Therefore, those parameters that add noise to the motif 

prediction are the ones that reduce the accuracy. In addition, the accuracy of motif 

prediction is an indirect way to determine which of the parameters selected for the input 

of the machine best describe motif properties. 

 

Two Machine learning algorithms were used to test the hypothesis that folding 

information is encoded specifically in motifs: Bayesian Logistic Regression (BBR) and 

Support Vector Machines (SVM). BBR is a lineal model that finds the maximum “a 

posteriori” estimate under the two choices (1, -1) for the prior distribution. The BBR 

software of choice is the DIMACS version developed by Genkin, Lewis and Madigan. 

For an in depth explanation of the algorithm and the implementation please refer to [134]. 

In preliminary experiments, we wanted to determine which of the two machine learning 
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techniques was best. We found that SVM performed consistently better than BBR, giving 

in all cases a higher accuracy over the same test set.  

 

3.8.1 Support Vector Machines 
An SVM is a type of learning machine based on statistical learning theory. The basic idea 

of applying SVM to pattern classification can be stated briefly as follows. First, map the 

input vectors into one feature space (possible with a higher dimension), either linearly or 

non-linearly, which is relevant to the selection of the kernel function. Then, within the 

feature space from the first step, seek an optimised linear division, i.e. construct a 

hyperplane that separates two classes (this can be extended to multi-class). SVM training 

always seeks a global optimized solution and avoids over-fitting, so it has the ability to 

deal with a large number of features. A complete description to the theory of SVM for 

pattern recognition is in Vapnik's book [135]. SVM have been used in a wide range of 

problems including drug design [136], image recognition and text classification [137], 

microarray gene expression data analysis [138], and protein fold recognition [139]. 

In this research, we apply Vapnik's SVM [135] to predict the folding nucleus residues 

(conserved strictly for structural reasons). SVMlight [140, 141]  and LIBSVM [142] are 

two implementations of SVM for the problem of pattern recognition. We found that the 

user interface of LIBSVM was easier for manipulation of parameters, while SVMlight 

usually gave a slightly better accuracy and it not only gave the class. Furthermore, the 

distance of instances to the hyperplane will be useful for posterior experiments. Thus, we 

used the two packages for this research. 
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3.8.1.1 Explanation of SVM theory 

Suppose we are given a set of samples, i.e., a series of input vectors 

 

with corresponding labels . 

Where -1 and +1 are used to stand respectively for the two classes. The goal here is to 

construct one binary classifier or derive one decision function from the available samples, 

which has small probability of misclassifying a future sample. Both the basic linear 

separable case and the most useful linear non-separable case for most real life problems 

are considered here: 

1. The linear separable case: in this case, there exists a separating hyper plane 

whose function is , which implies:  

 

By minimising subject to this constraint, the SVM approach tries to find a 

unique separating hyperplane. Here is the Euclidean norm of which 

maximises the distance between the hyper plane, i.e. Optimal Separating 

Hyperplane, and the nearest data points of each class. The classifier is called the 

largest margin classifier. By introducing Lagrange multipliers , the SVM 
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training procedure amounts to solving a convex QP problem. The solution is a 

unique globally optimised result can be shown having the following expansion: 

 

Only if the corresponding > 0, these are called Support Vectors. 

When a SVM is trained, the decision function can be written as: 

 

Where sgn() in the above formula is the given sign function. 

2. The linear non-separable case: 

 

(i) "soft margin" technique.  

In order to allow for training errors, we introduce slack variables: 

ξi > 0, i = 1, ..., N 

And relaxed separation constraint is given as: 

 

And the OSH can be found by minimizing 
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Where C is a regularization parameter used to decide a trade- off between the 

training error and the margin. 

(ii) "kernel substitution" technique 

SVM performs a nonlinear mapping of the input vector from the input space 

into a higher dimensional Hilbert space, where the mapping is determined 

by the kernel function. Then like in case (i), it finds the OSH in the space H 

corresponding to a non-linear boundary in the input space. Two typical kernel 

functions are listed below: 

 

 

And the form of the decision function is 

 

For a given data set, only the kernel function and the regularity parameter C must be 

selected to specify one SVM. 

3.8.1.2 Kernels: linear, Polynomial and RBF 

Kernel functions are used by the SVM to separate classes in the hyperspace. There are 

three main kernels: 
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Linear: K(xi, xj) = xTi xj  

Polynomial: K(xi, xj) = (xi Txj + r)d,  > 0. 

Radial basis function (RBF): K(xi, xj) = exp(−kxi − xjk2),  > 0. 

It is usually suggested that in general RBF is a reasonable first choice, but in many cases, 

RBF kernels do not perform better than linear ones. The RBF kernel nonlinearly maps 

samples into a higher dimensional space, so it, unlike the linear kernel, can handle the 

case when the relation between class labels and attributes is nonlinear. 

Furthermore, the linear kernel is a special case of RBF. The second reason for using 

linear or RBF is the number of hyperparameters that influences the complexity of model 

selection. The polynomial kernel has more hyperparameters than the RBF kernel. 

3.8.1.3 The Training and Prediction of Most Contributing Factors to 

Motifs 

According to the definition of fingerprints, a residue in a MSA may generally fall into 

one of the following two classes: (1) Fingerprint motif, (2) Non-motif. Residues can be 

represented by a point or a vector in a 28-D space, corresponding to the 28 different PFF 

features. However, of the 28 PFF components, only a few will contribute to presence or 

absence of motifs (Table 4). 
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Table 4. Features used for selection of most contributing factors to motif presence/absence. Only 

computable features from the PFF dataset where included.  
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4 Results 

 
In this chapter, sections are organised following a logical order that address each aim 

independently. Each section is focused around an aim, stating initially the goals for the 

section, followed by the observations and the conclusions for that specific aim.  

4.1 Relations between folding and conservation 
Understanding folding factors affecting sequence conservation may help us to understand 

motifs. In order to find out whether sequence motifs contain specific folding information, 

relationships of PFF data attributes to conservation and motif presence/absence were 

analysed. In addition, it is easier to relate sequence folding properties to sequence 

conservation than to motifs, because folding parameters and conservation values are 

obtained for each individual residue.  

 

An analysis of the distributions of quantitative PFF raw data was performed. Quantitative 

data are those identified as conservation, Crescendo, accessibility, Fold-X, PopMusic and 

lattice simulation values. It is crucial to understand the shape of the data distributions, so 

that the appropriate statistical test may be applied to understanding their underlying 

relationships to conservation and motifs. The full PFF dataset may not be optimal to 

describe protein motifs, i.e., some attributes may contain little or no information relevant 
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to motifs. We found that the data are noisy and complex. Noisy data make a problem 

more complex and often its removal can lead to more simple, easy-to-interpret models. 

When plotting raw values of PFF components, distributions show that almost all do not 

have a normal distribution. Different attributes have different scales and units, and there 

are outliers. Ideally, we want to have data distributions as Gaussian-like as possible 

(normal distribution). Normal distributions allow the use of parametric tests, which are 

most suitable for testing statistical significance. Figure 18 shows the distributions of raw 

values for a PFF subset of attributes.  

 

Figure 18. PFF quantitative attributes showing reasonable completeness are analysed in terms of 

their distributions. Only Crescendo values show normal distribution. Lattice values are discrete, 

which makes them non-parametric. 
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 This subset was chosen because of its quantitative (measurable) nature and its 

completeness. To create this figure, 11339 residues were analysed.  

 

Global correlations were calculated using raw values in the PFF dataset to determine the 

overall relationship of folding signals to conservation. By folding signals, we are 

referring here to accessibility, PopMusic, Fold-X and lattice values. Correlations to 

conservation were carried out as a first step towards the understanding of folding signals 

and their contributions to motifs. Results showed that Crescendo, PopMusic and lattice 

correlate positively to conservation. Fold-X and accessibility anti-correlate. The absolute 

order of correlation to conservation starting from the greatest follows this order: 

Crescendo, accessibility, PopMusic, Fold-X, and lattice. The reason why Crescendo 

correlates best is because it is based on sequence conservation, while the other attributes 

are based on protein structure parameters. 

 

Figure 19 shows the global correlations among selected PFF attributes. There are two 

correlations used for this analysis: Pearson and Spearman. Spearman is the correlation of 

choice when the data are not parametric. In this figure, Spearman correlations constitute 

the upper half over the diagonal; Pearson correlations are located below the diagonal. 

From these calculations, it is observed that correlations between conservation and folding 

signals are weak. Lattice values are calculated as the mean number of contacts during a 

folding simulation from a denatured state.  Despite correlations being weak, they can be 

indicative of some general trends, such as the more accessible a residue the less 

conserved it is likely to be; the more stable, the more conserved.  
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Figure 19. Global correlations for all-against-all quantitative PFF attributes. Correlation numbers 

above the diagonal are calculated using Spearman and correlations below the diagonal correspond to 

Pearson correlations. Correlations to conservation (Scorecons) are highlighted in blue.  

 

 

Conservation was found to correlate best to Crescendo, while structure-based methods 

correlate reasonably well among themselves, notably, Fold-X and PopMusic. Correlation 

graphs for smoothed values (Figure 20) suggested two groups of variables correlating 

among themselves: folding variables (accessibility, lattice, PopMusic, Fold-X) and 

conservation variables (Scorecons and Crescendo). 11338 residues were analysed, 

corresponding to 86 protein families for which all six attributes were available. This plot 
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shows outliers remaining after smoothing. These may be attributed to inconsistencies in 

structural data with sequences and miscalculations of folding simulation programs such 

as Fold-X or PopMusic.  

 
Figure 20. Correlation plot using 11338 residues with smoothed values (span=11).  

Once the data are smoothed, calculated Pearson correlation coefficients show that 

accessibility is the folding parameter that correlates best to conservation, which is a 

negative correlation: the less accessible a residue is the more conserved. Fold-X also 
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correlates negatively, whilst PopMusic and lattice correlate positively. Fold-X and 

PopMusic correlate well to accessibility.  

 

This preliminary statistical analysis gave an initial understanding of PFF data 

relationships. Quantitative raw data from our dataset may be divided into two groups, 

folding signals (accessibility, PopMusic, Fold-X, lattice) and conservation signals/scores 

(conservation, Crescendo). Correlations between same group signals are strong, while 

correlations between signals of different groups are either null or weak. Data still 

appeared noisy despite the smoothing and if there were to be patterns between different 

folding signals and motifs, it would be in a complex manner that would require more 

sophisticated data analysis techniques than descriptive statistics.  

4.1.1 Hierarchical levels encoded in fingerprints 
A collection of proteins, thought to be related by homology, may involve different levels 

of evolutionary relationships. The most highly divergent group of sequences in a 

fingerprint are classified as superfamilies, involving more distant evolutionary 

relationships than those between members of a sequence family. Sequence families, in 

turn are more diverse than subfamilies. Fingerprints may be classified according to the 

different hierarchical levels of evolution that its proteins contain. This distinction was 

made to understand the effect of folding signals at different levels of evolutionary 

relationships. Fingerprints in the PFF database were created regardless of their position in 

the family hierarchy. The main priority when creating a fingerprint was to make sure that 

sequences in the fingerprint matching all motifs were maximised, while keeping as few 

partial matches as possible. This means that superfamily, family and subfamilies were 
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created randomly. The hierarchical level of fingerprints was identified manually after 

they were created using the following criteria: (i) evolutionary diversity of proteins 

matched (identifiable in the fingerprint by differences in their ID codes), (ii) number of 

motifs and (iii) conservation outside motifs. For the list of all PFF entries classified as 

subfamilies, families and superfamilies, please refer to annex 3. 

 

4.1.2 Analysis of manually created Fm, Pm, Nm 
Amino acids in fingerprint alignments were classified depending on whether they belong 

to motifs (Fm), potential motifs (Pm) and non-motifs (Nm). The reason for doing this was 

to differentiate between outside motif regions that are conserved (Pm; Potential motif 

regions), from those that are not (Nm; Non-motif regions). Fm regions are all amino acids 

that form part of a motif region in a fingerprint. Nm were manually selected from initial 

alignments. For the whole list of Fm and Nm regions, please refer to annex 4. Pm were 

created by exclusion, being all regions left out that were not Fm or Nm. In the case of 

Pm, we do not impose constraints on minimum allowed lengths, so it is possible to have a 

Pm amino acid flanked by two Fm ones. The total number of Fm regions in the whole 

dataset is 527, and the total manual Nm regions is 148. 

 

In order to determine the differences in conservation of Fm, Nm and Pm, a complete 

analysis of their distributions was performed. Figure 21 contains a first row showing their 

distributions, with Fm and Pm having the majority of residues totally conserved. The 

second row illustrates that at least one quartil of all potential and fingerprint motif 

residues have conservation 1. One reason why there are so many totally conserved 

residues is because conservation is measured from initial alignments, many of which do 
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not show enough variability in their amino acid sequences. This is a problem, because 

very conserved alignments makes the motif selection process somewhat arbitrary. The 

third row shows a box-plot, describing the distribution and mean of each class of residue. 

 

Figure 21. Study of the conservation of all residues, shown here as fingerprint motif (Fm), potential 

motif (Pm) and non-motif residues (Nm). In brackets are their total number.   
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A Wilcoxon test was run to determine whether Fm and Pm conservation distributions are 

different. This test allowed comparison between two non-parametric distributions to 

determine whether their differences are significant or not. These differences proved to be 

very significant (p<2.2e-16), and the same between Fm and Nm (p<2.2e-16) and Pm and 

Nm (p<2.2e-16). Note that p-values are so low that they fall below the calculable 

minimum of the statistics package (p<2.2e-16). As expected, conservation values in Fm 

and Pm residues are not significantly different among themselves, but they are very 

significantly different from Nm. 

4.1.2.1 The need for Fm/Nm/Pm distinction 
It was observed that, in some cases, folding signals correlate well to motif regions that lie 

outside fingerprint motifs. In addition, motifs presented different patterns to folding 

signals, depending on whether they belong to a subfamily, family or superfamily. 

Structural features are expected to be more conserved across a greater range of divergent 

sequences. This implies that superfamily motifs are likely to show a greater proportion of 

structural motifs. However, if the fingerprint encodes a subfamily, there will be 

conserved regions outside the fingerprint corresponding to superfamily motifs. These 

superfamily motifs, although they are not part of a subfamily fingerprint, are potentially 

motif regions for a superfamily fingerprint. In order to study relationships between motifs 

and folding signals, for regions outside motifs, it is necessary to make a distinction 

between potential motifs and those unconserved and/or gapped regions that would never 

form part of a motif.  
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4.1.2.2 Automatically creating Fm/Nm/Pm using conservation  
To increase the rigour of the analysis of folding signals, automatic determination of Nm 

and Pm regions was performed. Automatically created Nm and Pm could validate the 

manually selected non-motif regions, as well. These were analysed in parallel to 

manually created Nm and Pm. Careful consideration was needed for selecting meaningful 

conservation thresholds that discriminate between Pm and Nm. These conservation 

thresholds were applied to smoothed conservation values, because smoothing takes into 

consideration the conservation of neighbouring residues and reflects the conservation of a 

region of length defined by the smoothing window. 

 

Therefore, in order to create automatic thresholds for determination of Nm and Pm regions, the 

optimal smoothing window has to be determined. The best smoothing window span is the one 

that performs best at classifying residues labelled as Fm or Nm. Here we used an SVM for 

determining the optimal window span. For each SVM experiment, training and test sets of ~800 

residues each (~400 positive and ~400 negative instances) were compiled. Instances were taken 

randomly from the PFF data to avoid bias. The same dataset was used for all experiments to 

have comparable results.  Non-motifs were manually selected from regions that are poorly 

conserved in PFF family alignments. They must have a length greater than 5 (minimum motif 

length found in the dataset). The total number of motif residues is 8309, and the non-motif 

residues 1663, limiting the training and the test datasets to ~1600/2 each. Motif residues for the 

training and test dataset were selected at random. Figure 22 shows the accuracies and number of 

correct predictions for each test-set. Note the steep change in performance from using raw 

values to smoothed window span 3 (first versus second column). The best accuracy achieved 

was 99.7497% when using accessibility, lattice, PopMusic, Fold-X, Conservation and 
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Crescendo. Such a good discrimination is because conservation parameters are included in the 

attribute list and motifs are chosen based on conservation. 

 
Figure 22. PFF quantitative attributes selected for predicting whether a residue belongs to a motif or 

not.   

To avoid over-fitting, cross-validation may be used to evaluate the fitting provided by 

each parameter value. If cross-validation was used for each smooth evaluation, the 

number of actual SVM calculations would be further multiplied by the number of cross-

validation folds (typically 10). For large models like this one, the approach was 

computationally unfeasible. The number of residues in which each sample was tested is 
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indicated in brackets (correct/total). The Y axis denotes the percentage of accuracy, 

which is the percentage of correct predictions   

 

In order to analyse the effect of smoothing in folding and conservation signals, their 

distributions were analysed (Figure 23). Smoothing with window span 11 made data 

more Gaussian-like for 4 signals and reduced noise significantly from our initial raw data 

distributions. All distributions except conservation are transformed into normal 

distributions using smoothing. We adopted smoothed data to folding signals to analyse 

specific folding information in motifs.  

 

Figure 23. Distributions of PFF values when smoothed using window span 11.   
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Automatic classification thresholds were generated based on observed distributions of 

conservation in manually assigned Fm, Pm and Nm (see methods). Smoothing window 

spans were chosen according to the way they affect conservation, with different 

smoothings giving different conservation distributions. Two smoothing windows were 

selected for creation of thresholds, smooth 11 (found to be the optimal window for 

discrimination of conserved residues), and smooth 15. Smooth 15 was also chosen 

because it is the closest odd number to the average amino acid length of motifs in the PFF 

dataset (the average number of residues in motifs is 16), and so it smoothes conservation 

scores with and average window span similar to the average motif length. Even spans do 

not have one residue occupying the middle position to allocate the mean value of the 

window span. Four different automatic conservation thresholds were devised: (i) smooth 

11, conservation threshold 0.6; (ii) smooth 11 conservation threshold 0.5; (iii) smooth 15, 

conservation threshold 0.6 and (iv) smooth 15 conservation threshold 0.5.  

4.1.2.3 Differences between manual non-motifs and threshold 
determined non-motifs 

 
Different thresholds for determining Nm produce different regions labelled as non-motif 

and potential motifs. In order to understand the effect of selecting different thresholds for 

determination of motif residues, their proportions with respect to the total outside motif 

residues were analysed. This analysis was also performed in the context of all subfamily, 

family and superfamily fingerprints. Automatic delimitation of potential or non-motif 

residues is also shown. Figure 24 depicts the total number of residues outside motifs for 

subfamilies, families and superfamilies (1,805, 2,748 and 1,136 respectively), 
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constituting 49.2%, 39.7% and 50.0% of their total number of amino acids. The meaning 

of Figure 24 is explained using the following example. Residues whose smoothed 

conservation values fall below the 0.6 threshold are labelled as Nm (as long as they form 

a region at least 5 consecutive residues); the remaining residues outside motifs are 

labelled as potential motif residues. The same procedure is applied to all automatically 

created Nm and Pm regions, changing smoothing windows and/or conservation 

thresholds. However, depending on the automatic method for assignment of Pm or Nm 

regions, their proportions within those residues outside motifs change.  

 

Figure 24. For each hierarchical level of subfamily, family and superfamily (sub_yz, fam_yz, sup_yz), 

here it is depicted the proportion of Nm and Pm residues when classified manually (sub_man, 

fam_man, sup_man) and automatically. Automatic labelling of outside motif residues uses a certain 

conservation threshold that applies different smoothings: smooth 11 threshold 0.5 (x_1105), smooth 

11 threshold 0.6 (x_1106), smooth 15 threshold 0.5 (x_1505) and smooth 15 threshold 0.6 (x_1506).  
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Overall, differences between manual and threshold-determined Pm and Nm can be 

summarised as follows. (i) Conservation thresholds of 0.5 increase the number of 

residues in Pm and reduce the number of Nm with respect to manually created Pm and 

Nm. (ii) Conservation thresholds of 0.6 reduce the number of Pm and increase Nm with 

respect to manually created ones. (iii) The proportion on Nm with respect to the total of 

outside motif residues is greatest in superfamilies, then families and subfamilies least. 

Residues tend to be most conserved in subfamilies, therefore the proportion of Nm is 

lower because there are fewer non-motifs, while in superfamilies, residues in the 

alignment tend to be least conserved, making highest the proportion of Nm.  

 

4.1.2.4 Backwards elimination for attribute selection 
Backwards elimination is an approach that was used to determine factors that are 

contributing to motifs in the PFF dataset. The basic idea of backwards elimination is to 

assess performance of an SVM using a set of attributes, and then eliminating each one 

from the set, one attribute at a time. The attribute that gives greatest performance loss 

upon its elimination is removed from the dataset. This process is repeated until no further 

performance loss occurs. 

 

Performance is measured by the number of correctly predicted amino acids, belonging to 

a motif or not. All amino acids in the dataset are labelled as motif (Fm) and non-motif 

(Nm) residues. The training set contains approximately half of all non-motif residues 

(~400) and ~400 randomly selected motif residues. The test set is composed of the same 

number of positive and negative instance as the ones used for the determination of the 

optimal smoothing window. In terms of the SVM kernel used, it was found that the 
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choice of kernel, whether RBF (Radial Basis Function) or linear, did not affect results. 

All predictions for backwards elimination use the linear kernel, unless otherwise stated. 

 

All 28 PFF attributes were measured and smoothed using a span of 11. Table 5 

summarises results for the backwards elimination experiment carried out using smoothed 

window size 11. Rows in the table refer to the accuracy obtained when this component is 

removed from the SVM. Columns refer to the subset of PFF components that the missing 

signal is compared to. Results shown in this table only contain the subset of signals that 

are contributing at least minimally to the motif prediction score.  

Table 5. Table showing the loss of accuracy upon elimination of a certain attribute. Backwards 

elimination is a rough measure of contribution and accuracy percentages may be biased to the 

training and test datasets selected. 
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This particular method does not allow us to measure the exact contribution of folding 

signals to motifs, as accuracies may be biased to the training and test dataset, despite they 

were selected at random. However, it does allow us to clearly identify those individual 

signals that contribute to motifs. This paves the way for later calculations of exact 

contributions, using correlations to motif peaks (please refer to Figure 25). Table 5 here 

shows that conservation is the attribute in the SVM prediction that produces greatest 

performance loss (conservation score, abbreviated as SCC). The second column does not 

include SCC in the prediction, indicating that next greatest performance loss for a single 

attribute elimination corresponds to ZSC (Crescendo/zscore). Thus, the two most 

contributing factors are the sequence-based ones: Crescendo and conservation. The next 

most contributing factors in decreasing order are all folding signals: ACC (accessibility), 

POP (PopMusic destabilising), FDX (Fold-X) and LAT (lattice). When conservation is 

eliminated, performance drops to 70.8%; when both conservation and Crescendo are 

eliminated, performance falls to 58.1%. Next, if accessibility is also eliminated, 

performance achieves 54.2%. The further elimination of PopMusic results in a 

performance of 51.6%. Finally, eliminating lattice and Fold-X both result in a 50.8% 

accuracy score. 
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Figure 25. Peak and trough analysis of motif sand non-motifs using Spearman correlations.  
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4.1.2.5 Predicting motif residues using folding data only 
 

Performances discriminating motif from non-motif residues were calculated using the 

two main SVM packages available: SVMlight and LIBSVM. Raw folding parameter 

values were fed into the SVM as smoothed values, in this case, did not improve SVM 

performance. Scaling (i.e., a particular form of normalisation), calculation of RBF kernel 

parameters C and gamma, and cross-validation are carried out with LIBSVM. SVMlight 

generates the output (prediction) distances to the optimised hyperplane, separating the 

two classes (i.e., motif or non-motif) of residues. Such distances can be used as scores, 

giving a measure of probability that a prediction is correct; i.e., the greater the distance to 

the hyperplane, the less probable the class prediction is incorrect.  

 

Distances were used to create a ROC curve (Figure 26), comparing the true positive rate 

with the false positive rate. This is calculated by providing the correct class and its 

corresponding prediction for each instance in the test set. Cross-validation was performed 

to make sure that results were not biased. The best accuracy was achieved with the RBF 

kernel. 
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Figure 26. SVM discrimination of motif and non-motif residues using only contributing folding 

signals.  

 

To create Figure 26, 2000 training and 1200 test dataset residues were used to 

discriminate motif residues from non-motifs using only folding signals. Only contributing 

structural factors from backwards elimination are included; i.e., accessibility, Fold-X, 

PopMusic and lattice. The RBF kernel improves performance over the linear kernel by 

3%. The area under curve (AUC), which is a better indicator of performance than 

accuracy, is 0.58. These results show that, when using only structural information, the 

best accuracy achieved for predicting whether a residue belongs to a motif or not is 

57.64%. This is a discrimination result slightly better than random, suggesting that 

folding signals alone do not suffice to explain presence of motif regions. In other words, 
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although folding signals do contribute to motifs, there are other non-structural factors 

influencing motif presence. 

4.1.3 Analysis of folding signals in specific PFF families 
 
Folding signals related to the same family were integrated using their alignment, motifs 

and annotation. This enabled us to obtain a preliminary analysis of data collected from 

PFF methods. Quantitative values, contributing to motifs were included: conservation, 

Crescendo, accessibility, Fold-X, PopMusic and lattice simulation values. Other 

attributes, such as secondary structure from PDBsum [143], topohydrophobic residues, 

MIR/LIR and active sites were also included. We present here a selection of case studies 

that illustrate some of the most interesting results we have found of how folding signals 

relate to motif selection. 

4.1.3.1 Family I: 1poc Phospholipase A2 (EC 3.1.1.4) 
 
The enzyme phospholipase specifically hydrolyses the sn-2 fatty acid acyl bond of 

phospholipids, producing a free fatty acid and a lyso-phospholipid. The phospholipase A2 

family includes several unrelated protein families with common enzymatic activities. 

Figure 27 shows the phospholipase catalysing the separation of the phospholipid’s head 

from its fatty tail. The middle of the bilayer is marked by the lowest surface of dots; the 

phospholipid heads are marked in between the two upper dot surfaces. The 

phospholipase's catalytic site reaches just below the second layer, and their side chains 

are represented in coloured wires.  Its fingerprint belongs to the family level and has 4 

motifs. Active site residues are captured by motif 1 (TRP 8, GLY 10, GLY 12) and motif 
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2 (ASP 35). Motif 3 and 4 are rich in disulphide bridges. This suggests that motif 1 and 2 

are functional and motif 3 and 4 are structural.  

 
Figure 27. Phospholipase A2 acting in a phospholipid bilayer. The structure domain is taken from 

PDB (ID: 1poc). 

 

Figure 28 shows the secondary structure representation of 1poc, taken from PDBsum. 

Here active site residues, secondary structure elements and the 4 fingerprint motifs are 

also drawn, showing that 3 out of 4 active site residues are captured by the first motif. 
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Figure 28. This figure is taken from PDBsum. Sulphur bridges are connected in green, active sites in 

green triangles and residue interactions with ligand as a red dot, with metal as a blue dot. Its 4 motifs 

are shown in blue semi-transparent boxes. 

When smoothed PFF values are mapped to sequence and motif information (Figure 29), 

some interesting patterns emerge. We found that LIR show some tendency to occur 

outside motifs. Fold-X peaks coincide with accessibility peaks and PopMusic troughs. 

Accessibility also seems to peak around LIR areas. Crescendo peaks correspond to motifs 

1 and 2, where SwissProt and PDBsum annotation indicate that there are catalytic 

residues. Values are normalised and skewed for visualisation purposes. Motifs seem to 

have some correspondence with accessibility troughs, Fold-X troughs, PopMusic 

Destabilisation peaks and Lattice peaks. Purple bars denoting motifs are mapped to their 

corresponding region in the alignment. Lattice troughs are outside motifs and in the same 

area as gaps in the alignment. 
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Figure 29. Representation of Crescendo (black and red), conservation frequencies in motifs (purple), 

Fold-X (blue and black), PopMusic destabilisation (orange and black squares), PopMusic Stability 

(magenta), Lattice (MIR-LIR; discontinuous yellow), and accesibility (light-maroon discontinuous 

line). SwissProt annotation for functionality are shown for their relative position in the X axis. Motifs 

are mapped to the family alignment. 
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4.1.2.2 Family II: 2mhr  
 
Myohemerythrin is a monomeric O2-binding protein found in the muscles of marine 

invertebrates. Marine invertebrates possess two different types of oxygen-binding 

protein: porphyrin-containing pigments, such as haemoglobin; and hemerythrin, found in 

the vascular system and coelemic fluid, or in muscles (myohemerythrin).  

 

In order to create an independent dataset of manually created fingerprints, all 117 

proteins belonging to the PFF project were fingerprinted manually. These manual 

fingerprints were compared with those that already existed in PRINTS, retaining 

whichever performed best in our dataset. The structure 2mhr matched an already existing 

fingerprint, namely, ‘HEMERYTHRIN’, consisting of 5 motifs. The manually created 

2mhr fingerprint was compared with the one present in PRINTS. It was found that the 

manual fingerprint missed one motif, having only 4 in total. This motif was missed out 

manually because it was a short conserved region followed by gaps. Figure 30 contains 

folding signals showing patterns for this missing motif consistent with a motif presence: 

conservation peak, Fold-X trough, PopMusic peak, lattice peak. When examined closely, 

the missing motif contains two metal-binding histidines (shown in the horizontal graph 

axis) and maps quite well to the third alpha-helix. The alignment shows that the two 

metal binding histidines are well conserved. This is an example where the use of folding 

signals clearly indicates additional motif presence for the manually created fingerprint, 

suggesting that there is specific folding information contained in motifs.  
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Figure 30. Graph including sequence alignment, secondary structure and folding signals. 

4.1.3.2 Family III: 3cla 
 
Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase is a bacterial enzyme that detoxifies the antibiotic 

chloramphenicol. It is responsible for chloramphenicol resistance in bacteria. This 

enzyme covalentely attaches an acetyl group from acetyl coA to the chloramphenicol 

molecule so that it is unable to bind to the ribosome. 3cla did not match any fingerprint in 

PRINTS, so an independent manual one was used. This fingerprint has 4 motifs. Motif 1 

includes part of an alpha-helix and the catalytic residue ARG 18. Motifs 2 and 3 

incorporate parts of beta strands. Motif 4 includes the active site residues HIS 195 and 

ASP 199. Figure 31 shows the active sites, secondary structure and motifs of 3cla. 
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Figure 31. The 3cla chain is composed of 213 residues and contains ten beta strands, six helices and 

three catalytic residues: D199, H195 and R18. This figure is taken from PDBsum. 

 

 All major sequence conservation peaks are captured by motifs (Figure 32). Motif 1, 2 

and 3 partially coincide with Fold-X, PopMusic and accessibility troughs and peaks. This 

pattern of Fold-X and accessibility peaks in motifs seems to be not the usual trend. 

However, we observe that conserved Fold-X peaks correspond to residues with catalytic 

activity. This could mean that some catalytic residues, have a destabilising effect. 

Topohydrophobic residues are also represented in the horizontal axis. They tend to cluster 

in specific regions, which coincide neatly with PopMusic peaks and Fold-X and 

accessibility troughs. The highest peak of PopMusic seems to correspond with the biggest 

concentration of topohydrophobic residues. Values in the vertical axis have been moved 

up for some signals, such as conservation and Fold-X to enable the visualisation of peaks 

and troughs relative to each other. The background magenta fill and line correspond to 
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PopMusic stabilisation score, which is ignored for our analysis, as it was found not to 

contribute to motifs. The significance of results here described support two important 

conclusions: (i) some functional sites show destabilising folding signals; (ii) 

topohydrophobic residues are co-localise with stable folding signals. 

 

Figure 32. The 3cla domain analysed using smoothed sequence and folding signals. Crescendo scores 

are shown in magenta filled with black; Fold-X is in blue lines and black; PopMusic is in orange and 

black; lattice in yellow; accessibility in maroon, and motifs are purple columns. In the horizontal axis 

topohydrophobic residues are denoted as t/T.  
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4.1.4 Conclusion I 
 
The purpose of this section was to understand how folding data relate to each other and to 

motifs. Data was classified into quantitative (if numerical) and qualitative (if they were 

yes/no type). We found that the dataset was noisy and required normalisation and 

smoothing transformations to make them statistically tractable and to eliminate outliers. 

Folding signals do not correlate well to motifs unless outside motifs are separated into 

potential motif or non-motif regions. This means that if a fingerprint describes a 

subfamily, there will be conserved regions that are common to its family and superfamily, 

not selected as motifs. As non-motif regions are very poorly conserved and/or have gaps, 

they will not be motifs at any hierarchical level. Non-motif regions were created using 

different methods: manually and automatically; the latter were created using thresholds of 

conservation.  

 

Smoothed folding signals showed interesting patterns in the form of peaks and troughs: 

accessibility and Fold-X troughs, and PopMusic and lattice peaks. These patterns are 

observed to be conserved, so they tend to be included motifs, making it possible to 

identify missing motifs. It was observed that folding signals were able to point to a motif 

region that was not selected manually but was present in its equivalent PRINTS version. 

This suggests that folding signals are useful for motif detection. Furthermore, non-motifs 

have been observed to have accessibility and Fold-X peaks, and PopMusic and lattice 

troughs. Interestingly, it was found that conservation, Crescendo, accessibility, 

PopMusic, Fold-X and lattice neighbouring interactions are the most contributing factors 

to motif discrimination. By finding the combination of attributes that best discriminate 
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between motifs and non-motif residues, folding signals affecting motif presence/absence 

could be understood. Using SVM, it was observed that accessibility, Fold-X, PopMusic 

and lattice are the structure-based parameters that have specific contributions to motifs 

when predicting whether amino acids belong to motifs or non-motifs. Even when making 

predictions using manually defined non-motif regions, motif from non-motif separation 

of residues using folding information only achieves an accuracy of 57%. We believe this 

accuracy for predicting motif residues using only folding information is low because 

folding signals can only predict correctly those residues conserved for structural reasons.  
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4.2 Analysis of folding signals in the context of motifs 
 
It was evident from the previous section that some folding signals contribute to motifs. 

However, in order to measure to what extent folding signals contribute to motifs requires 

taking into account the different contexts in which motifs may appear. We observed that 

some attributes in the PFF dataset tend to form peaks and troughs. Alternative methods 

that apply to groups of residues, as opposed to single residue predictions, are needed to 

understand the effect of peaks and troughs in motifs and non-motifs. As fingerprints may 

describe different levels of evolutionary hierarchy, it will be interesting to determine 

whether folding signals differ depending on whether they belong to a subfamily, family 

or superfamily; i.e., how does the level of homology of a fingerprint affect contributions 

of folding signals to its motifs?  Similarly, it was found that folding signals correlated 

among themselves. Does this mean that folding signals could be successfully combined to 

produce a folding score that combines the contributions to motifs of folding signals? 

Could a folding score perform better than its individual components to localise motifs? 

The idea of creating a folding score was attractive, because it could potentially combine 

the strengths of individual folding signals into a single score that summarises the effects 

of folding signals on motifs. A folding score could also neutralise folding signals’ 

remaining outliers and accentuate peaks and troughs dramatically, improving the 

discrimination of folding signals affecting motif formation. 
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4.2.1 “Average sums Folding Score” 
 
Based on global correlations (all against all) and peaks and troughs observed in graphs, a 

crude folding score was created from a sum of normalised averages of smooth 11 values 

for accessibility, PopMusic, Fold-X and lattice values.  

 

Folding Score = (Acc – Pop + Fdx – Lat)/4 

 

The average sum is a linear combination of dimensionless folding parameters that assigns 

the same weight to all its components. It was created empirically and was found to 

effectively discriminate topohydrophobic and folding nucleus residues, which are known 

to be residues conserved for structural reasons (see section 3 of this chapter). This folding 

score forms peaks and troughs in the same way folding signals do when they are 

considered independently. Folding score peaks show unfolding or unfavourable regions 

to folding, while troughs are indicative of folding and stabilising protein regions. Visual 

inspection of folding scores shows good correspondence of folding score peaks to regions 

outside motifs; i.e., unconserved regions tend to be unfolding and destabilising. A similar 

average sum score was created combining conservation-related parameters Scorecons and 

Crescendo. This conservation-based score was useful for understanding the location of 

motifs in fingerprints. Figure 33 shows merged conservation and folding values for 1poc. 

Conservation-based PFF values are combined using their average sum. Accessibility, 

PopMusic, Fold-X and lattice correlate or anti-correlate among themselves. They were 

merged as an averaged sum as well, creating a folding score. It was found that there is a 
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deletion in the middle of a very well conserved peak that motif 4 partially covers. 

Because motifs cannot have gaps inside them, the conservation peak could not be taken 

completely. Similarly, folding scores were found to peak where sequence score troughs, 

precisely in inter-motif regions. TEF (tightened end fragments or closed structural loops) 

regions were also included, as they reflect the location of folding subunits, showing that 

folding score peaks correspond to TEF central positions, while TEF sides correspond to 

folding score troughs. TEFs are fragments whose ends lie in the hydrophobic core of the 

protein but their middle regions are accessible loops, away from the core. The fact that 

TEF ends have folding score troughs and TEF middle regions have folding score peaks, 

emphasise the characteristics expressed as part of the TEF concept; i.e., TEF ends are 

stable and inaccessible while TEF middle regions are unstable and accessible. These 

observations gave an indication that average sums values could have useful predictive 

properties.  

 
Figure 33. Conservation based score (Scorecons and Crescendo: sc_aver) and fold based score (a-

p+f-l_aver).  
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Motifs are shown as boxes at the top and TEFs as boxes at the bottom. Motifs tend to be 

located in conservation peaks and TEFs tend to have folding score peaks in the middle. 

This means that there is a relation between the folding score and motifs and TEFs, where 

all folding score troughs overlap with motifs, while folding score peaks overlap with 

TEFs. Folding score peaks correspond to conservation troughs. On the horizontal axis M 

stands for MIR, t/T for Topohydrophobic residue and orange-black mini-peaks represent 

functional annotation from PDB. Topohydrophobic residues and MIRs are observed to be 

located in folding score troughs. This supports the view that MIR and topohydrophobic 

residues are stable and favourable to folding. Figure 34 shows the folding and 

conservation scores for 2mhr. Functionally annotated residues are the horizontal axis' 

orange triangles. M and T stand for MIR and topohydrophobic residues. Previously it was 

shown that, when comparing an independent, manually created fingerprint (2mhr) to the 

already present fingerprint in PRINTS, one motif was missing from the manual 2mhr 

fingerprint. The missing motif in the 2mhr fingerprint present in PRINTS appears as a 

conservation score peak and a trough in the folding score, supporting two of our main 

goals of our research; namely (i) that folding signals may help detect motif presence and 

(ii) that folding information (as indicated by folding score troughs) are specifically 

encoded in motifs. The trend of folding score peaking in inter-motif regions, as well as in 

the middle of TEF regions continues.  
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Figure 34. Sequence-based score (magenta) and fold-based score (purple). Motifs are top boxes 

(orange and grey for visualisation purposes) and TEFs lower boxes (green and blue, different heights 

for better visualisation).  

 

Not all motifs are observed to correspond to folding score troughs, as illustrated in Figure 

35. The three catalytic residues are denoted by orange peaks in the horizontal axis. Motifs 

1 and 4 both contain a folding score peak with an active site residue in the middle. The 

third remaining active site overlaps with a folding score trough. Only those unfolding 

regions that have functional annotation associated to them seem to be conserved. 

Similarly, conservation and fold-based scores reflect the patterns described in 1poc and 

2mhr. Folding score troughs match regions of greatest topohydrophobic density.  
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Figure 35. Sequence score (magenta) and folding score (purple) are with motifs (upper orange boxes) 

and TEFs (lower blue and green boxes). In the 'x' axis, active site residues are red triangles; MIR and 

Topohydrophobic residues are M and T respectively.   

 

All TEF co-localise with folding score peaks, with one exception, (namely, the second 

green box in Figure 35). Motifs are observed to be flanked by folding score peaks, 

meaning that poorly conserved regions always show unfolding properties. However, 

conserved destabilising regions are observed to be associated to function. In relation to 

our aims, observations suggest that (i) there may be conserved regions that have 

unfolding or destabilising propensities; i.e., some motifs experience pressures alternative 

to structural upkeep that are evolutionarily determinant of a particular family. (ii) Active 

sites may also occur in folding score troughs (stabilising regions), which are always 

conserved. (iii) Motifs could be classified according to their structural content as 

determined by their folding score. This folding score method offers a way to characterise 
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all conserved regions, and provide functional prediction of those regions that are 

conserved but are unstable (or unfavourable to folding).  

4.2.2 Qualitative folding signals and their relationship to motifs 
 
Qualitative attributes are understood to be those that relate to residues in a yes/no (binary) 

manner; i.e., ‘1’ if it is a MIR or ‘0’ if not. No qualitative folding signal was found to 

contribute to motif prediction using SVM backwards elimination. We believe qualitative 

folding signals do not perform well in discriminating motif residues because they are 

indicative of specific single amino acid properties, but not of a group of amino acids such 

as a motif region. This may indicate that folding properties contributing to motifs are not 

a consequence of folding properties affecting one residue, but many. Hydrophobicity is a 

property with an apparent relation to conservation, given that hydrophobic areas tend to 

form the protein hydrophobic core or folding nucleus, and folding nucleus residues are 

well conserved regions. Owing to their availability in our dataset, total frequencies of 

hydrophobicity-related signals were calculated as either Fm, Pm or Nm. These signals 

include MIR, LIR, Tripeptides (defined as groups of three residues of which at least two 

are hydrophobic) and Topohydrophobic residues. Analyses shown next were carried out 

to determine whether their frequencies in motifs are significantly different to non-motifs. 

When testing for significance, the objective is to determine with what hierarchical levels 

their presence is best associated. Chi square was the statistical test of choice, because it 

allows testing for differences in frequencies. 
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4.2.3 MIR (Most Interactive Residues in Lattice Simulations) 

MIR and LIR are derived from lattice simulations, where MIR are greater than or equal to 

6 neighbouring interactions and LIR equal or less than 3. MIR frequencies were analysed 

according to hierarchical level, class of residue and different thresholds for determining 

automatically non-motif regions. First, frequencies of MIR are represented as the 

percentage of occurrences with respect to the total number of residues for a class. If the 

percentages of MIR in two different classes are sufficiently dissimilar, they are labelled 

as significant. When analysing such differences, it appears that MIR tend to be more 

frequent in Fm than Nm. This is confirmed at the superfamily, family and subfamily 

levels in manually created classes. However, for automatically created Nm, MIR appear 

to be more frequent in Nm at the subfamily level, showing the reverse trend, (Figure 36, 

second group of columns in graphs MIR1105, MIR1106, MIR1505, MIR1506). This is 

probably the result of a combination of factors: (i) high conservation at the subfamily 

level makes residue classification based on conservation distorted from the real picture; 

(ii) small absolute number of Nm residues in subfamilies, making frequency differences 

insignificant (p > 0.05). Figure 36 shows frequency bars arranged in four different 

groups: all PFF entries (All), those PFF entries for which a subfamily fingerprint  was 

created (Sub), family (Fam) and superfamily (Sup). The first chart (MIR manual) 

corresponds to Nm and Pm calculated manually; the charts that follow are described 

according to their applied automatic threshold: smooth 11 conservation threshold 0.5 

(MIR1105), smooth 11 threshold 0.6 (MIR1106), smooth 15 threshold 0.5 (MIR1505), 

smooth 15 threshold 0.6 (MIR1506).  
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Figure 36. MIR frequencies analysed according to their occurrence in fingerprint motifs (Fm; blue), 

non-motifs (Nm; brown), potential motifs (Pm; yellow) and potential and fingerprint motif regions 

combined (Pm+Fm; green).   
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Overall, MIR frequencies are higher in fingerprint and potential motifs than in non-motif 

regions. This trend does not happen so much in subfamilies with automatically created 

Nm, which could be explained by the fact that the bigger the smoothing window, the less 

sensitive the automatic threshold for determination of poorly conserved regions (or non-

motifs). The lack of sensitivity of conservation thresholds could explain the higher 

tendency of automatically created non-motifs to include MIR. 

Table 6 summarises the significance of results shown in the previous figure as bar graphs. 

Here we tested differences between (1) MIR occurring in fingerprint motifs and non-

motifs (Fm-Nm), (2) fingerprint motif and potential motif regions (Fm-Pm), (3) potential 

motifs and non-motifs (Pm-Nm), and (4) non-motif regions against all the rest (Pm+Fm-

Nm). Tests are grouped into the following categories: using all fingerprints (ALL), only 

subfamilies (SUB), only families (FAM) and only superfamilies (SUP). These are further 

subdivided according to manual or automatic thresholds. Automatically generated regions 

are (a) smooth span 11, conservation threshold 0.5 (Mot1105); (b) smooth 11, threshold 

0.6 (Mot1106); (c) smooth 15, threshold 0.5 (Mot1505); (d) smooth 15, threshold 0.6 

(Mot1506). Test results are shown with a star '*' if significant, followed by its p-value 

and the chi value. For example, the first row shows that the Fm-Nm difference is 

significant (*): p-value=0.001, chi=10.856.  
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Table 6. Analysis of MIR, testing for significant differences between (i) fingerprint motifs and non-

motifs (Fm-Nm), (ii) fingerprint motifs and potential motifs (Fm-Pm), (iii) potential motifs and non-

motifs (Pm-Nm) and (iv) non-motifs versus all the rest (Pm+Fm-Nm).  

 

 

Results confirm the trend observed that there are more significant differences at the 

family and superfamily level; i.e., MIR frequencies are more significantly different in Fm 

and Nm at these levels. This is consistent with the view that superfamily motifs are more 

likely to be structural, concentrating most MIR. However, subfamily motifs are less likely 

to be conserved for structural reasons, so the concentration of MIR in subfamilies motifs 

does not differ significantly from Nm. Conserved regions where most MIR occur would 
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not be part of the subfamily fingerprint. Despite the fact that frequencies of MIR in 

automatically created Nm were higher than Fm in subfamilies, observed differences were 

not found to be significant. This is probably because there are very few Nm residues in 

subfamilies. MIR occurrences in Pm and Fm do not tend to differ significantly when 

considering all families together, but they differ at the subfamily and superfamily level. 

Column 3 (Pm-Nm) and 4 (Pm+Fm-Nm) are consistent with column 1. It appears that 

differences at the superfamily level of MIR frequencies disappear when Pm regions are 

added. This is probably caused by the fact that potential motif regions include many 

poorly conserved regions that do not meet the strict requirements for being considered 

non-motifs. 

4.2.4 LIR (Least Interacting Residues in Lattice Simulations) 

LIR frequencies show the opposite picture to that observed in MIR. In all cases, Nm have 

a greater frequency of LIR than any other residue class. Of these, most striking is that at 

the subfamily level, the frequency of LIR is greatest in Nm. We believe this is because 

LIR are strongly anti-correlated to conservation: i.e., LIR are always very poorly 

conserved, and therefore they are caught in Nm regions. In families and superfamilies, 

there are more residues poorly conserved than subfamilies. Thus, LIR are diluted among 

other less well conserved residues in superfamilies. Figure 37 shows LIR frequency bars, 

divided in four groups: all 117 PFF fingerprints (All), subfamily fingerprints (Sub), 

families (Fam) and superfamily (Sup). The first histogram chart corresponds to non-

motifs and potential motifs calculated manually (LIR manual); the following charts 

contain Nm and Pm regions obtained from applying a specific automatic threshold: 

smooth 11 conservation threshold 0.5 (LIR1105), smooth 11 threshold 0.6 (LIR1106), 
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smooth 15 threshold 0.5 (LIR1505), smooth 15 threshold 0.6 (LIR1506). LIR frequencies 

are higher in non-motif regions than in fingerprint and potential motifs. This could be 

explained by the fact that LIR are expected to be poorly conserved, while subfamily 

alignments are highly conserved alignments. Therefore, those few regions that are not 

conserved in subfamilies are likely to have a higher proportion of LIR. 

 

Figure 37. LIR frequencies according to whether they occur in fingerprint motifs (Fm; blue), non-

motifs (Nm; brown), potential motifs (Pm; yellow) or potential and fingerprint motif regions 

combined (Pm+Fm; green).  
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When comparing the significance of LIR frequencies in motifs and non-motif it was 

found that they are more prevalent than MIR. This is shown in Table 7 by the fact that 

there is a greater number of significant differences when all fingerprints are considered. 

Tests are carried out considering all fingerprints (ALL), only subfamilies (SUB), only 

families (FAM) and only superfamilies (SUP). These are further subdivided according to 

manually or automatically created regions at different smothings and thresholds. 

Automatically generated non-motifs and potential motifs regions correspond to (a) 

smooth span 11, conservation threshold 0.5 (Mot1105); (b) smooth 11, threshold 0.6 

(Mot1106); (c) smooth 15, threshold 0.5 (Mot1505); (d) smooth 15, threshold 0.6 

(Mot1506). Test results are shown with a star '*' if significant, followed by its p-value 

and the chi value. Differences of LIR frequencies in fingerprint motifs and non-motif 

regions tend to be significant at the family and subfamily level, but not at the superfamily 

level. This trend is the opposite to test results obtained in MIR analysis, but with greater 

strength. This is probably because Nm residues are more abundant in superfamilies, 

diluting the frequencies of LIR. This pattern suggests that LIR are especially useful to 

determine where motif regions should not be taken at the subfamily level. There are few 

significant differences of LIR frequencies between Fm and Pm, which are in 

automatically created Pm regions. LIR differences between Pm and Nm at the family 

level do exist, but they do not seem enough to be significant. When Nm regions are 

compared against the rest, they show greatest significant differences.  
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Table 7. LIR results for testing significant differences between (i) fingerprint motifs and non-motifs 

(Fm-Nm), (ii) fingerprint motifs and potential motifs (Fm-Pm), (iii) potential motifs and non-motifs 

(Pm-Nm) and (iv) non-motifs versus all the rest (Pm+Fm-Nm).  

 

 

 

Therefore, LIR seem to concentrate in non-motif regions, especially at lower evolutionary 

levels, such as families and subfamilies. This is because LIR correspond to the very few 

unconserved residues in subfamilies. In superfamilies, however, there are many 

unconserved regions, making LIR frequencies in non-motifs not differ from motif 

regions. LIR are good indicators of where motifs should not be taken from. 
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4.2.5  Tripeptides 

Figure 38 shows percentages of tripeptide occurrences in Fm, Nm and Pm for manual and 

different automatic thresholds. Frequencies are arranged according to all PFF entries 

(All), subfamily fingerprints (Sub), families (Fam) or superfamily (Sup). The 'Tri Manual' 

chart (Figure 38) corresponds to non-motifs and potential motifs calculated manually; the 

charts that follow are generated according to their applied automatic threshold: smooth 11 

conservation threshold 0.5 (Tri1105), smooth 11 conservation threshold 0.6 (Tri1106), 

smooth 15 conservation threshold 0.5 (Tri1505), smooth 15 conservation threshold 0.6 

(Tri1506). This trend seems no to be so marked in subfamilies, owing to higher 

conservation in subfamily alignments. Tripeptides are expected to be more frequent in 

conserved regions (i.e., tripeptide frequencies are higher in fingerprint and potential 

motifs than non-motifs) because they are hydrophobic, meaning they have a greater 

tendency to bury themselves, escaping from hydrophilic surfaces, which form loops and 

are poorer in conservation terms. Subfamily and superfamily motifs do not seem to have 

a significantly different proportion of tripeptides between Fm/Pm and Nm.  
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Figure 38. Tripeptide frequencies occurring in fingerprint motifs (Fm; blue), non-motifs (Nm; 

brown), potential motifs (Pm; yellow) and potential and fingerprint motif regions combined 

(Pm+Fm; green).   
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Overall differences are significant when considering all families. When hierarchical 

distinctions for motifs are made, only families show significant differences between 

tripeptide frequencies in Fm/Pm and Nm; i.e., occurrences of tripeptides in Fm with 

respect to the total number of residues are significantly different to Nm (Table 8) in 

families only. We have seen that favourable folding signals tend to significantly differ in 

superfamily motifs, while unfavourable folding signals tend to differ in subfamily motifs. 

Therefore, it is not clear whether tripeptides should actually be considered folding signals 

per se. In fact, they are derived from sequence data alone, with no regards of structural 

properties. In addition, as most fingerprints in the PFF dataset are classified as families, 

this makes differences significant when considering all families as well. 
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Table 8. Tripeptide tests in search of significant differences between (i) fingerprint motifs and non-

motifs (Fm-Nm), (ii) fingerprint motifs and potential motifs (Fm-Pm), (iii) potential motifs and non-

motifs (Pm-Nm) and (iv) non-motifs versus all the rest (Pm+Fm-Nm).   

 

 

Tests were carried out considering all fingerprints (ALL), only subfamilies (SUB), only 

families (FAM) and only superfamilies (SUP). These were further subdivided according 

to manually or automatically created regions at different smothings and thresholds.  
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Automatically generated non-motifs and potential motifs regions correspond to (a) 

smooth span 11, conservation threshold 0.5 (Mot1105); (b) smooth 11, threshold 0.6 

(Mot1106); (c) smooth 15, threshold 0.5 (Mot1505); (d) smooth 15, threshold 0.6 

(Mot1506). Test results are shown with a star '*' if significant, followed by its p-value 

and the chi value. Differences of Tripeptide frequencies in fingerprint motifs and non-

motif regions tend to be significant at the family level, but not at the subfamily or 

superfamily level. The observed trend is so far different from results obtained in MIR and 

LIR analyses. 

 

In conclusion, tripeptides seem to be the signals least dependent on hierarchical levels, 

justifying why tripeptides have significant differences mainly at the family level. In 

general, motifs tend to have some preference for hydrophobic amino acids, as 

hydrophobic residues are usually more conserved. However, this trend for hydrophobicity 

is not as crucial for superfamily and subfamily motif formation, which are more 

dependent on stronger evolutionary constraints than general hydrophobicity. 

4.2.6 Topohydrophobic residues 

Topohydrophobic residues are conserved hydrophobic positions obtained from structural 

alignments. Topohydrophobic residue frequencies varied depending on whether they 

belonged to Fm, Nm or Pm. Analyses show a consistent trend of marked differences in 

their distribution between motifs or potential motif and non-motifs. Such differences 

follow a similar but stronger pattern as MIR, whereby differences are not significant if 

only subfamilies are considered. This is probably because motifs in subfamilies are 

mainly functional (i.e., non-structural), which means that topohydrophobic residues 
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should not have a greater presence in motif regions than in non-motif regions. Figure 39 

shows the analysis of frequencies of topohydrophobic residues, where the 'Topo Manual' 

chart corresponds to non-motifs and potential motifs that have been calculated manually. 

The following charts are generated according to their applied automatic threshold: 

smooth 11 conservation threshold 0.5 (Topo1105), smooth 11 conservation threshold 0.6 

(Topo1106), smooth 15 conservation threshold 0.5 (Topo1505), smooth 15 conservation 

threshold 0.6 (Topo1506).  
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Figure 39. Topohydrophobic residue frequencies according to occurring in fingerprint motifs (Fm; 

blue), non-motifs (Nm; brown), potential motifs (Pm; yellow) and potential and fingerprint motif 

regions combined (Pm+Fm; green). Frequencies are arranged according to all PFF entries (All), 

subfamily fingerprints (Sub), families (Fam) and superfamily (Sup).  
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As can be seen, topohydrophobic residue frequencies are consistently higher in 

fingerprint and potential motifs than in non-motifs for all hierarchical levels and 

thresholds. This suggests that topohydrophobic residues are more frequent in motifs. It 

has been shown by Papandreou and colleagues [87] that MIR and topohydrophobic  

residues tend to overlap among themselves, occupying regions around TEF ends.  

 

Topohydrophobic residues have also been shown to overlap with folding nucleus residues 

(see section 3 of results). The fact that differences in topohydrophobic frequencies tend to 

be more significant at the family and superfamily level suggests that these motifs 

encapsulate more structural features (Table 9) and that topohydrophobic residues are very 

conserved for structural reasons. Tests were carried out considering all fingerprints 

(ALL), only subfamilies (SUB), only families (FAM) and only superfamilies (SUP). 

These were further subdivided according to manually or automatically created regions at 

different smoothings and thresholds. Automatically generated non-motifs and potential 

motifs regions correspond to (a) smooth span 11, conservation threshold 0.5; (b) smooth 

11, threshold 0.6; (c) smooth 15, threshold 0.5; (d) smooth 15, threshold 0.6. Test results 

are shown with a star '*' if significant, followed by its p-value and the chi value. 

Differences between topohydrophobic residue frequencies in fingerprint motifs and non-

motif regions tend to be significant at the family level and superfamily, but not at the 

subfamily level. This is consistent with the fact that motifs at the subfamily level tend to 

have more functionally related motifs, while superfamily and family motifs possess a 

greater proportion of regions corresponding to crucial scaffolding regions, i.e., structural 

motifs. 
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Table 9. Topohydrophobic residue tests in search of significant differences between (i) fingerprint 

motifs and non-motifs (Fm-Nm), (ii) fingerprint motifs and potential motifs (Fm-Pm), (iii) potential 

motifs and non-motifs (Pm-Nm) and (iv) non-motifs versus all the rest (Pm+Fm-Nm).  

 

 

 

4.2.7  Tightened End Fragments (TEFs) 
TEFs (or closed loops) are protein fragments that have a loop shape with their ends 

topologically close to each other. From results section 2.1, it was observed that the 

folding score, made up of the average sum of normalised folding parameters, tends to 

peak in the middle of TEFs. Folding score peaks in TEF middle regions can be 

interpreted as being more exposed solvent accessible and more destabilising segments of 
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the loop. Conversely, troughs in the folding score support the observation that closed loop 

ends are part of the core of the protein. As the core of the protein is more conserved, and 

the middle of TEFs more accessible and destabilising, one would expect that motifs 

overlap TEF ends and non-motifs TEF middle regions. In order to test whether motifs 

have a greater tendency to overlap TEF ends, ‘theoretical peaks’ were created for all 

residues overlapping a TEF (Figure 40). This simple technique consists of assigning to 

amino acids occupying TEF ends the dimensionless value of ‘50’, while the amino acid 

occupying the middle position of the TEF is assigned ‘100’. A minimum of 50 and a 

maximum of 100 were chosen for TEF theoretical peaks for visualisation purposes, as 

normalised PFF values had ranges between 0-100. Thus, non-TEF residues have the 

value of 0, which is easily distinguishable from residues overlapping TEFs. Residues at 

both sides of the TEF were assigned equal values, starting from 50 and increasing 

proportionally as they approached the middle residue; e.g., the TEF in Figure 40 has 17 

residues. Residues on each side were assigned 50, and 100 was assigned to the middle 

residue. There are 8 residues between the extremes and the middle, so each value is 

assigned incrementally, 50+(50/X) starting from the ends until it reaches the middle of 

the TEF (X signifies distance to the middle). If two residues occupy the middle position, 

the peak is located in the first middle residue and equal distances to the peak are assigned 

to the right side of the peak, tilting it slightly to the left. Once the middle is reached, 

values are calculated using decreasing values from the maximum: 100-(50/X). 
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Figure 40. A TEF is represented as a sequence segment on which two motifs (blue bars) overlap at 

both sides. In order to test whether there is a trend of motif overlapping TEF ends, TEF residues 

were modelled as theoretical peaks.  

4.2.8 TEF overlap to motifs and non-motifs 
 
After these values were assigned, TEF residues were classified according to two types: 

motif overlapping residues and non-motif overlapping residues. If the hypothesis is true, 

and motifs overlap TEFs on their end sides, non-motif residues will have on average 

higher theoretical peak values than motif residues. Figure 41 shows the distribution of 

values for all TEF residues overlapping motifs (left) and non-motifs (right). As can be 

seen from the histograms, motif residues have lower values (closer to 50) than non-motif 

residues, which have values closer to 100. The mean value for motif overlapping residues 

is 71.04 and for non-motifs 74.46. A non-parametric Wilcoxon test was performed 

showing that the distributions (histograms) are significantly different (p= 6.6e-8). This 
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confirms our hypothesis that motifs tend to overlap TEF ends and non-motifs, TEF 

middle residues. No distinctions were made between the evolutionary levels that motifs 

belong to, so perhaps this explains why both motifs and non-motifs have residues 

overlapping all positions with TEFs. An example of motifs overlapping middle TEF 

positions is that of functional motifs, which are expected to occupy middle positions as 

they are more accessible than their structural counterparts. 

 

Figure 41. Analysis of peak values for TEF residues overlapping motifs and non-motifs.  
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4.2.9 Analysis of folding signals’ peaks and troughs in motifs 
 
We observed that some folding signals show peaks and troughs according overlato 

whether they overlap a motif or a non-motif. To quantify the frequency and intensity of 

peaks and troughs in motifs and non-motifs for PFF attributes, theoretical peaks were 

created for each motif and non-motif in the PFF database. These peaks were made in the 

same fashion as TEF peaks; assigning a maximum value to the motif residue occupying 

the central position, with symmetrically equal increments at both sides, starting from the 

extremes. Smoothed 11 values of folding signals were correlated to theoretical motif 

peaks. The correlation is positive if the overall tendency of the folding signal in the motif 

region is to peak, or negative if the tendency is to trough. In non-motif regions, perfect 

peaks were also created. For instance, Fold-X was expected to have negative correlations 

in motif peaks because of its trough values. Conversely, in non-motifs positive 

correlations would be expected for Fold-X; i.e., Fold-X peaks in non-motifs. 

 

Table 10 summarises Spearman correlations of folding signals to theoretical motif peaks 

for the motifs and non-motifs analysed. Peaks were correlated to their corresponding PFF 

attribute value: accessibility, PopMusic, Fold-X, Lattice, conservation and Crescendo (in 

this order). Correlations were calculated using both Pearson and Spearman types. The 

two kinds of correlation, Pearson and Spearman, were used because the distributions of 

parameters to be correlated are not assumed to be parametric. When comparing Pearson 

to Spearman, the latter gives the greatest number of expected correlations. As a 

consequence, we chose Spearman as the correlation method of choice. These are the 
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values shown in the preceding table. Spearman correlations were chosen for this 

experiment because (i) they give better results in terms of expected peaks and troughs for 

motif and non-motif regions, and (ii) Spearman adjusts better to the data because of its 

non-parametric nature. Positive correlations show that for a region (either motif or non-

motif) there is a peak. Negative correlations are indicative of troughs. From a total of 328 

motif regions correlated to accessibility, 168 were troughs (i.e., negative). From the 74 

non-motif regions correlated to accessibility, 18 negative correlations resulted, meaning 

that in the majority of non-motifs, accessibility peaks.  

Table 10. Spearman correlations of folding signals to theoretical motif peaks.  

 

We found that, in general, non-motif regions show the greatest number of expected 

correlation values; i.e., most Fold-X values in non-motif regions peak, most PopMusic 

trough, most accessibility values in non-motifs peak, most lattice values in non-motifs 

trough. The fact that folding signals adjust best to the expected pattern of non-motifs 

suggests that all poorly conserved regions have unfavourable folding properties. 

However, folding signals are less homogenous in motifs, where there are both folding and 
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unfolding propensities for conserved regions. Therefore, many fingerprint motifs show 

destabilising patterns, indicating an associated functional role, especially those motifs in 

families and subfamilies. This implies that many functional motifs do not have an optimal 

folding score for conservation; on the contrary, many of these are highly destabilising. If 

conservation was a consequence of folding stability only, these regions would not be 

motifs. These results signify that folding signals are good for determining were motifs 

should not be taken from, as non-motif regions do not have good folding score.  

 

Correlation values summarised in the previous table were then fed into a ROC curve 

analysis. The Area Under the Curve (AUC) for conservation, Crescendo, accessibility, 

PopMusic, Fold-X and lattice are shown in Figure 25. PopMusic, lattice and Crescendo 

were expected to peak in motifs, while Fold-X was expected to trough in motifs. AUCs 

were able to describe how well peaks and troughs from a folding signal discriminate 

motifs. For instance, in the case of accessibility, if all its troughs are assigned to motifs 

and peaks as non-motifs, 63% of all motifs would be correctly predicted. PopMusic peaks 

would be able to discriminate correctly 61% of all motifs, Fold-X 59% and lattice 59%.  

 

 An interesting observation was drawn from the observed AUC using conservation peaks 

and troughs. When every conservation peak is assigned to a motif and all conservation 

troughs are assigned to a non-motif, about 78% of all motifs and non-motifs were 

correctly predicted. This result suggests that although conservation is the most 

contributing factor to motifs, not all motifs contain conservation peaks. Possible 

explanations for this phenomenon may be that (i) a region may contain a conservation 
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trough but still be sufficiently conserved to be chosen as a motif; (ii) conservation peaks 

are smoothed numbers, so they may contain gaps that impair the selection of the whole 

peak. This may result in the selected motif region containing a trough shape. 

4.2.10 “Sum averages folding score” to discriminate motifs 
 
“Sum averages folding score” peaks and troughs were analysed in all motif and non-motif 

regions using the same dataset and method as Figure 25. The goal of this experiment was 

to test whether a (folding) score combining all folding signals is able to better 

discriminate between motif and non-motif regions than its constituents. Figure 42 shows 

that the folding score is able perform better than any of its constituent folding signals, as 

its 0.68 AUC is greater than the best performing folding signal (i.e., accessibility 

AUC=0.63). This suggests that a folding score may be effective in capturing the 

contributions of folding signals to motifs. Nevertheless, the folding score’s performance 

is still lower than conservation (AUC=0.78) or Crescendo (AUC=0.73), neither of which 

are folding signals. 
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Figure 42. Sum averages folding score using Spearman correlations to discriminate motifs. Area 

Under Curve: 0.6851466. 

4.2.11 Using folding score to find ‘structural’ motifs 
 
It has become apparent that motifs may be conserved for reasons that are structural, 

functional or a combination of both. So far, no systematic determination of the structural 

or functional character of motifs has been carried out. Folding scores have the potential to 

characterise proteins from a structural point of view. More generally, folding scores may 

help understand the general contributions of the fold to motifs. Can the folding score 

point to structurally conserved motifs? Literature (Table 11) has suggested that there are 

residues in the protein that are conserved for structural reasons, i.e., they belong to the 

folding nucleus. Folding nucleus residues are defined as those conserved residues that 

have a role in maintaining and forming a particular fold. In order to find whether the 

folding nuclei are actually part of structural motifs, the following experiment was 

designed. All PFF structures were searched in literature to see if folding nucleus residues 
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had been published for these proteins. It was found that 10 of the 117 PFF had some of 

their folding nucleus residues published. These residues were the result of wet lab 

experiments, usually using biological engineering techniques (Table 11). Was there any 

difference between the folding score of folding nucleus and non-folding nucleus 

residues? Folding scores for folding nucleus residues were therefore tested for significant 

differences against all the rest.  

 

Table 11. Folding nucleus residues inside the PFF dataset. The name of the protein (the PDB ID) the 

residues and their positions and the reference where they were found are summarised here. 
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Topohydrophobic residues were compared with non-topohydrophobic residues in terms 

of their average sums folding score. For this experiment, a subset of 65 proteins was 

used, owing to limitations in the availability folding score and topohydrophobic residues, 

when included 909 topohydrophobic residues from a total of 8787 (10.3%). The folding 

scores of the topohydrophobic and non-topohydrophobic residues were compared, 

showing very significant differences (p= 5.3e-12) between them. In addition, many 

topohydrophobic residues were observed to be folding nuclei. 

 

The 10 proteins whose folding nuclei were published sum 1130 a total of residues, 71 of 

which are folding nucleus residues (6.3%). The folding score of folding nucleus residues 

was compared against the folding scores of all the rest of amino acids in these 10 

proteins, showing a very significant difference (p<2.2e-16).  

 

Folding nucleus and topohydrophobic residues are prominently located in folding score 

troughs (Figure 43). Folding nucleus residues appear to overlap with topohydrophobic 

residues in all cases where both kinds of annotations are available. Note that not all 

proteins for which folding nucleus residues are documented have topohydrophobic 

residues too. Therefore, results suggest a potential means to determine structural motifs, 

suggesting the presence of structural motifs every time there is a folding score trough.  
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Figure 43. Plot of average sum of motif-contributing folding signals (folding score). Folding nucleus 

and available topohydrophobic residues are also illustrated. Troughs in folding scores correspond 

well to folding nucleus and topohydrophobic residues. Many topohydrophobic residues seem to 

overlap with folding nucleus residues.  

 

4.2.12 Optimising the folding score 
 
The folding score using sum of averages was a tool that gave promising results. We 

found that these folding scores produce significantly different distributions for folding 

nucleus residues than for those that are not (p=2.194e-10). However, a more rigorous 

assessment was required to determine the optimal combination of folding parameters for 

detection of structural motifs. One way to determine whether a more sophisticated folding 
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score improves the average sums is by obtaining more significant differences than the 

already-tested-for topohydrophobic and folding nucleus residues, using the same dataset. 

 

4.2.13 Finding optimal combination of folding parameters to 

create a folding score 

The “average sums folding score” used normalised and smoothed values, giving the same 

weight to all its constituent folding signals. In order to find the optimal combination 

(weights) for parameters that best define folding motifs, a Support Vector Machine 

(SVM) was created. The optimal combination of folding parameters would be the one 

that best predicts residues conserved for structural reasons. Previous experiments showed 

that accessibility, Fold-X, PopMusic and lattice were the folding signals in our PFF 

dataset that contributed most to motifs. Here, no sequence or conservation based 

attributes were used in the analysis; only structural data was used to discriminate non-

conserved residues from structurally conserved. The aim, in terms of the SVM, would be 

to create a discriminator between non-motif residues (all of them show destabilising 

scores) and residues conserved for structural reasons. A sample of residues conserved for 

structural reasons was observed in topohydrophobic and folding nucleus residues. A total 

of 1600+ topohydrophobic and folding nucleus residues were available from the PFF 

dataset. Given that most folding nucleus residues overlap with topohydrophobics, and 

that they are both conserved residues for structural reasons, the two kinds are combined 

to create the training and test set for this machine learning experiment. The 

overwhelming majority of structurally conserved residues in the dataset are 

topohydrophobic (>95%). The SVM experiment consisted of finding the combination of 
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folding attributes that best discriminates between two classes: the positive class are 

(mainly) topohydrophobics and the negative, non-motif residues. Because most folding 

nucleus residues are also topohydrophobic, we refer to residues in the positive class as 

topohydrophobic. The training set was composed of ~800 topohydrophobic residues and 

~800 non-motif residues. The test set had the same composition: 800 positively and 800 

negatively labelled residues. The result obtained in a 10-fold cross-validation in the 

training set produced an accuracy of 85.7% on the training set, with an accuracy of 

86.00% in the test set. Both a linear and an RBF kernel (c=32.0, g=0.0078125, 

rate=84.6723) were used to make predictions. The latter did not improve results. This 

contrasts with 57% accuracy when using SVM to discriminate between motif and non-

motif residues. Note that selection of non-motif residues was based on conservation 

criteria alone, confirming that there is a strong association between poor conservation and 

unfavourable folding parameters. Figure 44 shows the ROC curve discriminating 

structurally conserved residues from non-motifs.  
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Figure 44. SVM Folding Score used to classify structurally conserved residues (i.e., topohydrophobic 

and folding nucleus residues) from non-conserved residues (non-motifs).  

 
 

The discrimination obtained by this experiment was excellent: AUC=0.9181901, 

supporting our hypothesis that all non-motif residues are unfavourable to folding. This 

experiment also suggests that residues conserved for structural reasons may be predicted 

accurately without using sequence alignments.  
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4.2.14 Testing SVM folding score for the entire PFF dataset 

SVM outputs residue distances to the hyperplane that separate structurally conserved 

residues from those that are not. These distances can be used as scores; the more negative 

the score the more likely a residue is to be structurally conserved; the more positive the 

score, the greater the likelihood that the residue is not conserved for structural reasons. 

This has interesting applications from the point of view of the analysis of the protein 

residue, as we can now predict, using the whole PFF dataset as a test set, the number of 

residues that are going to be conserved for structural reasons. Thus, it was found that 

from a total of 13,735 residues, 30.5% of them were predicted to be conserved for 

structural reasons. This result can be extrapolated as a general trend to globular proteins, 

since the PFF dataset is a reasonable representation of all the different globular folds in 

the PDB.  

4.2.15 Comparing SVM score to average sums folding score 

Raw SVM scores for the whole PFF dataset have a non-parametric distribution (Figure 

45, top half). According to the SVM, values that are below 0 are predicted to be 

conserved for structural reasons, constituting 30.5% of the total dataset. SVM scores 

obtained are not optimised to detect motifs because they do not take into account the 

neighbouring residues for its prediction. In addition, when plotted, SVM raw scores do 

not show distinctive peaks and troughs; instead they appear noisy. 
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Figure 45. Distributions of SVM raw scores and smoothed span 11.    

A smoothing procedure may be applied to the SVM raw values, so that the predictions of 

neighbouring residues can be incorporated, allowing the folding score to predict regions 

instead of residues. As was determined earlier, a window span of 11 is the optimal 

window for motif discrimination. In addition, as smooth 11 makes the SVM scores 

comparable to the average sums folding score (which also uses a span of 11), smooth 

window 11 was the span of choice for this experiment. When SVM scores are smoothed, 

a normal, Gaussian-like distribution is generated (Figure 45, bottom half) and peaks and 

troughs appear. However, a much smaller percentage than 30.5% of residues fall below 

the threshold of 0 to determine residues conserved for structural reasons. In order to 

maintain the same proportion of predicted residues as raw values, a new threshold was 
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created of 0.55 for smoothed SVM. This is the threshold in smoothed values that defines 

the lower 30.5% of the distribution and below this threshold of 0.55, regions are 

considered to be troughs. In order to compare the sum averages folding score with that of 

the SVM, smoothed SVM folding scores for topohydrophobic and non-topohydrophobic 

residues were compared on the same dataset and statistical test as sum averages folding 

score. Figure 46 compares the SVM smoothed values of topohydrophobic versus non-

topohydrophobic residues. Differences are very significant (p<2.2e-16). 

 

Figure 46. Smoothed SVM folding score comparing the distributions of topohydrophobic versus non-

topohydrophobic residues. Their means differ slightly and their differences are statistically 

significant (p<2.2e-16). 
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Figure 47 shows the significance of differences between folding nucleus and non-folding 

nucleus residues for their SVM folding scores. Interestingly, it was found that SVM 

scores are more significantly different for topohydrophobic residues (SVM: p<2.2e-16; 

sum-averages: p = 5.306e-12) while average sums folding score are more significantly 

different for folding nucleus residues (SVM: p= 2.665e-6; average sums: 2.194e-10). 

This is probably owing to the fact that the training and test dataset of the SVM is mainly 

populated with topohydrophobic residues, thus biasing the result towards better 

discrimination of topohydrophobics. In addition, SVM can be described mathematically 

as linear weighted sums, for the choice of kernel used here (linear). This is exactly what 

the average sums folding score does; it assigns a weight to all components, which in this 

case is the same for all components of the folding score (i.e., ¼ each). When data is very 

noisy, as it is here, many linear models perform best, and more complex models tend to 

overfit. A comparison of the significance of differences between the more sophisticated 

SVM folding score and the simpler average sums one, validates the latter. Therefore, 

folding signals and their contribution to conserved regions can help us infer regions that 

are important for structural reasons; what we refer to as ‘structural motifs’. 
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Figure 47. Smoothed 11 SVM folding score for literature mined folding nucleus residues versus non-

folding nucleus residues. Their distributions are significantly different (p=2.66e-6). 
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4.2.16  Conclusion II 
 
The content of folding signals in motifs differs depending on whether motifs belong to a 

superfamily, family or subfamily. These are the main conclusions from the analysis of 

qualitative folding signals (MIR, LIR, Topohydrophobic and tripeptides). Although they 

were not found to contribute to the discrimination of motifs in general, their frequencies 

varied depending on the evolutionary level of the motif. Superfamilies seem to 

concentrate most folding signals, indicating that superfamily motifs tend to include the 

residues related to maintaining the fold of the structure. Peaks and troughs in quantitative 

folding signals were expected to show correlations different correlations to perfect peaks 

according to being in a motif (e.g., Fold-X troughs, PopMusic peaks, accessibility troughs 

and lattice peaks) or a non-motif region (e.g., Fold-X peaks, PopMusic troughs, 

accessibility peaks and lattice troughs). Overall peak and trough correlations to motifs 

and non-motifs perfect peaks were calculated. We found a similar degree of contribution 

to motifs for all folding signals as that observed in the backwards elimination process.  

 

A folding score was created based on folding signals’ global correlations to conservation. 

This folding score was a simple average sum of folding signal values. In mathematical 

terms, this average sum folding score assumes that the relation between folding signals 

and conservation is linear. This is a safe assumption when data is very noisy, as in such 

cases the best combination is usually linear and modelling relationships in a non-linear 

fashion may overfit the data. In order to have an initial validation of the average sum 

folding score, the procedure for quantification of peaks and troughs using perfect peaks 
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was carried out. It was found that the average sum folding score has a greater capacity to 

discriminate motifs than any of the folding signals individually. This led us to believe that 

the folding score could be an effective measure to determine the structural content of 

conserved regions. According to this folding score, not all motifs include structurally 

favourable residues, as it was observed that there are structurally unfavourable residues 

that are, nevertheless, very well conserved. In an in-depth analysis of four structures, we 

have found that these destabilising conserved regions have associated functional 

annotation to them (i.e., active site residue or metal binding). Supposing that this was a 

general rule, does this mean that all functional regions are destabilising? Indeed, not all 

functional regions are destabilising, as functional annotations were observed to occur in 

regions both structurally favourable and unfavourable. However, the fact that, in all 

observed cases, destabilising conserved regions have residues with functional annotation, 

this suggests a possible method for predicting functional sites.  

 

Now that we have seen that some motifs are actually destabilising with unfolding 

propensities, it can be postulated that the reason why motifs were discriminated so poorly 

from non-motifs, using folding signals, is because motifs contain both stabilising and 

destabilising residues. When we created an SVM using folding signals to discriminate 

structurally conserved residues (i.e., topohydrophobics and folding nucleus) from poorly 

conserved residues (non-motifs), the accuracy rises from 57% to 86%. This result 

suggests that all poorly conserved regions are destabilising, and justifies the almost 

random discrimination levels obtained when using folding signals to predict conserved 

residues. 
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The whole PFF dataset was fed into the new SVM to predict residues conserved for 

structural reasons, giving the result that 30.5% of all residues in the PFF dataset are 

conserved for structural reasons. Raw SVM folding scores were not suitable for 

discriminating motif regions. This SVM was designed for residue discrimination, rather 

than motif discrimination. So, smoothing was required in order to take into account the 

average tendencies of a region to be structural or not, and it also allowed a direct 

comparison to the sum-averages folding score, as now the SVM produces peaks and 

troughs in the same way. The SVM output for all PFF residues was smoothed using the 

optimal window span for motif discrimination (i.e., smooth 11). When the differences of 

smoothed SVM and average sum folding scores were compared, SVM differences 

outperformed average sums folding score for topohydrophobic residues, but average sum 

folding score differences for folding nucleus residues are more significant than the ones 

obtained by the SVM folding score. The two folding scores seem to provide valid 

predictions for determination of structurally conserved residues and regions. SVM offers 

an optimised combination of folding signals for prediction of conserved residues. The 

fact that average sum folding score gives the same weight to its constituent folding 

signals and that it partially outperforms SVM, indicates that giving the same weight to 

folding signals is at least not far from their optimal combination. 
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4.3 Identification of motif regions using folding 
information 

 
Our third research aim was to determine whether folding signals may help identify 

regions from which motifs should not be taken. This is especially useful when the initial 

alignments for fingerprint creation are too well conserved. Sequences included in the 

alignment may not show enough variability, making the process of motif selection more 

or less ad-hoc. Figure 48 indicates the alignment of the Abrin (1abr) subfamily. We found 

that similar sequences available in the UniProt database, present in this alignment, are not 

variable enough to help identify motif regions. In this example, motifs were taken 

manually in an arbitrary manner, with no regard for the underlying evolutionary 

properties of specific regions in the alignment.  

 

Figure 48. Alignment of Abrin subfamily. Manual motifs are taken more or less arbitrarily. 
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Fingerprint results for the manually created fingerprint of Abrins is shown in Figure 49. 

Here 5 sequences match all the motifs, whose annotations corresponded to the Abrins 

subfamily. The red circle points to the compare length used for the fingerprint. The 

compare length is a fine-tuning parameter of the fingerprinting process that selects the top 

number of sequences matching a motif (see methods section 3.4). These matching 

sequences come from searching the motif against UniProt for significant matches. In this 

fingerprint, the compare length chosen was 70, meaning that sequences that are above the 

best 70 search hits, sharing more than a motif in common, are displayed in the results 

(hitlist) table. As can be seen, only 5 sequences match all motifs for a compare length of 

70. 

 
Figure 49. Fingerprint results of manually created fingerprint for Abrins. 
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When manually created motifs are compared with conserved peak and trough regions 

(Figure 50), it is observed that some motifs overlap with peaks and troughs, while others 

do not. SVM folding scores are shown in green and sum averages folding scores in 

purple, showing very similar profiles.  

 

Figure 50. Where to draw motifs borders when the alignments are too conserved? Here we compare 

motifs suggested by average sum folding score with manual. 

 

As is shown the by the red line, conservation is almost constant. Motifs were created 

automatically, corresponding to the peaks and troughs that the average sum folding score 

generated. Some motifs are peaks, shown in green and some others are troughs, shown in 
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blue. Motifs corresponding to peaks and troughs are shown as black boxes containing bits 

of the top alignment. The criteria imposed on the automatic motif selection are the 

following: motifs need to be 5-30 residues long and have an average conservation greater 

than 0.5. In the case of Abrins, 8 motifs were selected manually, while 16 were identified 

using the SVM folding score under these standard criteria.  

 

This example clearly illustrates that the folding signals (folding score in this case) may be 

useful in guiding the motif selection process. There are advantages in drawing motif 

borders according to folding signals: (i) the process of motif selection ceases to be ad hoc 

and has an actual biological meaning (i.e., conserved regions are separated according to 

their folding patterns); (ii) regions likely not to be motifs are avoided; (iii) motifs can be 

characterised according to their folding signals (i.e., identification of regions conserved 

for structural reasons and those conserved for reasons other than structural). 

 

Manually-created and automatic fingerprints produce the same results in terms of the 

number of sequences matching all motifs; both have sequences that match all motifs as 

shown in (the manually created fingerprint results are shown in Figure 51. 
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Figure 51. Automatically-created fingerprint using peak and troughs in the Abrin subfamily. Motif 5 

and 9 are folding score troughs (structural motifs). 

 

When inspecting partial matches in Figure 51, it was observed that most of them 

correspond to ribosome inactivating protein, lectins, and agglutinin precursors (these are 

shown in the bottom half of Figure 51). A quick search for sequence similarity using the 

BLAST program revealed that both kinds are distantly related to Abrins. This result 

suggests that motifs created using folding signals might help in the detection of distant 

homologues. In particular, trough motifs may identify members of divergent 

superfamilies where the scaffold is preserved despite poor sequence conservation. This 

will be investigated in the next section. 
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4.3.1 Motif localisation using SVM and sum averages folding 
score 

 
SVM and average sum folding scores were created for the whole of the PFF dataset, 

totalling 13,735 residues. Smoothed conservation scores were plotted a companion Web 

resource2 for all the PFF dataset, and folding scores were compared with smoothed 11 

conservation scores. Fingerprint summary tables show that SVM and average sum give 

similar results at the same compare length as the manual fingerprint. 

 

Figure 52 shows the folding scores (green SVM and purple sum average) and the 

conservation (red) of 1poc (Phospholipase A2). At the bottom of the graph horizontal 

bars appear, corresponding to fingerprint motif regions (black), potential motifs (grey) 

and manual non-motifs (blank). A fingerprint was created using peak and trough 

segments suggested by the folding score with an average conservation above the 0.5 

threshold, as this threshold was the average conservation of motif regions (see methods 

section 3.4.6). The horizontal baseline suggests the dividing point between structurally 

favourable and unfavourable residues. Peak or trough segments were taken, considering 

the criteria of (i) having a conservation value above 0.5 (ii) their length ranges from 5 to 

30 residues long (range of observed lengths of PFF fingerprint motifs). Fingerprint results 

were compared with the previous manually-created ones, using the typical summary table 

of a fingerprint entry. The summary table contains, on the left-most column, the number 

of motifs matched, and on the top row of numbers, the number of sequences matched. 

The bottom row refers to which motif position was matched. For 1poc, the manual 

fingerprint found 16 sequences matching 4 motifs (i.e., motifs 1-4), 5 sequences matching 

                                                 
2 http://www.bioinf.manchester.ac.uk/corpas/db/ 
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3 motifs (i.e., motifs 1-3); and two sequences matching motif 1 and 2. The summary table 

in Figure 52 shows that the fingerprint has 6 motifs, matched by 5 sequences. There are 4 

sequences that match motif 2 and 3 only (partial matches). The automatic fingerprints 

(average sum and SVM) appear to describe a subfamily, given that they have mostly 

motifs corresponding to peaks, while the manual fingerprint describes a family. 

 

Figure 52. Manually versus automatically created fingerprint using SVM and average sum folding 

score. SVM folding score is shown as a green line and the average sum in purple. SVM an average 

sum folding scores differ in the number of motifs suggested.   

 

Figure 53 shows 3cla (Chloramphenicol transferase), with a good correspondence 

between manual and potential motifs with automatically created peaks and troughs. The 
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manually created fingerprint identified 4 motifs, the SVM folding score fingerprint found 

11 motifs, and the average sum found 8 motifs for 3cla. Automatic fingerprinting in 

general seems to produce more motifs. The compare length is 120. Although the average 

sum does not look as clean a result as the SVM, when its compare length is optimised, a 

potentially cleaner result is obtained. 

 

Figure 53. Automatically created fingerprint using SVM and average sum folding score for 3cla.  

  

Figure 54 shows an average sum fingerprint with more motifs (thus increasing 

specificity), fewer partial matches and a greater number of sequences matching all motifs 

than the manual or SVM fingerprints.   
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Figure 54. Automatic fingerprinting for Profilins (1acf). At same compare lengths average sum 

folding score seems to outperform SVM and manual fingerprint. This result looks promising because 

the compare length is optimised to the manual fingerprinting.  
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4.3.2 Conclusions III 
 
In this section we have addressed our third aim, whereby in order to make motif selection 

less arbitrary when alignments are too conserved, we wanted to find whether folding 

signals may aid motif selection. For that we presented some case studies, where manually 

created fingerprints are compared with fingerprints created using folding information, as 

indicated by peaks and troughs. In the case of Abrins, the manual fingerprint was shown 

to have arbitrarily chosen motifs; i.e., motifs could have been drawn more or less 

anywhere, as regions outside motifs are totally conserved. Manually, motifs provided a 

fingerprint with no partial matches whatsoever. Motifs suggested by the sum average 

folding score were made into a fingerprint and searched for similarity. The total number 

of sequences matching all motifs is the same as the manual fingerprint. However, distant 

homologues of Abrins are partially matched, suggesting remote homologues that the 

manually created motifs failed to detect. 

 

Six fingerprints were automatically created and, in all cases, it was found that fingerprints 

created from folding scores (automatically created fingerprints) are able to discriminate 

reasonably well the families they describe. It was observed that in many cases compare 

lengths that are optimal for manual fingerprints are not necessarily the best for automatic 

ones. Results from these six fingerprints suggest that manual fingerprints perform slightly 

better for some fingerprints, while for others, automatically created fingerprints produce 

better results. In all cases the automatic fingerprinting has more motifs, and this is good 
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news for improving specificity in fingerprint classification. In all events, folding 

information appears to provide an useful solution to the problem of motif localisation. 

 

Therefore, drawing motif boundaries according to folding score peaks and troughs may 

provide a means to defining where motifs should be taken. A far greater number of 

automatically created fingerprints are needed to confirm the value of this method as a 

fingerprinting substitute. Thus, automatic fingerprinting using folding scores is presented 

here as a potentially complementary way of defining motifs for fingerprint creation. 
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4.4 Enhancement of diagnostic performance using 
folding information 

 
 

The next experiment carried out involved creating automatic fingerprints containing only 

troughs. Its rationale stemmed from the fact that it has become apparent that 

superfamilies contain motifs rich in fold-determining features (e.g., topohydrophobic and 

MIR analyses). Structural features, which are conserved across a greater number of 

sequences, may provide the basis for improving detection of remote homologues. As 

folding scores allow identification of regions conserved for structural reasons, if 

superfamily motifs are rich in folding features, superfamilies themselves would be 

expected to be composed of structural motifs. If one is able to select structural motifs in a 

fingerprint, can this help find more distant sequence homologues?  

 

Figure 55 shows a fingerprint using only folding score3 troughs for profilin (1acf), 

together with manual and sum averages fingerprint summary tables. The compare length 

in the troughs fingerprint is not the optimal one; it was kept to the same as the peaks-and-

troughs-only fingerprint for the purposes of making them comparable to each other. The 

number of motifs in troughs-only fingerprints is smaller than peaks-and-troughs, 

increasing the chances of random matches. The total number of sequences found to match 

the troughs-only fingerprint is higher than the peaks-and-troughs and manual fingerprints. 

                                                 
3 All folding scores in this results section are ‘sum average folding score’ 
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However, the number of partial matches increases dramatically in the troughs-only 

fingerprint, while the peaks-and-troughs one has only a few partial matches.  

 

Figure 55. In order to test whether more distant homologues can be detected, fingerprints using only 

trough regions were created. If superfamily fingerprints have common fold; then fingerprints using 

only troughs should find more distant relatives. The troughs-only fingerprint matches more 

sequences using the same compare lengths (in brackets) but it also has more partial matches, giving 

an 'unclean' result.  

When the 1acf troughs-only fingerprint raised its compare length to 500, the number of 

sequences matching all fingerprints was 114, with 25 partial matches. This result was 

examined in more detail by looking at the fingerprint result table (Figure 56). It was 
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found that a greater number of related sequences was matched by the troughs-only 

fingerprint, compared to the manual. In addition, all sequences in the fingerprint’s hitlist 

result are profilins or hypothetical (no function attached to them). This suggests that 

troughs-only fingerprints in this case study were able to find a greater number of distantly 

evolutionarily related sequences than the other two fingerprints (peaks-and-troughs or 

manual). Please see annex for the complete fingerprint. 

 

Figure 56. Profilin (1acf) troughs-only fingerprint table. Due to space constraints only the top and 

bottom sequence matches are shown. Note the compare length is 500, as opposed to 170 shown in the 

previous figure, which changes results slightly. 
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Figure 57 shows that fingerprint troughs and manual have the same number of motifs for 

3cla (Chloramphenicol transferase). However, not all troughs overlap with manual 

motifs, as the first motif from both manual and troughs-only fingerprint are taken from 

different regions in the alignment. The troughs-only fingerprint matches more sequences 

than the manual or peaks-and-troughs.   

 

Figure 57. Chloramphenicol transferase (3cla) fingerprint using sum-averages folding score troughs. 

The troughs-only fingerprint matches more sequences than peaks and troughs or manual, but 

produces a greater number of partial matches. Compare lengths (shown in brackets) are optimised to 

the peaks-and-troughs fingerprint.  
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Figure 58 shows the results table for the troughs-only fingerprint, with the optimised 

compare length of 300. For the complete fingerprint, please see the annex. It is shown 

that a greater number of related relatives are matched, compared to the manually created 

fingerprint. Although there are more sequences that match the fingerprint partially (12 

sequences match motif 1 and 3 only), all of them belong to the Chloramphenicol 

acetyltransferase, supporting our hypothesis that fingerprints made of motif troughs only 

may help detect more distant relatives. 

 

Figure 58. Chloamphenicol transferase (3cla) fingerprint using only troughs. The compare length is 

300. 
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Figure 59 shows the troughs-only fingerprint as having fewer motifs and more partial 

matches than the other two fingerprints. The top row of all three tables has the same 

number of sequences matching all motifs, suggesting that Abrins (1abr) is a small family. 

 

 

Figure 59. 1abr fingerprint using troughs-only has fewer motifs than the peaks-and-troughs 

fingerprint but almost as many partial matches. The compare length is 100 for both and the number 

of sequences matching all motifs is identical to that of the manual fingerprint. 
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Figure 60 shows the troughs-only fingerprint for Abrins, where peaks and troughs were 

used for the fingerprint creation. The partial matches account for motifs 2 and 4, which 

are matched by 17 sequences, all of them distantly related to the Abrins subfamily. 

 

Figure 60. Abrins trough-only fingerprint 
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4.4.1 Conclusions IV 
 

Results observed here suggest that fingerprints made of “troughs motifs” only match 

more distantly-related sequences than peaks-and-troughs or manual fingerprints. From 

this, it may be argued that troughs-only fingerprints could be useful for improving the 

remote homology search obtained with the current fingerprinting technique. It is known 

that fold is more conserved than sequence. Therefore, identifying sequence regions that 

originate are conserved for structural reasons seems to more effectively find more 

distantly-related sequences than fingerprints that use all conserved regions. However, 

troughs-only fingerprints in many cases do not seem specific enough to create a clean 

fingerprint result, as they have many sequences that match a fraction of all motifs (partial 

matches). This is may be a consequence of the fact that functional motifs (i.e., motifs 

conserved for reasons other than structural) may provide the specificity that allows a 

group of sequences to have a fingerprint without partial matches. 
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5 Discussion 

 

Data derived from folding algorithms, protein databases and annotations were compiled 

into a database of Protein Folding Fragments4 (PFF). The result was a composite database 

of 117 proteins. Proteins in the PFF resource were carefully selected making sure that all 

of them were extensively documented and that all major folds in the PDB were 

represented. As the PFF project developed, new sources of data were added to the dataset 

(e.g., conservation and crescendo) to study the relation of folding signals to motifs. Data 

transformations and selection of attributes were required, as the various methods had 

parameters at different scales and with different relevancies to sequence conservation. All 

the quantitative attributes of our dataset were normalised and smoothed, resulting in some 

noise reduction and a better dataset with some data becoming normally distributed. All-

against-all correlations were calculated, clearly showing that there were two subgroups 

within the quantitative data: sequence-based and folding-based. Analyses of the results 

showed that the relationship between folding signals and motifs/conservation was 

complex and difficult to unravel. 

  

The PRINTS database aims at classifying novel protein sequences, by specifically 

identifying motifs that characterise them. In order to maximise its diagnostic 

                                                 
4 http://babylone.ulb.ac.be/LIFE/ 
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performance, each fingerprint is created manually. This, however, leads to two main 

challenges. First, the database cannot keep up-to-date with the identification of new 

sequences. Second, fingerprints need to be up-to-date to ensure their optimal 

performance, as motifs may change according to available sequences. Therefore, 

fingerprints need to be regularly updated and new ones must be created in order to keep 

up-to-speed with the current availability of sequences. This is especially important for 

detection of remote homologues, for as new sequences become available, fingerprints 

become less sensitive. Although this problem is typical of all classification databases, if 

the database’s comprehensiveness can be maximised, the problem can be reasonably 

tackled. 117 fingerprints were manually created, taking the PDB entry as the target 

sequence. In addition, of these 117 structures some were found to match an existing 

fingerprint in the PRINTS database. These already existing fingerprints were updated, so 

for some families, we would have two sets of fingerprints (independently created and 

PRINTS updates), while for others, we would only have one fingerprint (independently 

created for this project).  

 

Conservation values depend upon the alignment from which they are calculated. This is 

because different alignments have differently diverging sequences, rendering their 

conservation values relative to the alignment itself. Based on these alignments, then, 

fingerprints are created, describing different levels of evolutionary relationship 

(superfamily, family or subfamily). We divided alignments and their fingerprints for all 

entries in the PFF dataset according to their hierarchical level: (i) superfamilies, for 

which fingerprints include highly divergent sequences (i.e., they usually have few motifs 
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and a high number of sequences matching all motif elements); (ii) families, for which 

fingerprints include less divergent sequences matched (i.e., the alignments are more 

conserved than superfamilies) and more motifs in their fingerprints; (iii) subfamilies, for 

which fingerprints include sequences that show very little variation because they are very 

closely related -subfamily fingerprint also contain few motifs and many conserved 

regions outside motifs.    

 

Overall, results showed that folding signals are only weakly correlated with conservation. 

As conservation is relative to the alignment from which it is calculated, so are 

hierarchical levels in fingerprints. A comprehensive analytical study was carried out 

showing the relations of folding properties to motifs and, more specifically, to fingerprint 

motifs at different evolutionary levels. All fingerprint and structure information was thus 

mapped according to their respective protein structure. It was found from our analyses 

that folding signals differ significantly according to whether they are included in motifs 

belonging to a superfamily, family or subfamily. This was especially apparent when 

analysing MIR and topohydrophobic frequencies. 

 

Initial statistical analyses found that differences inside/outside motifs were not significant 

when comparing folding signals. After careful consideration, regions outside motifs were 

split into non-motifs and potential motifs. The motivation for this was the need to 

differentiate between the many regions outside motifs that are conserved, but which 

nevertheless contain folding signals. These conserved regions could potentially be used 

within fingerprints, depending on the evolutionary level considered (i.e., a conserved 
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region might not be a motif for a particular family but it might be a motif within the 

superfamily). In addition, many regions outside motifs were poorly conserved, either 

containing gaps or evidently unlikely to ever be motifs at any evolutionary level. Based 

on this premise, residues outside motif were subdivided into non-motifs or potential motif 

regions. This distinction was necessary to enable us to find significant differences in 

folding signal frequencies. Such differences would now take into account the fact that 

there are conserved regions that lie outside motifs, which might be conserved for 

structural or functional reasons, depending on the level of hierarchy considered. 

Identification of non-motif regions also opened up the possibility of understanding 

unfavourable folding signals to conservation. 

 

A backwards elimination procedure was carried out to select which are the most 

contributing folding signals to motifs. All 28 PFF features that had enough availability in 

the dataset were included in this analysis. Both quantitative and qualitative data were 

represented in this experiment. Removal of attributes may seem counter-productive. 

However, some residues contained in the PFF dataset may not be relevant to the problem 

and may actually add noise to our prediction model. If only folding signals contributing 

to motif discrimination are used, this improves the separation and generalisation of 

folding attributes. In order to ensure that our backwards elimination is valid, different 

kernels were used. By running a validation set in parallel during attribute selection we 

can guarantee that the models are capable of predicting unseen data.  
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For those folding signals that were quantitative, smoothing produced average response 

values for all residues, generating graphs that were characterised by peaks and troughs. 

Clearly, motifs were found to correspond to peaks in conservation, but for folding 

signals, although there were some trends, they were not so clear. This was because motifs 

include both stabilising (folding) and destabilising (unfolding) regions. Stabilising 

regions are observed to be always conserved, because they are essential for the 

maintenance of the protein scaffold. These we defined as ‘structural motifs’. However, 

some motifs spanned regions considered to be destabilising to the fold (accessibility and 

Fold-X peaks, lattice and PopMusic troughs). This is why folding signals alone do not 

suffice to discriminate motifs in a protein family: what they can do is identify those 

regions that are conserved for structural reasons.  

 

When frequencies of qualitative folding signals are considered, there is a tendency for 

motifs to contain topohydrophobic residues, tripeptides and MIR (most interacting 

residues). LIR (least interacting residues) tend to occur in poorly conserved non-motif 

regions. MIR are not so strongly correlated to motif presence/absence. LIR, however, are 

more strongly correlated to non-motif regions, and observations suggest that LIR are 

good indicators of motif boundaries. Therefore, non-motif regions tend to include 

unfavourable folding signals, and actual motifs include both folding and unfolding 

signals. These findings have shown that folding information may help guide motif 

selection, which is especially helpful in highly conserved alignments where selection of 

motifs would otherwise be ad hoc. 
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For each folding signal, correlation coefficients were measured in terms of whether they 

tended to peak or trough in motifs. Correlation coefficients were analysed for all motif 

and non-motif regions to measure their ability to discriminate them. When all correlation 

values were summarised, it was found that most correlations for accessibility in motifs 

are negative (troughs) and for accessibility in non-motifs, they are positive (peaks). For 

lattice, a slight majority of correlations are positive in motifs (peaks) and negative in non-

motifs. PopMusic’s majority of positive correlations occur in motifs and Fold-X’s in non-

motifs. In order to measure the specific contributions of peaks and troughs to motifs, 

ROC curves were created. ROC curves are useful because they measure how well folding 

signals perform in positive and negative examples (motifs and non-motifs respectively). 

Thus, the capacity of peaks and troughs to discriminate motifs can be a measure of their 

specific contribution to motifs. This method is much more effective than the accuracy 

values obtained from SVM attribute selection, because it takes into consideration not only 

whether it peaks or troughs, but also by how much (i.e., modulus). A ROC curve was 

created using correlation values between folding signals and theoretical motif peaks. 

Tendencies to peak or trough in motifs were therefore evaluated by having positive cases 

(motifs) and negative ones (non-motifs). Thus, if Fold-X always troughs in motifs and 

peaks in non-motifs, we will get an Area Under Curve (AUC) of 1. AUC is an indirect 

way of measuring correlations of the data to motifs because the data are residue-based 

and not motif-based.  

 

This newly created knowledge, combined with our previous analyses, led us to create a 

“folding” score combining structure based PFF components. An experiment was 
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performed, to create an ad-hoc folding score combining the normalised values of folding 

signals as an average sum, namely, an “average sum folding score”. The average sum 

folding score was able to combine the strengths of its components to create peak 

correlations that are able to discriminate between motifs and non-motifs better than any 

single folding signal. 

 

In order to determine the validity of the average sum folding score, topohydrophobic and 

folding nucleus residues were tested using their folding scores against the folding score of 

non-topohydrophobic and non-folding nucleus residues. Differences were very significant 

in both cases. An additional “SVM-based folding score” was created using the same 

folding signals to discriminate folding nucleus and topohydrophobic residues. The SVM 

folding score was generated for all PFF residues and was smoothed for the purposes of 

comparing it to the sum-averages folding score. By smoothing the SVM folding score, 

the same pattern of peaks and troughs (ideal for motif analysis) was obtained. It was 

found that the smoothed SVM folding score better discriminated topohydrophobic 

residues, while the average sum folding score discriminated better for folding nucleus 

residues. This is probably because the SVM folding score is biased towards the prediction 

of topohydrophobic residues, as most of the residues used for training and testing the 

SVM are topohydrophobic. 

 

All 13,000+ PFF residues were tested using the SVM, predicting that 30.5% are 

conserved for structural reasons. Folding score thresholds were used to cut proteins into 

fragments every time the peak-trough threshold was crossed. Those fragments were 
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considered motifs as long as they had an average conservation higher than 0.5, and a 

residue length between 5 to 30 residues. Motifs created out of conserved fragments were 

fed into the fingerprinting software and their corresponding fingerprint results compared 

to manually created ones. Both folding score thresholds produce results of comparable 

quality to the manually created ones. 

 

Both average sum and SVM folding scores were used to create motif boundaries, with the 

purpose of determining whether folding information may help motif localisation. Their 

corresponding fingerprints were generated and compared to existing manual fingerprints. 

Fingerprint performance may be measured in different ways: the number of sequences 

matching all motifs and the number of (or lack thereof) partial matches. It was found that 

both folding scores were able to produce reasonable fingerprints, on some occasions 

better than manually created ones. Despite being less sophisticated, the average sum 

folding score seemed to outperform the SVM folding score in terms of producing a 

greater number of sequences matching all motifs and with fewer partial matches. SVM 

and average sum folding scores were observed to predict similar regions, and visual 

inspection suggests that they overlap significantly. The SVM folding score may not 

perform significantly better than average sum because: (i) SVM was developed for 

discrimination of single residues; SVM and average sum folding scores have their 

performance compared at the motif level, not residues; (ii) smoothing was applied to the 

SVM output, which may affect SVM folding score’s location of peaks and troughs.  
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Here folding scores are not presented as the ‘final product’ for new fingerprinting, but 

rather, a ‘proof of principle’ that motif creation based on folding information is a 

reasonable, complementary method of fingerprint creation. Folding scores still need 

further assessment, as they were tested in only 6 fingerprints, in order to rigorously 

justify the value of their contribution.  

 

An aspect of this research that needs further improvement is the selection of the 

conservation thresholds for peaks and troughs to be considered as motifs. It is clear that 

despite applying the 0.5 conservation threshold (observed as the minimum average motif 

conservation) some automatic motifs were selected as unsuitable regions. This problem 

occurs when the alignment is highly conserved and all fragments have on average a 

greater conservation than 0.5. Thus, setting an absolute threshold of conservation does 

not seem to work very well for discriminating fragments likely to be motifs, from those 

that are not. An ‘extreme’ example that illustrates this problem is depicted in Figure 61. 

Blue bars correspond to folding score troughs and green to peaks, above the threshold of 

0.5 conservation. Motif 7 (last green bar), corresponds to a non-motif region with low 

conservation. As the alignment is very well conserved, a threshold conservation of 0.5 is 

not ideal for discriminating potential motif fragments, because in very well conserved 

alignments, regions likely to be non-motifs may have an average value of conversation 

greater than our 0.5 threshold. A possible solution for this problem would be to choose a 

conservation threshold that is relative to the alignment, and not absolute for all 

alignments. Bottom bars show the manually created motifs in black, potential motifs in 

grey and non-motifs as gaps. As can be seen, motif 7 (and possibly motif 4) corresponds 
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to a non-motif region, indicating that this automatically created motif was wrongly 

selected.  

 

A better method for selecting a conservation threshold would involve creating a relative 

threshold, rather than absolute, where only fragments with higher conservation than the 

average one for this alignment is selected. 

 

Figure 61. The Pseudoazurin (1pmy) fingerprint and sum averages folding score, denoting peaks 

(green bars) and troughs (blue). The last peak, despite having an average conservation greater than 

0.5, should not be a motif because of its relatively poor conservation.  

In spite of these shortcomings, generating motif boundaries in accordance to folding 

signals have produced fingerprints for the small number in which they have been tested 

(6 randomly chosen families). This may suggest that ultimately, folding signals could 

dictate the way motifs are distributed across the alignment; perhaps valid motifs are only 

those that do not violate the boundaries between folding and unfolding fragment regions.  
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Another important contribution of this research that became apparent was that conserved 

regions with unfavourable folding properties have a functional role attached to them. This 

can be easily observed when normalised smoothed signals are combined to form a folding 

score. For example, the four catalytic residues of Phospholipase A2 (1poc) coincided 

with regions that are structurally unfavourable (destabilising) but very well conserved, as 

shown by Fold-X peaks, PopMusic troughs, accessibility peaks, lattice troughs and 

conservation peaks. This example illustrated that unless there is a functional pressure, 

destabilising regions are all poorly conserved (i.e., all non-motif regions show 

destabilising patterns). Not all functionally annotated residues have been found to form 

part of destabilising regions; however, structurally unfavourable regions that are 

conserved have always been observed to contain functional residues. 

 

A main goal of this research was to determine whether folding information combined 

with fingerprinting improves the diagnostic performance of fingerprinting. Automatic 

fingerprints were created using only trough fragments as motifs. Overall, some 

preliminary findings could be drawn from this analysis: (i) motifs created from troughs 

match more distantly-related sequences better than fingerprints composed of peaks and 

troughs combined. This is because more remote similarities are found when structural 

motifs are used, as the fold is more conserved than the sequence; (ii) not all motifs in 

superfamily fingerprints are structural. If this was the case, troughs-only fingerprints 

would not have so many partial matches. Troughs-only fingerprints would have been 

sufficient enough to produce fingerprint results with few partial matches. However, this 

was not achieved in the trough-only fingerprints analysed. This may be due to the fact 
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that many superfamily fingerprints are not composed of structural motifs only, but they 

also have functional motifs that are conserved across highly divergent proteins; (iii) 

remote homologue detection could be further improved if the scoring method used by the 

fingerprinting software combined a folding weigh with its current frequency matrices. 

This would require a reasonable amount of work and is, unfortunately, out of the scope of 

this particular research.  
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6 Conclusions 

 

 

6.1 Achievements and contributions 
 
Here we have presented a systematic study of folding signals and their contribution to 

motifs. From a highly diverse dataset of globular structures, 28 different folding signals 

were analysed to find their contribution to motifs, showing that the most contributing are 

accessibility, energy and lattice. Findings of this research encompass a variety of 

achievements and contributions. 

 
 
1. Motifs encode specific folding information. We have shown that folding signals do 

indeed correlate to motifs, but in a complex manner. Folding signals correlate mainly to 

those regions that are most conserved and superfamily motifs tend to concentrate most of 

them.  

 

2. When conservation is so high that motif selection would be otherwise arbitrary, folding 

signals may help identify regions from which motif should not be taken. Folding 

information indeed has been shown to be useful for guiding motif selection. 
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3. Diagnostic performance may be improved by using folding signals. Folding signals 

tend to concentrate in superfamily motifs, matching the greatest number of distant 

sequence homologues. The fingerprinting technique can be improved if folding 

information is included to the process. 

 

4. Crucially, careful interpretation of folding fingerprints may be used to predict 

functionally and structurally important regions within previously uncharacterised protein 

families.  

6.2 Implications of this research for the wider 
community 

 
Part of the originality of this work stems from the fact that we have determined structural 

factors affecting sequence conservation. We use manually created sequence alignments, 

whose conservation is mapped onto the structure. Conservation assignments in our 

method are thus manually supervised before it is added to structurally-based data. Other 

programs, such as Crescendo, use sequence alignments and structure for determination of 

functional amino acids, but they dismiss residues affecting sequence conservation for 

structural reasons in order to predict those that are functional. Here we have taken the 

opposite approach to Crescendo; given a protein, we determined those residues likely to 

be conserved for structural reasons. Instead of downplaying residues conserved for 

structural reasons, here we identify them, so that those that are not conserved for 

structural reasons can be easily exposed and characterised. Some methods have been 
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created that predict the stability of a particular residue in the structure. For instance, Fold-

X is shown to be useful for the determination of the folding nucleus. These methods do 

not analyse the effect of stability in conservation.  

 

This research, by using the motif perspective, offers a fresh view in the understanding of 

structural factors influencing the evolution of protein families.  Motif characterisation 

provides a more specific way to localise and determine the composition of functional and 

structurally important sites in a protein than domain characterisation. Although family 

analyses of structures at a domain level is undoubtedly valuable, the modularity of data 

offered by the crystallisation of PDB domains imposes somewhat artificial protein 

boundary definitions, which may not reflect the underlying elements conditioning protein 

evolution. Furthermore, all programs for the determination of key structural or functional 

regions make their assignments at the level of the amino acid residues, missing the 

neighbouring interactions that influence the context-dependence conditioning of 

functional sites and structurally important elements. Thus, our motif perspective within 

structural domains possesses the potential to contribute to a greater understanding of 

protein functional and structural evolution. 

 

Our folding score proposes a novel systematic functional and structural characterisation 

of proteins. By pinpointing regions that are likely to be conserved for reasons other than 

structural, it is now possible to explore potential new functional regions in a protein 

family, as long as there is at least one structure available. Furthermore, there is no 

resource available today, other than this research, that systematically identifies all 
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structurally determinant regions in a protein family. By choosing to characterise proteins 

based on structural motifs, unknown remote homologues can be newly classified as part 

of existing protein families.  

 

Another shortcoming resulting from databases like PRINTS is that they do not 

differentiate between structurally or functionally conserved regions. Furthermore, for 

search algorithms such as BLAST, matches are solely based on sequence similarity, with 

no regard for the underlying structural properties that play such an important role in 

protein evolution. Moreover, current protein family databases do not assign a preferential 

score to structurally conserved residues/regions. By characterising structural motifs from 

structural data in protein sequences, the problem of remote homologue detection is likely 

to be improved. The new knowledge generated from a systematic identification of 

functional and structural motifs may provide an useful and comprehensive level of 

annotation on top of existing data in structure and sequence classification resources.  

 

 

 

6.3 Future Work 
  

A wide variety of issues about the relationship of folding fragments to protein motifs 

were raised along the course of this work. However, it was not possible to research all 

these thoroughly. Many issues remain unanswered. 
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A more extensive dataset would be desirable, as 117 protein structures are rather limited. 

One very useful extension of this work would be to expand the PFF database to all 

fingerprints matching a structure. Folding signals could be calculated for all those 

fingerprints and folding scores could be applied to fingerprint motifs to determine their 

structural content.  

 

Inclusion of a folding score to the fingerprint scoring method would be advantageous as it 

would add a specific weigh to those regions that are likely to be conserved for structural 

reasons. This would require some modification of the current fingerprinting suite of 

programs for doing so, such as the ‘Scan’ program. 

 

It would be beneficial to create a new resource for the classification of protein structures, 

based on their folding signals, sequence conservation and motifs. This resource could 

provide a more systematic and biologically meaningful classification than current 

databases, as it would be able to assign a structural weigh to all conserved regions. 

Structure similarity could be measured according to their folding score profiles.  

 

A tentative Protein Interaction Prediction Engine (PIPE) is shown in Figure 62. This 

proposed server aims at the determination of potential functional/interaction sites, based 

on the conservation of highly destabilising regions. For structures having a representative 

family in PRINTS, folding calculations are taken from the structure and combined to the 

conservation of motifs. Here many destabilising conserved regions could be identified as 
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new functional sites. Conservation values that correlate to unfolding regions would be 

identified and visualised. 

 

Figure 62. Schema for a web resource that predicts functional sites based on identification of 

destabilising conserved regions. 
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8 ANNEX 

8.1 PFF protein database, entry descriptions 
 
 
CODE DESCRIPTION FOLD scop length topos 

1aep Apolipophorin-III from African locust (Locusta 
migratoria) Apolipophorin-III a 153  

1utg Uteroglobin from Rabbit (Oryctolagus cuniculus) Uteroglobin-like a 70  

2mhr Myohemerythin from Sipunculan worm (Themiste 
zostericola) Four-helical up-and-down bundle a 118 Topos 

256bA Cytochrome b562 from Escherichia coli Four-helical up-and-down bundle a 106 Topos 
1aa0 Fibritin from Bacteriophage T4 Parallel coiled-coil a 113  

1occD Mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase subunit IV from 
Cow (Bos taurus) Single transmembrane helix a 144  

1poc Phospholipase A2 from European honeybee (Apis 
mellifera) Phospholipase A2, PLA2 a 134 Topos 

1lis Lysin from Red abalone (Haliotis rufescens) Fertilization protein a 131  

1lbd Retinoid-X receptor alpha (RXR-alpha) from Human 
(Homo sapiens) Nuclear receptor ligand-binding domain a 238  

2cy3 Cytochrome c3 from Desulfovibrio desulfuricans, 
different strains Multiheme cytochromes a 118  

2ilk Interleukin-10 (cytokine synthesis inhibitory factor, 
CSIF) from Human (Homo sapiens) 4-helical cytokines a 155  

1rro Oncomodulin from Rat (Rattus norvegicus) EF Hand-like a 108 Topos 

2sas Sarcoplasmic calcium-binding protein from 
Amphioxus (Branchiostoma lanceolatum) EF Hand-like a 185 Topos 

4cpv Parvalbumin from Carp (Cyprinus carpio) EF Hand-like a 108  
1bvd Myoglobin from Sperm whale (Physeter catodon) Globin-like a 153  

1hbg Glycera globin from Marine bloodworm (Glycera 
dibranchiata) Globin-like a 147 Topos 

2lhb Lamprey globin from Sea lamprey (Petromyzon 
marinus) Globin-like a 149 Topos 

2mhb Hemoglobin, alpha-chain from Horse (Equus 
caballus) Globin-like a 141  

1dke Hemoglobin, alpha-chain from Human (Homo 
sapiens) Globin-like a 141  

1eca Erythrocruorin from Midge (Chironomus thummi 
thummi), fraction III Globin-like a 136 Topos 

1lki Leukemia inhibitory factor (LIF) from Mouse (Mus 
musculus) 4-helical cytokines a 172 Topos 

3cyt Mitochondrial cytochrome c from Tuna (Thunnus 
alalunga and Thunnus thynnus) Cytochrome c a 103  

3c2c Cytochrome c2 from Rhodospirillum rubrum Cytochrome c a 112 Topos 
155c Cytochrome c2 from Paracoccus denitrificans Cytochrome c a 134  
1bp2 Phospholipase A2 from Cow (Bos taurus), pancreas Phospholipase A2, PLA2 a 123 Topos 

1enh Engrailed Homeodomain from Drosophila 
melanogaster DNA/RNA-binding 3-helical bundle a 54 Topos 

2erl ER-1 from Euplotes raikovi Protozoan pheromone proteins a 40 Topos 

1pht Phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase (p85-alpha subunit, 
pi3k), SH3 domain from Human (Homo sapiens) SH3-like barrel b 83  

1pwt alpha-Spectrin, SH3 domain from Chicken (Gallus 
gallus) SH3-like barrel b 61  

1tud alpha-Spectrin, SH3 domain from Chicken (Gallus 
gallus) SH3-like barrel b 60 Topos 

1semA 
 Growth factor receptor-bound protein 2 (GRB2), N- 
and C-terminal domains from Caenorhabditis elegans, 
SEM-5 

SH3-like barrel b 58 Topos 

1cauB Seed storage protein Canavalin (jack bean 7s vicilin) Double-stranded beta-helix b 184  
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1rei Immunoglobulin (variable domains of L and H chains) 
from Bence-Jones VL (kappa) dimer REI (human) Immunoglobulin-like beta-sandwich b 107  

1cdcA CD2, first domain from Rat (Rattus norvegicus) Immunoglobulin-like beta-sandwich b 96  
2mcm Macromycin from Streptomyces macromomyceticus Immunoglobulin-like beta-sandwich b 112 Topos 

1anu Cohesin domain from Clostridium thermocellum, 
cellulosome, various modules 

Common fold of diphtheria 
toxin/transcription factors/cytochrome f b 138  

1f3g Glucose-specific factor III (glsIII) from Escherichia 
coli Barrel-sandwich hybrid b 150  

1sno Staphylococcal nuclease from Staphylococcus aureus OB-fold b 136  
1gpc Gene 32 protein (gp32) core from Bacteriophage T4 OB-fold b 218  
2sns Staphylococcal nuclease from Staphylococcus aureus OB-fold b 141  
1yna Xylanase II from Thermomyces lanuginosus Concanavalin A-like lectins/glucanases b 194  

2ayh 
Bacillus 1-3,1-4-beta-glucanase from Hybrid protein: 
residues 1-16 from Bacillus amyloliquefaciens and 
Bacillus macerans 

Concanavalin A-like lectins/glucanases b 214 Topos 

1lcl Charcot-Leyden crystal (CLC) protein from Human 
(Homo sapiens) Concanavalin A-like lectins/glucanases b 141  

2pelA Legume lectin from Peanut (Arachis hypogaea) Concanavalin A-like lectins/glucanases b 232 Topos 

1knb Adenovirus fiber protein head domain (knob domain) 
from Human adenovirus type 5 Virus attachment protein b 186  

2stv STNV coat protein from Satellite tobacco necrosis 
virus Viral coat and capsid proteins b 184  

1pmy Pseudoazurin from Methylobacterium extorquens, 
strain Cupredoxin-like b 123 Topos 

1qabA Transthyretin (synonym: prealbumin) from Human 
(Homo sapiens) Prealbumin-like b 124  

2plv3 Poliovirus from Poliovirus type 1, strain Mahoney Viral coat and capsid proteins b 235 Topos 

2sga Protease A from Streptomyces griseus, strain k1 Trypsin-like serine proteases duplication: 
consists of two domains of the same fold  b 181 Topos 

1cbs  Cellular retinoic-acid-binding protein (CRABP) from 
Human (Homo sapiens), CRABP-II lipocalins b 137 Topos 

1ivpA  Human immunodeficiency virus type 2 (HIV-2) 
protease from Human immunodeficiency virus type 2 Acid proteases b 99 Topos 

1ptf Histidine-containing phosphocarrier protein (HPr) 
from Enterococcus faecalis HPr-like a+b 87 Topos 

1ubi Ubiquitin from Human (Homo sapiens) beta-Grasp (ubiquitin-like) a+b 76  

1frd 2Fe-2S ferredoxin from Cyanobacterium (Anabaena 
sp.), pcc 7119 and 7120 beta-Grasp (ubiquitin-like) a+b 98 Topos 

153l Lysozyme from Goose (Anser anser anser) Lysozyme-like a+b 185  
1lsg Lysozyme from Chicken (Gallus gallus) Lysozyme-like a+b 144  

1acf Profilin (actin-binding protein) from Acanthamoeba 
castellanii Profilin-like a+b 125  

1ctf Ribosomal protein L7/12, C-terminal domain from 
Escherichia coli ClpS-like a+b 68  

1aihA Integrase from Bacteriophage HP1 DNA breaking-rejoining enzymes a+b 170  

1apyA Glycosylasparaginase (aspartylglucosaminidase, 
AGA) from Human (Homo sapiens) Ntn hydrolase-like a+b 161  

1ast Astacin from European fresh water crayfish (Astacus 
astacus) Zincin-like a+b 200  

1dtp Diphtheria toxin, N-terminal domain from 
Corynebacterium diphtheriae ADP-ribosylation a+b 190  

1nox NADH oxidase from Thermus thermophilus, HB8 NADH oxidase/flavin reductase a+b 200  
2pii PII (product of glnB) from Escherichia coli Ferredoxin-like a+b 112  

1dur Ferredoxin II from Peptostreptococcus 
asaccharolyticus Ferredoxin-like a+b 55  

1fxd Ferredoxin II from Desulfovibrio gigas Ferredoxin-like a+b 58 Topos 

1c0b Ribonuclease A (also ribonuclease B, S) from Cow 
(Bos taurus) RNase A-like a+b 124  

1sha c-src tyrosine kinase from Rous sarcoma virus SH2-like a+b 103 Topos 
1ag2 Prion protein domain from Mouse (Mus musculus) Prion-like a+b 103  

1abrA Abrin A-chain from Abrus precatorius Ribosome inactivating proteins (RIP) a+b 251 Topos 

1bdmB Malate dehydrogenase from Thermus flavus Lactate & malate dehydrogenases, C-
terminal domain a+b 178 Topos 

1plfB  Platelet factor 4, PF4 from Cow (Bos taurus) IL8-like a+b 65 Topos 

1lba  Bacteriophage T7 lysozyme (Zn amidase) from 
Bacteriophage T7 N-acetylmuramoyl-L-alanine amidase-like a+b 146 Topos 

1mgsA  Melanoma growth stimulating activity (MGSA) from 
Human (Homo sapiens) IL8-like a+b 73 Topos 
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1hucB  (Pro)cathepsin B from Human (Homo sapiens) Cysteine proteinases a+b 205 Topos 

2act Actinidin from Chinese gooseberry or kiwifruit 
(Actinidia chinensis) Cysteine proteinases a+b 218 Topos 

2ci2 Chymotrypsin inhibitor CI-2 from Barley (Hordeum 
vulgare) CI-2 family of serine protease inhibitors a+b 65 Topos 

1fkb  FK-506 binding protein (FKBP12), an immunophilin 
from Human (Homo sapiens) fkbp-like a+b 107 Topos 

1gmpA  RNase Sa from Streptomyces aureofaciens Microbial ribonucleases a+b 96 Topos 

1aba Glutaredoxin (Thioltransferase) from Bacteriophage 
T4 Thioredoxin fold a/b 87  

1opr Orotate phosphoribosyltransferase PRTase-like a/b 213  
1ble Fructose permease, subunit IIb from Bacillus subtilis Fructose permease, subunit IIb a/b 161  

3cla Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase, CAT from 
Escherichia coli CoA-dependent acyltransferases a/b 213  

5nll Flavodoxin from Clostridium beijerinckii Flavodoxin-like a/b 138  
3chy CheY protein from Escherichia coli Flavodoxin-like a/b 128 Topos 
1cus  Cutinase from Fungus (Fusarium solani), subsp. pisi Flavodoxin-like a/b 197 Topos 

1dhr  Dihydropteridin reductase (pteridine reductase) from 
Rat (Rattus norvegicus) NAD(P)-binding Rossmann-fold domains a/b 236 Topos 

5p21 cH-p21 Ras protein from Human (Homo sapiens) P-loop containing nucleotide triphosphate 
hydrolases a/b 166 Topos 

1asu Retroviral integrase, catalytic domain from Rous 
sarcoma virus (RSV, avian sarcoma virus) Ribonuclease H-like motif a/b 162  

1lbbA  Glutamate receptor ligand binding core from Rat 
(Rattus norvegicus), GluR2 Periplasmic binding protein-like II a/b 258 Topos 

1tml  Cellulase E2 from Thermomonospora fusca, strain yx Cellulases a/b 286 Topos 
1tpfB  Triosephosphate isomerase from Trypanosoma brucei TIM beta/alpha-barrel a/b 249 Topos 

1brsA Barstar (barnase inhibitor) from Bacillus 
amyloliquefaciens Barstar-like a/b 108  

1j3aA Ribosomal protein L13 from Archaeon Pyrococcus 
horikoshii Ribosomal protein L13 a/b 129  

1akz Uracil-DNA glycosylase from Human (Homo sapiens) DNA glycosylase a/b 223  
1rvvA Lumazine synthase from Bacillus subtilis Lumazine synthase a/b 154  
1ns5A Hypothetical protein YbeA from Escherichia coli alpha/beta knot a/b 153  
1jkeB D-Tyr tRNAtyr deacylase from Escherichia coli D-Tyr tRNAtyr deacylase a/b 145  

3cla Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase, CAT from 
Escherichia coli CoA-dependent acyltransferases a/b 213  

1iodG Coagulation factor X from Cow (Bos taurus) GLA-domain small 44  

1dtdB Carboxypeptidase inhibitor from Medicinal leech 
(Hirudo medicinalis) Carboxypeptidase inhibitor small 61  

1icfI MHC class II associated p41 invariant chain fragment 
from Human (Homo sapiens) Thyroglobulin type-1 domain small 65  

2bbkL Methylamine dehydrogenase from Paracoccus 
denitrificans Methylamine dehydrogenase, L chain small 125  

1sgpI Ovomucoid III domain from Turkey (Meleagris 
gallopavo) Ovomucoid/PCI-1 like inhibitors small 51  

1ajj Ligand-binding domain of low-density lipoprotein 
receptor from Human (Homo sapiens) LDL receptor-like module small 37  

1i8nA Anti-platelet protein from Leech (Haementeria 
officinalis) Hairpin loop containing domain-like small 89  

1ejgA Crambin from Abyssinian cabbage (Crambe 
abyssinica) Crambin-like small 46  

1ehs Heat-stable enterotoxin B from Escherichia coli Toxic hairpin small 48  
1tgj TGF-beta3 from Human (Homo sapiens) Cystine-knot cytokines small 112  
4rxn Rubredoxin from Clostridium pasteurianum Rubredoxin-like small 54  
1caa Rubredoxin from Archaeon Pyrococcus furiosus Rubredoxin-like small 53 Topos 

1fas Fasciculin from Green mamba (Dendroaspis 
angusticeps) Snake toxin-like small 61 Topos 

1pk4 Plasminogen from Human (Homo sapiens) Kringle-like small 79 Topos 

1hpi  HIPIP (high potential iron protein) from 
Ectothiorhodospira vacuolata HIPIP (high potential iron protein) small 71 Topos 

1hip 
HIPIP (high potential iron protein) from 
Allochromatium vinosum, (formerly Chromatium 
vinosum) 

HIPIP (high potential iron protein) small 85  

1knt Collagen type VI (domain C5 from alpha 3 chain) 
from Human (Homo sapiens) BPTI-like small 55 Topos 

1edmB  Factor IX (IXa) from Human (Homo sapiens) Knottins (small inhibitors, toxins, lectins) small 39 Topos 
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8.2 Example of raw PFF data for 2mhr (Myohemerythrin). [Headings in Table 3] 
2mhr 5 79.3 4.1 15.236 0.011 0.589 -0.073 P C 0 1 - - - - - - - -  
2mhr 6 72.5 4.2 17.809 -0.217 0.659 0.11 E S 7 1 - - - - - - - -  
2mhr 7 66.4 4.1 17.809 -0.048 0.688 0.066 P S 4 1 - - - - - - - -  
2mhr 8 60.2 4.1 18.141 0.034 0.702 0.188 Y C 0 1 - - - - - # - -  
2mhr 9 59.9 4 15.908 0.064 0.697 0.234 V C 0 1 - I - - - - - -  
2mhr 10 58.4 4.1 16.546 -0.025 0.697 0.243 W C 0 1 - I - A - - - -  
2mhr 11 46.4 4.2 18.35 -0.172 0.686 0.22 D C 0 1 - I - - - - - -  
2mhr 12 39 4.3 17.368 -0.338 0.649 0.137 E G 0 1 - I - - - - - -  
2mhr 13 52.3 4.2 12.638 -0.108 0.62 0.321 S G 8 1 - I - - - - - -  
2mhr 14 50.1 4.1 16.084 -0.15 0.678 0.531 F G 0 1 - I - D - - - -  
2mhr 15 56.9 3.8 13.151 0.231 0.631 0.237 R C 0 1 - I - - - - - -  
2mhr 16 63.7 3.8 14.032 0.129 0.594 0.215 V C 0 1 - I - - - - - -  
2mhr 17 52.5 4 15.884 -0.239 0.6 0.095 F S 0 1 - I - - - - - -  
2mhr 18 46.8 3.8 18.562 -0.267 0.627 0.003 Y C 0 1 T I - - - - - -  
2mhr 19 54.6 3.5 15.296 -0.038 0.57 -0.173 E H 0 0 - I - - - - - -  
2mhr 20 54.4 3.3 14.055 0.021 0.618 0.015 Q H 0 0 - I - - - - - -  
2mhr 21 54.4 3 13.566 0.029 0.656 0.005 L H 0 2 T I - - - - - -  
2mhr 22 47.2 2.7 15.15 -0.113 0.68 -0.099 D H 0 2 - I - - - - - -  
2mhr 23 55.4 2.5 12.498 -0.151 0.628 -0.286 E H 0 2 - I - - - - - -  
2mhr 24 45 2.7 17.995 -0.526 0.646 -0.213 E H 0 2 - I - - - - - -  
2mhr 25 31.9 2.8 21.064 -0.858 0.71 -0.034 H H 0 2 - I - - - # - -  
2mhr 26 44.2 2.6 19.418 -0.649 0.712 0.135 K H 0 2 - I - A - - - -  
2mhr 27 44.8 2.8 17.84 -0.661 0.689 0.217 K H 0 2 - I - - - - - -  
2mhr 28 37.2 3.2 23.017 -0.891 0.714 0.153 I H 0 2 - I - - - - - -  
2mhr 29 39.7 3.6 23.016 -1.044 0.714 0.148 F H 0 2 - I - - - - - -  
2mhr 30 41.5 3.8 23.264 -1.003 0.665 0.089 K H 0 2 - - - - - - - -  
2mhr 31 42.6 4.1 21.135 -0.972 0.629 0.018 G H 0 2 - - I - - - - -  
2mhr 32 46 4.1 21.329 -0.873 0.62 -0.045 I H 0 2 - - I - - - - -  
2mhr 33 54.5 3.8 15.57 -0.675 0.585 0.068 F H 3 2 - - I - - - - -  
2mhr 34 59.9 3.5 12.062 -0.249 0.556 -0.003 D H 0 -1 - - I - - - - -  
2mhr 36 50.1 3.4 13.012 -0.192 0.539 -0.23 I H 9 -1 - - I - - - - -  
2mhr 37 56.2 3.3 12.663 -0.074 0.518 -0.292 R H 0 -1 - - I - - # - -  
2mhr 38 64.5 3 7.486 0.024 0.497 -0.233 D S 0 -1 - - I - - - - -  
2mhr 39 61.4 2.7 8.824 0.136 0.463 -0.277 N C 0 -1 - - I - - - - -  
2mhr 40 60.8 2.8 12.015 0.029 0.512 -0.034 S C 0 -1 - - I - - - - -  
2mhr 41 59 2.7 12.015 0.032 0.503 -0.155 A H 0 -1 - - I - - - - -  
2mhr 42 49.8 2.8 11.028 -0.029 0.505 -0.236 P H 0 -1 - - I - - - - -  
2mhr 43 41.6 3.2 15.561 -0.31 0.516 -0.296 N H 0 3 - - I - - - - -  
2mhr 44 39.9 3.6 16.93 -0.619 0.488 -0.386 L H 0 3 - - I - - - - -  
2mhr 45 51.2 3.7 15.979 -0.708 0.488 -0.401 A H 0 3 - - I - - - - -  
2mhr 46 47.3 3.9 18.229 -0.888 0.511 -0.141 T H 0 3 - - I - - - - -  
2mhr 47 38.6 4 20.515 -0.824 0.523 0.081 L H 0 3 - - I - - - - -  
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8.3 Total Residues according to thresholds 
 
 

FAMILY Fm Nm Pm Pm+Fm Total 

motno 4171 746 2002 6173 6919

mot1105 4171 374 2374 6545 6919

mot1106 4171 1084 1664 5835 6919

mot1505 4171 341 2407 6578 6919

mot1506 4171 1051 1697 5868 6919
 

SUPERFAMILY Fm Nm Pm Pm+Fm Total 

motno 1137 347 789 1926 2273

mot1105 1137 402 734 1871 2273

mot1106 1137 667 469 1606 2273

mot1505 1137 370 766 1903 2273

mot1506 1137 673 463 1600 2273

SUBFAMILY Fm Nm Pm Pm+Fm Total 

motno 1862 96 1709 3571 3667

mot1105 1862 61 1744 3606 3667

mot1106 1862 191 1614 3476 3667

mot1505 1862 41 1764 3626 3667

mot1506 1862 168 1637 3499 3667
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8.4 Superfamily, family, subfamily fingerprints 
 

8.4.1 Superfamily 
+--------+---------------+ 
| protid | number of aa  | 
+--------+---------------+ 
| 1edm   |            39 | 
| 1ejg   |            46 | 
| 1f3g   |           150 | 
| 1fas   |            61 | 
| 1fxd   |            58 | 
| 1iod   |             5 | 
| 1plf   |            65 | 
| 1ptf   |            87 | 
| 1rro   |           108 | 
| 1sem   |            58 | 
| 1sha   |           103 | 
| 1tml   |           286 | 
| 1tpf   |           249 | 
| 1tud   |            60 | 
| 2cy3   |           118 | 
| 2pii   |           112 | 
| 2sas   |           185 | 
| 2sga   |           160 | 
| 3c2c   |           112 | 
| 3cyt   |           103 | 
| 4cpv   |           108 | 
+--------+---------------+ 
21 rows in set  

8.4.2 Family fingerprints 
+--------+---------------+ 
| protid | number of aa  | 
+--------+---------------+ 
| 1aa0   |           113 | 
| 1acf   |           125 | 
| 1aep   |           153 | 
| 1ag2   |           103 | 
| 1akz   |           223 | 
| 1anu   |           138 | 
| 1ble   |           161 | 
| 1bp2   |           123 | 
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| 1bvd   |           153 | 
| 1caa   |            53 | 
| 1cau   |           184 | 
| 1cdc   |            96 | 
| 1ctf   |            68 | 
| 1cus   |           197 | 
| 1dtd   |            61 | 
| 1dtp   |           190 | 
| 1eca   |           136 | 
| 1ehs   |            48 | 
| 1enh   |            54 | 
| 1fkb   |           107 | 
| 1frd   |            98 | 
| 1gmp   |            96 | 
| 1gpc   |           218 | 
| 1hip   |            85 | 
| 1hpi   |            71 | 
| 1ivp   |            99 | 
| 1jke   |           145 | 
| 1knb   |           186 | 
| 1lbb   |           258 | 
| 1lbd   |           238 | 
| 1lcl   |           141 | 
| 1lis   |           131 | 
| 1lki   |           172 | 
| 1mgs   |            72 | 
| 1pht   |            83 | 
| 1pmy   |           123 | 
| 1poc   |           134 | 
| 1pwt   |            61 | 
| 1qab   |           124 | 
| 1sno   |           136 | 
| 1ubi   |            76 | 
| 1utg   |            70 | 
| 2ayh   |           214 | 
| 2lhb   |           149 | 
| 2mcm   |           112 | 
| 2mhr   |           118 | 
| 2sns   |           141 | 
| 2stv   |           184 | 
| 3chy   |           128 | 
| 3cla   |           212 | 
| 4rxn   |            54 | 
| 5nll   |           138 | 
| 5p21   |           166 | 
+--------+---------------+ 
53 rows in set  
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8.4.3 Subfamily fingerprints 
+--------+---------------+ 
| protid | number of aa  | 
+--------+---------------+ 
| 153l   |           185 | 
| 1aba   |            87 | 
| 1abr   |           251 | 
| 1aih   |           170 | 
| 1ast   |           200 | 
| 1asu   |           162 | 
| 1bdm   |           324 | 
| 1brs   |           108 | 
| 1cbs   |           137 | 
| 1dhr   |           236 | 
| 1dke   |           141 | 
| 1hbg   |           147 | 
| 1icf   |            65 | 
| 1knt   |            55 | 
| 1lsg   |           144 | 
| 1nox   |           200 | 
| 1opr   |           213 | 
| 1pk4   |            77 | 
| 1sgp   |            51 | 
| 256b   |           106 | 
| 2act   |           218 | 
| 2ilk   |           155 | 
| 2plv   |           235 | 
+--------+---------------+ 
23 rows in set  
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8.5 Number of motifs and non-motifs for each manually 
created fingerprint 

 
FINGERPRINT 

MOTIFS MANUAL NO MOTIFS 

 protid  
Number 
of motifs   protid  

Number of 
non-motifs 

    
 153l    7   
 155c    6  155c    4
 1aa0    5   
 1aba    4   
 1abr    9   
 1acf    6  1acf    3
 1aep    7   
 1ag2    6   
 1aih    4  1aih    1
 1ajj    3   
 1akz    5  1akz    5
 1anu    6  1anu    1
 1apy    4   
 1ast    3   
 1asu    6   
 1bdm    6   
 1ble    4   
 1bp2    3   
 1brs    5   
 1bvd    6   
 1c0b    4   
 1caa    3   
 1cau    7   
 1cbs    5   
 1cdc    5   
 1ctf    4   
 1cus    5   
 1dhr    5   
 1dke    5   
 1dtd    3   
 1dtp    10   
 1dur    2   
 1eca    4   
 1edm    3   
 1ehs    4   
 1ejg    4   
 1enh    3   
 1f3g    4  1f3g    2
 1fas    3   
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 1fkb    5  1fkb    3
 1frd    3  1frd    1
 1fxd    2   
 1gmp    4  1gmp    1
 1gpc    9   
 1hbg    4  1hbg    3
 1hip    3  1hip    5
 1hpi    3  1hpi    3
 1huc    5  1huc    3
 1i8n    3   
 1icf    3   
 1iod    2   
 1ivp    4  1ivp    2
 1j3a    4  1j3a    5
 1jke    6  1jke    3
 1knb    5  1knb    8
 1knt    3   
 1lba    6  1lba    1
 1lbb    3   
 1lbd    3   
 1lcl    4  1lcl    3
 1lis    6  1lis    1
 1lki    8   
 1lsg    5  1lsg    1
 1mgs    3   
 1nox    6   
 1ns5    5  1ns5    6
 1occ    4  1occ    1
 1opr    4  1opr    3
 1pht    5   
 1pk4    3   
 1plf    2  1plf    1
 1pmy    4  1pmy    4
 1poc    4  1poc    8
 1ptf    3   
 1pwt    3   
 1qab    6   
 1rei    3  1rei    2
 1rro    4  1rvv    3
 1rvv    5  1tpf    8
 1sem    3   
 1sgp    3   
 1sha    5   
 1sno    6   
 1tgj    4   
 1tml    5   
 1tpf    5   
 1tud    3  1tud    1
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 1ubi    3   
 1utg    4   
 1yna    3  1yna    4
 256b    4  256b    2
 2act    3   
 2ayh    5   
 2bbk    6   
 2ci2    4  2ci2    3
 2cy3    4  2cy3    6
 2erl    3   
 2ilk    7   
 2lhb    7   
 2mcm    4   
 2mhb    5  2mhb    1
 2mhr    4  2mhr    3
 2pel    6   
 2pii    4   
 2plv    6   
 2sas    4   
 2sga    5  2sga    8
 2sns    7   
 2stv    5  2stv    2
 3c2c    6  3c2c    5
 3chy    4   
 3cla    4  3cla    8
 3cyt    6   
 4cpv    4  4cpv    2
 4rxn    3   
 5nll    5  5nll    6
 5p21    3  5p21    2
 
TOTAL 527  148
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8.6  Fingerprint Motif, Non-motif, Potential-motif, Qualitative Folding Signal 
Frequencies 

 

    Fm Nm Pm Pm+Fm 
9.5.1 MIR      Positives 

Total 
Res Percent Positives

Total 
Res Percent Positives

Total 
Res Percent Positives

Total 
Res Percent 

  ALL Manual 944 6963 13.56% 111 1113 9.97% 563 4239 13.28% 1507 11202 13.45% 
  ALL Mot1105 944 6963 13.56% 103 807 12.76% 571 4545 12.56% 1515 11508 13.16% 
  ALL Mot1106 944 6963 13.56% 208 1846 11.27% 466 3506 13.29% 1410 10469 13.47% 
  ALL Mot1505 944 6963 13.56% 98 722 13.57% 576 4630 12.44% 1520 11593 13.11% 
  ALL Mot1506 944 6963 13.56% 220 1811 12.15% 454 3541 12.82% 1398 10504 13.31% 
                              
  SUB Manual 197 1761 11.19% 7 96 7.29% 207 1486 13.93% 404 3247 12.44% 
  SUB Mot1105 197 1761 11.19% 8 57 14.04% 206 1525 13.51% 403 3286 12.26% 
  SUB Mot1106 197 1761 11.19% 20 162 12.35% 194 1420 13.66% 391 3181 12.29% 
  SUB Mot1505 197 1761 11.19% 7 41 17.07% 207 1541 13.43% 404 3302 12.24% 
  SUB Mot1506 197 1761 11.19% 21 145 14.48% 193 1437 13.43% 390 3198 12.20% 
                              
  FAM Manual 566 4171 13.57% 73 746 9.79% 267 2002 13.34% 833 6173 13.49% 
  FAM Mot1105 566 4171 13.57% 47 374 12.57% 293 2374 12.34% 859 6545 13.12% 
  FAM Mot1106 566 4171 13.57% 113 1084 10.42% 227 1664 13.64% 793 5835 13.59% 
  FAM Mot1505 566 4171 13.57% 45 341 13.20% 295 2407 12.26% 861 6578 13.09% 
  FAM Mot1506 566 4171 13.57% 115 1051 10.94% 225 1697 13.26% 791 5868 13.48% 
                              
  SUP Manual 181 1031 17.56% 31 271 11.44% 89 751 11.85% 270 1782 15.15% 
  SUP Mot1105 181 1031 17.56% 48 376 12.77% 72 646 11.15% 253 1677 15.09% 
  SUP Mot1106 181 1031 17.56% 75 600 12.50% 45 422 10.66% 226 1453 15.55% 
  SUP Mot1505 181 1031 17.56% 46 340 13.53% 74 682 10.85% 255 1713 14.89% 
  SUP Mot1506 181 1031 17.56% 84 615 13.66% 36 407 8.85% 217 1438 15.09% 
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    Fm Nm Pm Pm+Fm 
9.5.2 LIR     Positives 

Total 
Res Percent Positives

Total 
Res Percent Positives

Total 
Res Percent Positives

Total 
Res Percent 

  ALL Manual 669 6963 9.61% 156 1113 14.02% 405 4239 9.55% 1074 11202 9.59% 
  ALL Mot1105 669 6963 9.61% 115 807 14.25% 446 4545 9.81% 1115 11508 9.69% 
  ALL Mot1106 669 6963 9.61% 235 1846 12.73% 326 3506 9.30% 995 10469 9.50% 
  ALL Mot1505 669 6963 9.61% 91 722 12.60% 470 4630 10.15% 1139 11593 9.82% 
  ALL Mot1506 669 6963 9.61% 214 1811 11.82% 347 3541 9.80% 1016 10504 9.67% 
                              
  SUB Manual 185 1761 10.51% 27 96 28.13% 129 1486 8.68% 314 3247 9.67% 
  SUB Mot1105 185 1761 10.51% 18 57 31.58% 138 1525 9.05% 323 3286 9.83% 
  SUB Mot1106 185 1761 10.51% 40 162 24.69% 116 1420 8.17% 301 3181 9.46% 
  SUB Mot1505 185 1761 10.51% 6 41 14.63% 150 1541 9.73% 335 3302 10.15% 
  SUB Mot1506 185 1761 10.51% 32 145 22.07% 124 1437 8.63% 309 3198 9.66% 
                              
  FAM Manual 377 4171 9.04% 91 746 12.20% 205 2002 10.24% 582 6173 9.43% 
  FAM Mot1105 377 4171 9.04% 46 374 12.30% 250 2374 10.53% 627 6545 9.58% 
  FAM Mot1106 377 4171 9.04% 124 1084 11.44% 172 1664 10.34% 549 5835 9.41% 
  FAM Mot1505 377 4171 9.04% 39 341 11.44% 257 2407 10.68% 634 6578 9.64% 
  FAM Mot1506 377 4171 9.04% 116 1051 11.04% 180 1697 10.61% 557 5868 9.49% 
                              
  SUP Manual 107 1031 10.38% 38 271 14.02% 71 751 9.45% 178 1782 9.99% 
  SUP Mot1105 107 1031 10.38% 51 376 13.56% 58 646 8.98% 165 1677 9.84% 
  SUP Mot1106 107 1031 10.38% 71 600 11.83% 38 422 9.00% 145 1453 9.98% 
  SUP Mot1505 107 1031 10.38% 46 340 13.53% 63 682 9.24% 170 1713 9.92% 
  SUP Mot1506 107 1031 10.38% 66 615 10.73% 43 407 10.57% 150 1438 10.43% 
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    Fm Nm Pm Pm+Fm 9.5.3 
Tripeps      Positives 

Total 
Res Percent Positives

Total 
Res Percent Positives

Total 
Res Percent Positives

Total 
Res Percent 

  ALL Manual 633 6765 9.36% 65 1038 6.26% 362 4069 8.90% 995 10834 9.18% 
  ALL Mot1105 633 6765 9.36% 48 777 6.18% 379 4330 8.75% 1012 11095 9.12% 
  ALL Mot1106 633 6765 9.36% 110 1725 6.38% 317 3382 9.37% 950 10147 9.36% 
  ALL Mot1505 633 6765 9.36% 45 692 6.50% 382 4415 8.65% 1015 11180 9.08% 
  ALL Mot1506 633 6765 9.36% 119 1706 6.98% 308 3401 9.06% 941 10166 9.26% 
                              
  SUB Manual 161 1731 9.30% 9 96 9.38% 157 1461 10.75% 318 3192 9.96% 
  SUB Mot1105 161 1731 9.30% 4 57 7.02% 162 1500 10.80% 323 3231 10.00% 
  SUB Mot1106 161 1731 9.30% 12 162 7.41% 154 1395 11.04% 315 3126 10.08% 
  SUB Mot1505 161 1731 9.30% 4 41 9.76% 162 1516 10.69% 323 3247 9.95% 
  SUB Mot1506 161 1731 9.30% 13 145 8.97% 153 1412 10.84% 314 3143 9.99% 
                              
  FAM Manual 382 4005 9.54% 35 671 5.22% 143 1860 7.69% 525 5865 8.95% 
  FAM Mot1105 382 4005 9.54% 13 344 3.78% 165 2187 7.54% 547 6192 8.83% 
  FAM Mot1106 382 4005 9.54% 49 963 5.09% 129 1568 8.23% 511 5573 9.17% 
  FAM Mot1505 382 4005 9.54% 13 311 4.18% 165 2220 7.43% 547 6225 8.79% 
  FAM Mot1506 382 4005 9.54% 51 946 5.39% 127 1585 8.01% 509 5590 9.11% 
                              
  SUP Manual 90 1029 8.75% 21 271 7.75% 62 748 8.29% 152 1777 8.55% 
  SUP Mot1105 90 1029 8.75% 31 376 8.24% 52 643 8.09% 142 1672 8.49% 
  SUP Mot1106 90 1029 8.75% 49 600 8.17% 34 419 8.11% 124 1448 8.56% 
  SUP Mot1505 90 1029 8.75% 28 340 8.24% 55 679 8.10% 145 1708 8.49% 
  SUP Mot1506 90 1029 8.75% 55 615 8.94% 28 404 6.93% 118 1433 8.23% 
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    Fm Nm Pm Pm+Fm 
9.5.4 Topohydr     Positives

Total 
Res Percent Positives 

Total 
Res Percent Positives

Total 
Res Percent Positives

Total 
Res Percent 

  ALL Manual 439 4055 10.83% 62 823 7.53% 327 3320 9.85% 766 7375 10.39% 
  ALL Mot1105 439 4055 10.83% 33 640 5.16% 356 3503 10.16% 795 7558 10.52% 
  ALL Mot1106 439 4055 10.83% 78 1345 5.80% 311 2798 11.12% 750 6853 10.94% 
  ALL Mot1505 439 4055 10.83% 31 557 5.57% 358 3586 9.98% 797 7641 10.43% 
  ALL Mot1506 439 4055 10.83% 81 1328 6.10% 308 2815 10.94% 747 6870 10.87% 
                              
  SUB Manual 128 1445 8.86% 3 81 3.70% 149 1345 11.08% 277 2790 9.93% 
  SUB Mot1105 128 1445 8.86% 2 39 5.13% 150 1387 10.81% 278 2832 9.82% 
  SUB Mot1106 128 1445 8.86% 8 143 5.59% 144 1283 11.22% 272 2728 9.97% 
  SUB Mot1505 128 1445 8.86% 1 22 4.55% 151 1404 10.75% 279 2849 9.79% 
  SUB Mot1506 128 1445 8.86% 8 126 6.35% 144 1300 11.08% 272 2745 9.91% 
                              
  FAM Manual 217 1759 12.34% 41 496 8.27% 137 1323 10.36% 354 3082 11.49% 
  FAM Mot1105 217 1759 12.34% 13 265 4.91% 165 1554 10.62% 382 3313 11.53% 
  FAM Mot1106 217 1759 12.34% 40 677 5.91% 138 1142 12.08% 355 2901 12.24% 
  FAM Mot1505 217 1759 12.34% 13 235 5.53% 165 1584 10.42% 382 3343 11.43% 
  FAM Mot1506 217 1759 12.34% 44 670 6.57% 134 1149 11.66% 351 2908 12.07% 
                              
  SUP Manual 94 851 11.05% 18 246 7.32% 41 652 6.29% 135 1503 8.98% 
  SUP Mot1105 94 851 11.05% 18 336 5.36% 41 562 7.30% 135 1413 9.55% 
  SUP Mot1106 94 851 11.05% 30 525 5.71% 29 373 7.77% 123 1224 10.05% 
  SUP Mot1505 94 851 11.05% 17 300 5.67% 42 598 7.02% 136 1449 9.39% 
  SUP Mot1506 94 851 11.05% 29 532 5.45% 30 366 8.20% 124 1217 10.19% 
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8.7 Total frequency of Folding Signals hierarchical 
levels 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Analysis 
Total 

Residues Fingerprints Frequency Percent 
All MIR 12315 94 1618 13.1% 
 LIR 12315 94 1230 10.0% 
 Tri 11872 89 1060 8.9% 
 Topo 8198 62 828 10.1% 

Sub MIR 3343 22 411 12.3% 
 LIR 3343 22 341 10.2% 
 Tri 3288 21 327 9.9% 
 Topo 2871 18 280 9.8% 

Fam MIR 6919 53 906 13.1% 
 LIR 6919 53 673 9.7% 
 Tri 6536 50 560 8.6% 
 Topo 3578 28 395 11.0% 

Sup MIR 2053 23 301 14.7% 
 LIR 2053 23 216 10.5% 
 Tri 2048 18 173 8.4% 
 Topo 1749 15 153 8.7% 
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8.8 SVM results  

8.8.1 Discrimination of structurally conserved from no 
conserved residues  

select accessibility,lattice,pop_Destab,foldx,residue from all_fmpmnm 
where topohydr != '-' or foldn 
 = 1; 
Scanning examples...done 
Reading examples into 
memory...100..200..300..400..500..600..700..800..900..OK. (946 examples 
read) 
Setting default regularization parameter C=0.4801 
Optimizing...............................................................
........................... 
.........................................................................
........................... 
.........................................................................
........................... 
.................................................................done. 
(356 iterations) 
Optimization finished (142 misclassified, maxdiff=0.00000). 
Runtime in cpu-seconds: 0.13 
Number of SV: 355 (including 349 at upper bound) 
L1 loss: loss=338.54524 
Norm of weight vector: |w|=2.48748 
Norm of longest example vector: |x|=1.99339 
Estimated VCdim of classifier: VCdim<=25.23791 
Computing XiAlpha-estimates...done 
Runtime for XiAlpha-estimates in cpu-seconds: 0.02 
XiAlpha-estimate of the error: error<=37.10% (rho=1.00,depth=0) 
XiAlpha-estimate of the recall: recall=>62.79% (rho=1.00,depth=0) 
XiAlpha-estimate of the precision: precision=>62.92% (rho=1.00,depth=0) 
Number of kernel evaluations: 18014 
Writing model file...done 
Reading model...OK. (355 support vectors read) 
Classifying test 
examples..100..200..300..400..500..600..700..800..900..done 
Runtime (without IO) in cpu-seconds: 0.00 
 
Accuracy on test set: 86.00% (817 correct, 133 incorrect, 950 total) 
 
Precision/recall on test set: 88.69%/82.53% 
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8.8.2 Cross-Validation of the SVM  
 
 
 
 
 

D:\_WORK\libsvm-2.83\windows>svmtrain.exe -v 10 _FS.train.scale 
* 
optimization finished, #iter = 231 
nu = 0.375073 
obj = -301.580790, rho = -0.067384 
nSV = 324, nBSV = 315 
Total nSV = 324 
* 
optimization finished, #iter = 278 
nu = 0.367728 
obj = -295.755562, rho = 0.280246 
nSV = 321, nBSV = 307 
Total nSV = 321 
* 
optimization finished, #iter = 264 
nu = 0.365099 
obj = -293.233399, rho = 0.161535 
nSV = 315, nBSV = 305 
Total nSV = 315 
* 
optimization finished, #iter = 264 
nu = 0.379211 
obj = -305.748182, rho = 0.198862 
nSV = 330, nBSV = 319 
Total nSV = 330 
* 
optimization finished, #iter = 263 
nu = 0.383826 
obj = -309.405669, rho = 0.094867 
nSV = 332, nBSV = 322 
Total nSV = 332 
* 
optimization finished, #iter = 277 
nu = 0.366103 
obj = -293.985285, rho = 0.300787 
nSV = 319, nBSV = 307 
Total nSV = 319 
* 
optimization finished, #iter = 260 
nu = 0.378408 
obj = -303.831485, rho = 0.056708 
nSV = 326, nBSV = 318 
Total nSV = 326 
* 
optimization finished, #iter = 241 
nu = 0.367951 
obj = -296.747429, rho = -0.226421 
nSV = 319, nBSV = 310 
Total nSV = 319 
* 
optimization finished, #iter = 293 
nu = 0.378028 
obj = -304.422229, rho = 0.378292 
nSV = 327, nBSV = 315 
Total nSV = 327 
* 
optimization finished, #iter = 229 
nu = 0.381103 
obj = -306.091755, rho = 0.087719 
nSV = 327, nBSV = 320 
Total nSV = 327 
Cross Validation Accuracy = 85.7294% 
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8.9 ANNEX 11: trough-only fingerprints 
 

8.9.1 Profilin (1acf) troughs-only 
 
gc; 1ACF 
gx; PR 
gn; COMPOUND(3) 
ga; 23-FEB-2007 
gt; SIGNATURE NAME 
gp; DATABASE LINKS 
bb; 
gr; LITERATURE REFERENCES 
bb; 
bb; 
gd; ANNOTATION 
bb; 
bb; 
si; SUMMARY INFORMATION 
si; ------------------- 
sd;  114 codes involving  3 elements 
sd;   26 codes involving  2 elements 
bb; 
bb; 
ci; COMPOSITE FINGERPRINT INDEX 
ci; --------------------------- 
cr; 
cd;  3| 114  114  114   
cd;  2|  24   24    4   
cd; --+---------------- 
cd;   |   1    2    3   
bb; 
bb; 
tp; PROF_LITCN     Q2PQ57_LITCN   PROF3_HEVBR    Q1S181_MEDTR    
KA; Q941H7    D1   Q2PQ57    D1   Q9M7N0    D1   Q1S181    D1    
tp; Q2LD52_CINCA   Q8L5D8_PHODC   A1KXJ9_ELAGV   A1KXK1_ELAGV    
KA; Q2LD52    D1   Q8L5D8    D1   A1KXJ9    D1   A1KXK1    D1    
tp; A1KXK0_ELAGV   PROF2_LILLO    PROF5_HEVBR    PROF6_HEVBR     
KA; A1KXK0    D1   Q9SNW6    D1   Q9M7M8    D1   Q9LEI8    D1    
tp; Q0PPS3_SOYBN   PROFA_ORYSA    PROF1_MALDO    Q84RR7_MALDO    
KA; Q0PPS3    D1   Q9FUD1    D1   Q9XF40    D1   Q84RR7    D1    
tp; Q3BCT0_MALDO   PROF2_SOLLC    Q38M47_SOLTU   PROF3_MAIZE     
KA; Q3BCT0    D1   Q93YG7    D1   Q38M47    D1   P35083    D1    
tp; PROF2_MAIZE    PROF4_HEVBR    PROF1_RICCO    Q8VWR0_SOLLC    
KA; P35082    D1   Q9M7M9    D1   O82572    D1   Q8VWR0    D1    
tp; PROF2_WHEAT    PROF1_PHLPR    PROF2_PHLPR    PROF1_OLEEU     
KA; P49233    D1   P35079    D1   O24650    D1   O24169    D1    
tp; PROF2_OLEEU    PROF1_MAIZE    PROF2_HEVBR    Q38HU3_SOLTU    
KA; O24170    D1   P35081    D1   Q9STB6    D1   Q38HU3    D1    
tp; PROF1_ARATH    PROF_PYRCO     Q5XXQ5_ARAHY   PROF2_AMBAR     
KA; Q42449    D1   Q9XF38    D1   Q5XXQ5    D1   Q64LH2    D1    
tp; PROF_PRUAV     Q8GT40_PRUPE   Q7X9Q0_CUCME   PROF_PRUDU      
KA; Q9XF39    D1   Q8GT40    D1   Q7X9Q0    D1   Q8GSL5    D1    
tp; PROF3_MALDO    Q3BCS2_MALDO   PROF3_AMBAR    PROF2_SOYBN     
KA; Q9XF42    D1   Q3BCS2    D1   Q64LH0    D1   O65810    D1    
tp; PROF3_PHLPR    PROF_CUCME     Q84MM5_CUCMR   Q7E369_CUCMR    
KA; O24282    D1   Q5FX67    D1   Q84MM5    D1   Q7E369    D1    
tp; Q64LH3_9ROSA   Q64LH4_9ROSA   PROF1_HEVBR    Q9AXH4_CORAV    
KA; Q64LH3    D1   Q64LH4    D1   O65812    D1   Q9AXH4    D1    
tp; Q9AXH5_CORAV   PROF2_ARATH    Q8LCJ1_ARATH   PROF_CAPAN      
KA; Q9AXH5    D1   Q42418    D1   Q8LCJ1    D1   Q93YI9    D1    
tp; PROF_APIGR     PROF5_MAIZE    Q84RR5_MALDO   Q3BCS8_MALDO    
KA; Q9XF37    D1   Q9FR39    D1   Q84RR5    D1   Q3BCS8    D1    
tp; PROF3_WHEAT    PROF3_LILLO    PROF_MUSAC     PROF1_HORVU     
KA; P49234    D1   Q9SNW5    D1   Q94JN3    D1   P52184    D1    
tp; PROF1_PHAVU    PROF3_ARATH    Q84WD4_ARATH   Q29PU0_ARATH    
KA; P49231    D1   Q38904    D1   Q84WD4    D1   Q29PU0    D1    
tp; Q5EEP6_PETCR   Q5EEP8_PETCR   Q5TIM0_CITSI   PROF_DAUCA      
KA; Q5EEP6    D1   Q5EEP8    D1   Q5TIM0    D1   Q8SAE6    D1    
tp; PROF_MERAN     Q5EEP5_PETCR   Q5EEP7_PETCR   Q3BCS4_MALDO    
KA; O49894    D1   Q5EEP5    D1   Q5EEP7    D1   Q3BCS4    D1    
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tp; Q3BCS6_MALDO   PROF_FRAAN     PROF4_MAIZE    PROF2_PARJU     
KA; Q3BCS6    D1   P0C0Y3    D1   O22655    D1   Q9T0M8    D1    
tp; PROF4_ARATH    Q1PF40_ARATH   Q2XPH2_MANIN   Q9XF10_9ASPA    
KA; Q38905    D1   Q1PF40    D1   Q2XPH2    D1   Q9XF10    D1    
tp; Q5EEP4_PETCR   PROF_HELAN     PROF_ARAHY     PROF_PRUPE      
KA; Q5EEP4    D1   O81982    D1   Q9SQI9    D1   Q8GT39    D1    
tp; PROF_BRANA     PROF2_ARTVU    Q27HX6_MANIN   PROF1_ARTVU     
KA; Q9FUB8    D1   Q8H2C8    D1   Q27HX6    D1   Q8H2C9    D1    
tp; PROF3_OLEEU    PROF_CHEAL     Q5VMJ3_ORYSA   Q84RR6_MALDO    
KA; O24171    D1   Q84V37    D1   Q5VMJ3    D1   Q84RR6    D1    
tp; PROF1_SOYBN    PROF_ANACO     PROF_CROSA     PROF1_LILLO     
KA; O65809    D1   Q94JN2    D1   Q5EF31    D1   Q9SNW7    D1    
tp; PROF2_MALDO    PROF1_PARJU    Q7Y253_GOSHI   A1Z292_COCNU    
KA; Q9XF41    D1   Q9XG85    D1   Q7Y253    D1   A1Z292    D1    
tp; A1Z294_CARMI   Q2KN23_AMBAR   Q2KN24_AMBAR   PROF_BETVE      
KA; A1Z294    D1   Q2KN23    D1   Q2KN24    D1   P25816    D1    
tp; A1Z293_ROYRE   A1YQX7_VOLCA   Q16JE9_AEDAE   PROF_APIME      
KA; A1Z293    D1   A1YQX7    M1   Q16JE9    D1   Q6QEJ7    D1    
tp; PROF_DROME     PROF_BRABE      
KA; P25843    D1   Q8T938    D1    
bb; 
sn; Codes involving 2 elements 
st; PROF_CYNDA     Q1EMQ3_PLAMJ   PROF1_TOBAC    Q9SMC0_TOBAC    
KA; O04725    D1   Q1EMQ3    D1   P41372    D1   Q9SMC0    D1    
KM; II.            II.            II.            II.             
st; PROF1_AMBAR    PROF2_TOBAC    PROF5_ARATH    Q8H123_ARATH    
KA; Q64LH1    D1   Q9ST99    D1   Q9FE63    D1   Q8H123    D1    
KM; II.            II.            II.            II.             
st; PROF3_TOBAC    PROF1_SOLLC    Q8L8C7_CERRI   PROF1_DICDI     
KA; Q9ST98    D1   Q41344    D1   Q8L8C7    M1   P26199    D1    
KM; II.            II.            II.            .II             
st; Q54KQ9_DICDI   Q02LV1_PSEAB   Q9I1V7_PSEAE   PROF1_PHYPO     
KA; Q54KQ9    D1   Q02LV1    M1   Q9I1V7    M1   P22271    M1    
KM; .II            I.I            I.I            II.             
st; PROF2_ACACA    A1E8I8_BOMMO   PROF_BOMMO     Q94KS3_CHLRE    
KA; P19984    D1   A1E8I8    D1   Q68HB4    D1   Q94KS3    M1    
KM; II.            II.            II.            II.             
st; PRO1B_ACACA    PROF3_CAEEL    PRO1A_ACACA    Q5WNC4_CAEBR    
KA; Q95VF7    D1   Q21193    D1   P68696    D1   Q5WNC4    M1    
KM; II.            II.            II.            II.             
st; PROF2_PHYPO    Q50YZ6_ENTHI    
KA; P18322    M1   Q50YZ6    M1    
KM; II.            II.             
bb; 
KF; FALSE_PARTIAL_POSITIVES 
bb; 
tt; PROF_LITCN       Profilin (Minor allergen Lit c 1) - Litchi chinensis (Lychee). 
tt; Q2PQ57_LITCN     Profilin - Litchi chinensis (Lychee). 
tt; PROF3_HEVBR      Profilin-3 (Pollen allergen Hev b 8.0201) - Hevea brasiliensis (Para 
rubber tree). 
tt; Q1S181_MEDTR     Plant profilin - Medicago truncatula (Barrel medic). 
tt; Q2LD52_CINCA     Profilin-like protein - Cinnamomum camphora (Camphor tree). 
tt; Q8L5D8_PHODC     Profilin - Phoenix dactylifera (Date palm). 
tt; A1KXJ9_ELAGV     Oil palm profilin-like allergen PF1 - Elaeis guineensis var. tenera 
(Oil palm). 
tt; A1KXK1_ELAGV     Oil palm profilin-like allergen PF3 (Oil palm profilin-like allergen 
PF4) - Elaeis guineensis var. tenera (Oil palm). 
tt; A1KXK0_ELAGV     Oil palm profilin-like allergen PF2 - Elaeis guineensis var. tenera 
(Oil palm). 
tt; PROF2_LILLO      Profilin-2 - Lilium longiflorum (Trumpet lily). 
tt; PROF5_HEVBR      Profilin-5 (Pollen allergen Hev b 8.0203) - Hevea brasiliensis (Para 
rubber tree). 
tt; PROF6_HEVBR      Profilin-6 (Pollen allergen Hev b 8.0204) - Hevea brasiliensis (Para 
rubber tree). 
tt; Q0PPS3_SOYBN     Profilin - Glycine max (Soybean). 
tt; PROFA_ORYSA      Profilin-A - Oryza sativa (Rice). 
tt; PROF1_MALDO      Profilin-1 (GD4-1) (Pollen allergen Mal d 4.0301) - Malus domestica 
(Apple) (Malus sylvestris). 
tt; Q84RR7_MALDO     Profilin (Profilin 1) - Malus domestica (Apple) (Malus sylvestris). 
tt; Q3BCT0_MALDO     Profilin 1 - Malus domestica (Apple) (Malus sylvestris). 
tt; PROF2_SOLLC      Profilin-2 (Minor food allergen Lyc e 1) - Solanum lycopersicum 
(Tomato) (Lycopersicon esculentum). 
tt; Q38M47_SOLTU     Profilin-like - Solanum tuberosum (Potato). 
tt; PROF3_MAIZE      Profilin-3 (ZmPRO3) - Zea mays (Maize). 
tt; PROF2_MAIZE      Profilin-2 (ZmPRO2) - Zea mays (Maize). 
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tt; PROF4_HEVBR      Profilin-4 (Pollen allergen Hev b 8.0202) - Hevea brasiliensis (Para 
rubber tree). 
tt; PROF1_RICCO      Profilin-1 - Ricinus communis (Castor bean). 
tt; Q8VWR0_SOLLC     Profilin - Solanum lycopersicum (Tomato) (Lycopersicon esculentum). 
tt; PROF2_WHEAT      Profilin-2 - Triticum aestivum (Wheat). 
tt; PROF1_PHLPR      Profilin-1 (Pollen allergen Phl p 12) (Phl p 11) - Phleum pratense 
(Common timothy). 
tt; PROF2_PHLPR      Profilin-2/4 (Pollen allergen Phl p 12) (Phl p 11) - Phleum pratense 
(Common timothy). 
tt; PROF1_OLEEU      Profilin-1 (Pollen allergen Ole e 2) - Olea europaea (Common olive). 
tt; PROF2_OLEEU      Profilin-2 (Pollen allergen Ole e 2) - Olea europaea (Common olive). 
tt; PROF1_MAIZE      Profilin-1 (ZmPRO1) - Zea mays (Maize). 
tt; PROF2_HEVBR      Profilin-2 (Pollen allergen Hev b 8.0102) - Hevea brasiliensis (Para 
rubber tree). 
tt; Q38HU3_SOLTU     Profilin-like protein - Solanum tuberosum (Potato). 
tt; PROF1_ARATH      Profilin-1 (Allergen Ara t 8) - Arabidopsis thaliana (Mouse-ear 
cress). 
tt; PROF_PYRCO       Profilin (Allergen Pyr c 4) (Pyr c 3) - Pyrus communis (Pear). 
tt; Q5XXQ5_ARAHY     Profilin - Arachis hypogaea (Peanut). 
tt; PROF2_AMBAR      Profilin-2 (Pollen allergen A0418) - Ambrosia artemisiifolia (Short 
ragweed). 
tt; PROF_PRUAV       Profilin (Allergen Pru av 4) (Pru a 3) - Prunus avium (Cherry). 
tt; Q8GT40_PRUPE     Profilin - Prunus persica (Peach). 
tt; Q7X9Q0_CUCME     Profilin - Cucumis melo (Muskmelon). 
tt; PROF_PRUDU       Profilin (Allergen Pru du 4) - Prunus dulcis (Almond) (Prunus 
amygdalus). 
tt; PROF3_MALDO      Profilin-3 (GD4-5) (Pollen allergen Mal d 4.0101) - Malus domestica 
(Apple) (Malus sylvestris). 
tt; Q3BCS2_MALDO     Profilin 3 - Malus domestica (Apple) (Malus sylvestris). 
tt; PROF3_AMBAR      Profilin-3 (Pollen allergen D03) - Ambrosia artemisiifolia (Short 
ragweed). 
tt; PROF2_SOYBN      Profilin-2 (GmPRO2) (Allergen Gly m 3.0102) - Glycine max (Soybean). 
tt; PROF3_PHLPR      Profilin-3 (Pollen allergen Phl p 12) (Phl p 11) - Phleum pratense 
(Common timothy). 
tt; PROF_CUCME       Profilin (Pollen allergen Cuc m 2) - Cucumis melo (Muskmelon). 
tt; Q84MM5_CUCMR     Profilin - Cucumis melo var. reticulatus (Netted muskmelon). 
tt; Q7E369_CUCMR     Profilin - Cucumis melo var. reticulatus (Netted muskmelon). 
tt; Q64LH3_9ROSA     Profilin-like protein - Humulus scandens. 
tt; Q64LH4_9ROSA     Profilin-like protein - Humulus scandens. 
tt; PROF1_HEVBR      Profilin-1 (Pollen allergen Hev b 8.0101) - Hevea brasiliensis (Para 
rubber tree). 
tt; Q9AXH4_CORAV     Minor allergen hazelnut profilin - Corylus avellana (European hazel). 
tt; Q9AXH5_CORAV     Minor allergen hazelnut profilin - Corylus avellana (European hazel). 
tt; PROF2_ARATH      Profilin-2 - Arabidopsis thaliana (Mouse-ear cress). 
tt; Q8LCJ1_ARATH     Profilin 2 - Arabidopsis thaliana (Mouse-ear cress). 
tt; PROF_CAPAN       Profilin (Minor food allergen Cap a 2) - Capsicum annuum (Bell 
pepper). 
tt; PROF_APIGR       Profilin (Minor pollen allergen Api g 4) - Apium graveolens (Celery). 
tt; PROF5_MAIZE      Profilin-5 (ZmPRO5) - Zea mays (Maize). 
tt; Q84RR5_MALDO     Profilin - Malus domestica (Apple) (Malus sylvestris). 
tt; Q3BCS8_MALDO     Profilin 1 - Malus domestica (Apple) (Malus sylvestris). 
tt; PROF3_WHEAT      Profilin-3 - Triticum aestivum (Wheat). 
tt; PROF3_LILLO      Profilin-3 - Lilium longiflorum (Trumpet lily). 
tt; PROF_MUSAC       Profilin (Minor fruit allergen Mus xp 1) - Musa acuminata (Banana). 
tt; PROF1_HORVU      Profilin-1 - Hordeum vulgare (Barley). 
tt; PROF1_PHAVU      Profilin-1 - Phaseolus vulgaris (Kidney bean) (French bean). 
tt; PROF3_ARATH      Profilin-3 - Arabidopsis thaliana (Mouse-ear cress). 
tt; Q84WD4_ARATH     Putative profilin 3 - Arabidopsis thaliana (Mouse-ear cress). 
tt; Q29PU0_ARATH     At4g29340 - Arabidopsis thaliana (Mouse-ear cress). 
tt; Q5EEP6_PETCR     Profilin 3 - Petroselinum crispum (Parsley) (Petroselinum hortense). 
tt; Q5EEP8_PETCR     Profilin 1 - Petroselinum crispum (Parsley) (Petroselinum hortense). 
tt; Q5TIM0_CITSI     Profilin - Citrus sinensis (Sweet orange). 
tt; PROF_DAUCA       Profilin (Minor pollen allergen Dau c 4) - Daucus carota (Carrot). 
tt; PROF_MERAN       Profilin (Pollen allergen Mer a 1) - Mercurialis annua (Annual 
mercury). 
tt; Q5EEP5_PETCR     Profilin 4 - Petroselinum crispum (Parsley) (Petroselinum hortense). 
tt; Q5EEP7_PETCR     Profilin 2 - Petroselinum crispum (Parsley) (Petroselinum hortense). 
tt; Q3BCS4_MALDO     Profilin 2 - Malus domestica (Apple) (Malus sylvestris). 
tt; Q3BCS6_MALDO     Profilin 2 - Malus domestica (Apple) (Malus sylvestris). 
tt; PROF_FRAAN       Profilin (Allergen Fra a 4) - Fragaria ananassa (Strawberry). 
tt; PROF4_MAIZE      Profilin-4 (ZmPRO4) - Zea mays (Maize). 
tt; PROF2_PARJU      Profilin-2 (Pollen allergen Par j 3.0102) - Parietaria judaica. 
tt; PROF4_ARATH      Profilin-4 - Arabidopsis thaliana (Mouse-ear cress). 
tt; Q1PF40_ARATH     Profilin 4 - Arabidopsis thaliana (Mouse-ear cress). 
tt; Q2XPH2_MANIN     Profilin 1 - Mangifera indica (Mango). 
tt; Q9XF10_9ASPA     Putative profilin - Phalaenopsis hybrid cultivar. 
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tt; Q5EEP4_PETCR     Profilin 5 - Petroselinum crispum (Parsley) (Petroselinum hortense). 
tt; PROF_HELAN       Profilin (Pollen allergen Hel a 2) - Helianthus annuus (Common 
sunflower). 
tt; PROF_ARAHY       Profilin (Allergen Ara h 5) - Arachis hypogaea (Peanut). 
tt; PROF_PRUPE       Profilin (Allergen Pru p 4.02) - Prunus persica (Peach). 
tt; PROF_BRANA       Profilin - Brassica napus (Rape). 
tt; PROF2_ARTVU      Profilin-2 (Pollen allergen Art v 4.02) - Artemisia vulgaris 
(Mugwort). 
tt; Q27HX6_MANIN     Profilin 2 - Mangifera indica (Mango). 
tt; PROF1_ARTVU      Profilin-1 (Pollen allergen Art v 4.01) - Artemisia vulgaris 
(Mugwort). 
tt; PROF3_OLEEU      Profilin-3 (Pollen allergen Ole e 2) - Olea europaea (Common olive). 
tt; PROF_CHEAL       Profilin (Minor pollen allergen Che a 2) - Chenopodium album (Lamb's-
quarters). 
tt; Q5VMJ3_ORYSA     Putative profilin (Os06g0152100 protein) - Oryza sativa (japonica 
cultivar-group). 
tt; Q84RR6_MALDO     Profilin - Malus domestica (Apple) (Malus sylvestris). 
tt; PROF1_SOYBN      Profilin-1 (GmPRO1) (Allergen Gly m 3.0101) - Glycine max (Soybean). 
tt; PROF_ANACO       Profilin (Minor food allergen Ana c 1) - Ananas comosus (Pineapple). 
tt; PROF_CROSA       Profilin (Pollen allergen Cro s 1) - Crocus sativus (Saffron). 
tt; PROF1_LILLO      Profilin-1 - Lilium longiflorum (Trumpet lily). 
tt; PROF2_MALDO      Profilin-2 (GD4-2) (Pollen allergen Mal d 4.0201) - Malus domestica 
(Apple) (Malus sylvestris). 
tt; PROF1_PARJU      Profilin-1 (Pollen allergen Par j 3.0101) - Parietaria judaica. 
tt; Q7Y253_GOSHI     Profilin - Gossypium hirsutum (Upland cotton). 
tt; A1Z292_COCNU     Profilin - Cocos nucifera (Coconut). 
tt; A1Z294_CARMI     Profilin - Caryota mitis (Burmese fishtail palm). 
tt; Q2KN23_AMBAR     Profilin isoallergen 2 - Ambrosia artemisiifolia (Short ragweed). 
tt; Q2KN24_AMBAR     Profilin isoallergen 1 - Ambrosia artemisiifolia (Short ragweed). 
tt; PROF_BETVE       Profilin (Pollen allergen Bet v 2) (Bet v II) - Betula verrucosa 
(White birch) (Betula pendula). 
tt; A1Z293_ROYRE     Profilin - Roystonea regia (Cuban royal palm). 
tt; A1YQX7_VOLCA     Profilin - Volvox carteri f. nagariensis. 
tt; Q16JE9_AEDAE     Profilin - Aedes aegypti (Yellowfever mosquito). 
tt; PROF_APIME       Profilin - Apis mellifera (Honeybee). 
tt; PROF_DROME       Profilin (Protein chickadee) - Drosophila melanogaster (Fruit fly). 
tt; PROF_BRABE       Profilin - Branchiostoma belcheri (Amphioxus). 
tt; 
tt; PROF_CYNDA       Profilin (Pollen allergen Cyn d 12) - Cynodon dactylon (Bermuda 
grass). 
tt; Q1EMQ3_PLAMJ     Profilin - Plantago major (Common plantain). 
tt; PROF1_TOBAC      Profilin-1 - Nicotiana tabacum (Common tobacco). 
tt; Q9SMC0_TOBAC     Profilin - Nicotiana tabacum (Common tobacco). 
tt; PROF1_AMBAR      Profilin-1 (Pollen allergen Amb a 8) - Ambrosia artemisiifolia (Short 
ragweed). 
tt; PROF2_TOBAC      Profilin-2 - Nicotiana tabacum (Common tobacco). 
tt; PROF5_ARATH      Profilin-5 - Arabidopsis thaliana (Mouse-ear cress). 
tt; Q8H123_ARATH     Putative profilin protein - Arabidopsis thaliana (Mouse-ear cress). 
tt; PROF3_TOBAC      Profilin-3 - Nicotiana tabacum (Common tobacco). 
tt; PROF1_SOLLC      Profilin-1 - Solanum lycopersicum (Tomato) (Lycopersicon esculentum). 
tt; Q8L8C7_CERRI     Profilin 1 - Ceratopteris richardii (Triangle waterfern). 
tt; PROF1_DICDI      Profilin-1 (Profilin I) - Dictyostelium discoideum (Slime mold). 
tt; Q54KQ9_DICDI     Profilin I - Dictyostelium discoideum AX4. 
tt; Q02LV1_PSEAB     Putative Zn-dependent alcohol dehydrogenase - Pseudomonas aeruginosa 
(strain UCBPP-PA14). 
tt; Q9I1V7_PSEAE     Probable alcohol dehydrogenase (Zn-dependent) - Pseudomonas 
aeruginosa. 
tt; PROF1_PHYPO      Profilin-A - Physarum polycephalum (Slime mold). 
tt; PROF2_ACACA      Profilin-2 (Profilin II) (Basic profilin) - Acanthamoeba castellanii 
(Amoeba). 
tt; A1E8I8_BOMMO     Profilin protein - Bombyx mori (Silk moth). 
tt; PROF_BOMMO       Profilin - Bombyx mori (Silk moth). 
tt; Q94KS3_CHLRE     Profilin - Chlamydomonas reinhardtii. 
tt; PRO1B_ACACA      Profilin-1B (Profilin IB) (Acidic profilin IB) - Acanthamoeba 
castellanii (Amoeba). 
tt; PROF3_CAEEL      Profilin-3 - Caenorhabditis elegans. 
tt; PRO1A_ACACA      Profilin-1A (Profilin IA) (Acidic profilin IA) - Acanthamoeba 
castellanii (Amoeba). 
tt; Q5WNC4_CAEBR     Hypothetical protein CBG08063 - Caenorhabditis briggsae. 
tt; PROF2_PHYPO      Profilin-P - Physarum polycephalum (Slime mold). 
tt; Q50YZ6_ENTHI     Profilin, putative - Entamoeba histolytica HM-1:IMSS. 
bb; 
bb; 
sh; SCAN HISTORY 
sh; ------------ 
dn; SPTR51.6_34.6f  3   500 NSINGLE 
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bb; 
bb; 
im; INITIAL MOTIF-SETS 
im; ------------------ 
ic; 1ACF1 
il; 13 
it; MOTIF_NAME I - 1 
id; HHLTSAAIIGHDG                    PROF_CYNDA     18    18 
id; HHLTAAAILGHDG                    PROF_PYRCO     18    18 
id; QQLSAAAIIGHDG                    PROF_DAUCA     21    21 
bb; 
ic; 1ACF2 
il; 15 
it; MOTIF_NAME II - 1 
id; TVKKTGQALVIGIYD                  PROF_CYNDA     93    62 
id; TVKKTSQALVFGIYE                  PROF_PYRCO     93    62 
id; TIKKTGQALVFGVYD                  PROF_DAUCA     96    62 
bb; 
ic; 1ACF3 
il; 7 
it; MOTIF_NAME III - 1 
id; IVERLGD                          PROF_PYRCO    118    10 
id; IVERLGD                          PROF_DAUCA    121    10 
bb; 
fm; FINAL MOTIF-SETS 
fm; ---------------- 
fc; 1ACF1 
fl; 13 
ft; MOTIF_NAME I - 3 
fd; QHLTAAAIIGHDG                    PROF_LITCN     18    18 
fd; QHLTAAAIIGHDG                  Q2PQ57_LITCN     18    18 
fd; HHLTAAAIIGHDG                   PROF3_HEVBR     18    18 
fd; HHLTAAAILGHDG                  Q1S181_MEDTR     20    20 
fd; QHLTAAAIVGHDG                  Q2LD52_CINCA     18    18 
fd; HHLTAAAILGHDG                  Q8L5D8_PHODC     18    18 
fd; HHLTAAAILGQDG                  A1KXJ9_ELAGV     18    18 
fd; HHLTAAAILGQDG                  A1KXK1_ELAGV     18    18 
fd; HHLTAAAILGQDG                  A1KXK0_ELAGV     18    18 
fd; QHLTAAAIIGHDG                   PROF2_LILLO     18    18 
fd; HRLTAAAIIGHDG                   PROF5_HEVBR     18    18 
fd; HRLTAAAIIGHDG                   PROF6_HEVBR     18    18 
fd; QHLTAAAIIGHDG                  Q0PPS3_SOYBN     18    18 
fd; HHLTSAAIVGHDG                   PROFA_ORYSA     18    18 
fd; HHLTAAAILGHDG                   PROF1_MALDO     18    18 
fd; HHLTAAAILGHDG                  Q84RR7_MALDO     18    18 
fd; HHLTAAAILGHDG                  Q3BCT0_MALDO     18    18 
fd; NHLTSAAIIGQDG                   PROF2_SOLLC     18    18 
fd; NHLTSAAIIGQDG                  Q38M47_SOLTU     18    18 
fd; HHLSSAAIVGHDG                   PROF3_MAIZE     18    18 
fd; HHLAAAAIVGHDG                   PROF2_MAIZE     18    18 
fd; HRLTAAAIIGHDG                   PROF4_HEVBR     18    18 
fd; NHLTSAAIIGQDG                   PROF1_RICCO     18    18 
fd; NHLTSAAIIGQDG                  Q8VWR0_SOLLC     18    18 
fd; QHLTSAAILGHDG                   PROF2_WHEAT     18    18 
fd; HHLASAAILGHDG                   PROF1_PHLPR     18    18 
fd; HHLASAAILGHDG                   PROF2_PHLPR     18    18 
fd; HRLTAAAIVGHDG                   PROF1_OLEEU     21    21 
fd; HRLTAAAIVGHDG                   PROF2_OLEEU     21    21 
fd; HHLTSAAIVGHDG                   PROF1_MAIZE     18    18 
fd; NHLSAAAIIGQDG                   PROF2_HEVBR     18    18 
fd; NHLTSAAIVGQDG                  Q38HU3_SOLTU     18    18 
fd; NHLTAAAILGQDG                   PROF1_ARATH     18    18 
fd; HHLTAAAILGHDG                    PROF_PYRCO     18    18 
fd; NQLTSAAILGQDG                  Q5XXQ5_ARAHY     18    18 
fd; NHLSAAAIIGHDG                   PROF2_AMBAR     18    18 
fd; NRLTAAAILGQDG                    PROF_PRUAV     18    18 
fd; NRLTAAAILGQDG                  Q8GT40_PRUPE     18    18 
fd; NRLTAAAILGQDG                  Q7X9Q0_CUCME     18    18 
fd; NRLTAAAILGQDG                    PROF_PRUDU     18    18 
fd; NRLTAAAILGQDG                   PROF3_MALDO     18    18 
fd; NRLTAAAILGQDG                  Q3BCS2_MALDO     18    18 
fd; HHLTSAAILGHDG                   PROF3_AMBAR     20    20 
fd; NHLTHAAIIGQDG                   PROF2_SOYBN     18    18 
fd; HHLASAAIFGHDG                   PROF3_PHLPR     18    18 
fd; NHLTSAAIIGQDG                    PROF_CUCME     18    18 
fd; NHLTSAAIIGQDG                  Q84MM5_CUCMR     18    18 
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fd; NHLTSAAIIGQDG                  Q7E369_CUCMR     18    18 
fd; NHLSAAAIIGHDG                  Q64LH3_9ROSA     18    18 
fd; QHLTAAAIIGHDG                  Q64LH4_9ROSA     18    18 
fd; NHLTAAAIIGQDG                   PROF1_HEVBR     18    18 
fd; NRLAAAAIIGHDG                  Q9AXH4_CORAV     18    18 
fd; NRLAAAAIIGHDG                  Q9AXH5_CORAV     18    18 
fd; NHLTHAAIFGQDG                   PROF2_ARATH     18    18 
fd; NHLTHAAIFGQDG                  Q8LCJ1_ARATH     18    18 
fd; NRLTSAAIIGQDG                    PROF_CAPAN     18    18 
fd; QTLTAAAIIGHDG                    PROF_APIGR     21    21 
fd; QHLSAAAIVGHDG                   PROF5_MAIZE     18    18 
fd; YRLTAAAILGQDG                  Q84RR5_MALDO     18    18 
fd; HHLTAAAILGHDG                  Q3BCS8_MALDO     18    18 
fd; QNLTSAAILGHDG                   PROF3_WHEAT     18    18 
fd; QHLTAAAIIGHEG                   PROF3_LILLO     18    18 
fd; QCLTAAAIVGHDG                    PROF_MUSAC     18    18 
fd; QHLTSAAILGHDG                   PROF1_HORVU     18    18 
fd; NHLTHAAILGQDG                   PROF1_PHAVU     18    18 
fd; HHLTAAAIVGHDG                   PROF3_ARATH     21    21 
fd; HHLTAAAIVGHDG                  Q84WD4_ARATH     21    21 
fd; HHLTAAAIVGHDG                  Q29PU0_ARATH     21    21 
fd; QHLSAAAIIGHDG                  Q5EEP6_PETCR     21    21 
fd; QHLSAAAIIGHDG                  Q5EEP8_PETCR     21    21 
fd; NRLTAAAILGQDG                  Q5TIM0_CITSI     18    18 
fd; QQLSAAAIIGHDG                    PROF_DAUCA     21    21 
fd; QHLAAASIVGHDG                    PROF_MERAN     20    20 
fd; QTLTAAAIIGHDG                  Q5EEP5_PETCR     21    21 
fd; QTLTAAAIIGHDG                  Q5EEP7_PETCR     21    21 
fd; NHLSAAAIIGHDG                  Q3BCS4_MALDO     18    18 
fd; NHLSAAAIIGHDG                  Q3BCS6_MALDO     18    18 
fd; NHLSAAAIIGQDG                    PROF_FRAAN     18    18 
fd; QHLSAAAIVGHDG                   PROF4_MAIZE     18    18 
fd; NTLASAAIIGHDG                   PROF2_PARJU     19    19 
fd; HHLTAAAIIGHDG                   PROF4_ARATH     21    21 
fd; HHLTAAAIIGHDG                  Q1PF40_ARATH     21    21 
fd; HHLTAAAIVGLDG                  Q2XPH2_MANIN     18    18 
fd; QHLTAAAIIGNEG                  Q9XF10_9ASPA     18    18 
fd; NQLSAAAIIGHDG                  Q5EEP4_PETCR     19    19 
fd; QHLTSAAILGLDG                    PROF_HELAN     20    20 
fd; DHLSSAAILGQDG                    PROF_ARAHY     18    18 
fd; NHLSAAAIIGHDG                    PROF_PRUPE     18    18 
fd; HHLAAAAIFGHDG                    PROF_BRANA     21    21 
fd; QHLTAAAILGLDG                   PROF2_ARTVU     20    20 
fd; NHLAAAAILGQDG                  Q27HX6_MANIN     18    18 
fd; QHLTSAAIFGTDG                   PROF1_ARTVU     20    20 
fd; HRLTAAAIVGHDG                   PROF3_OLEEU     21    21 
fd; NHLSSAAILGHDG                    PROF_CHEAL     18    18 
fd; NHLTAAAIVGHDG                  Q5VMJ3_ORYSA     18    18 
fd; NHLSAAAIIGHDG                  Q84RR6_MALDO     18    18 
fd; NHLTHAAIIGQDG                   PROF1_SOYBN     18    18 
fd; QHLSSAAILGHDS                    PROF_ANACO     18    18 
fd; HVLTSAAILGHDG                    PROF_CROSA     18    18 
fd; QHLTASAIVGHDG                   PROF1_LILLO     18    18 
fd; NHLSAAAIIGHNG                   PROF2_MALDO     18    18 
fd; NTPASAAIIGHDG                   PROF1_PARJU     19    19 
fd; AIVSAAAIVGHDG                  Q7Y253_GOSHI     26    26 
fd; QRLAAAAILGHDG                  A1Z292_COCNU     18    18 
fd; QRLAAAAILGHDG                  A1Z294_CARMI     18    18 
fd; HHLSSAAIFGTDG                  Q2KN23_AMBAR     20    20 
fd; QHLASAAIFGTDG                  Q2KN24_AMBAR     20    20 
fd; SNSLASAIVGHDG                    PROF_BETVE     20    20 
fd; QRLAAADILGHDG                  A1Z293_ROYRE     18    18 
fd; STLSSAAILGLDG                  A1YQX7_VOLCA     20    20 
fd; QCVSKAAIAGHDG                  Q16JE9_AEDAE     15    15 
fd; RCVTKAAIAGHDG                    PROF_APIME     15    15 
fd; QCVTKACIAGHDG                    PROF_DROME     15    15 
fd; QCVTMAAICGLDG                    PROF_BRABE     15    15 
KD; INTER_MOTIF_DISTANCE REGION=0-1; MIN=15; MAX=26 
bb; 
fc; 1ACF2 
fl; 15 
ft; MOTIF_NAME II - 3 
fd; TVKKTTQALIIGIYD                  PROF_LITCN     93    62 
fd; TVKKTTQALIIGIYD                Q2PQ57_LITCN     93    62 
fd; TVKKTGQALIIGIYD                 PROF3_HEVBR     93    62 
fd; TIKKTGQALVFGIYE                Q1S181_MEDTR     95    62 
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fd; TIKKTGQALIFGIYD                Q2LD52_CINCA     93    62 
fd; TVKKTNQALIFGIYE                Q8L5D8_PHODC     93    62 
fd; TVKKTNQALVFGIYD                A1KXJ9_ELAGV     93    62 
fd; TVKKTNQALVFGIYD                A1KXK1_ELAGV     93    62 
fd; TVKKTNQALVFGIYD                A1KXK0_ELAGV     93    62 
fd; TIKKTNMALIVGIYD                 PROF2_LILLO     93    62 
fd; TVKKTGQALIIGIYD                 PROF5_HEVBR     93    62 
fd; TVKKTGQALIIGIYD                 PROF6_HEVBR     93    62 
fd; TVKKTTRALIIGIYD                Q0PPS3_SOYBN     93    62 
fd; TVKKTGQALVVGIYD                 PROFA_ORYSA     93    62 
fd; TVKKTGQALVFGIYE                 PROF1_MALDO     93    62 
fd; TVKKTGQALVFGIYE                Q84RR7_MALDO     93    62 
fd; TVKKTGQALVFGIYE                Q3BCT0_MALDO     93    62 
fd; TIKKTNQALIIGIYD                 PROF2_SOLLC     93    62 
fd; TIKKTNQALIIGIYD                Q38M47_SOLTU     93    62 
fd; TVKKTGQALVIGIYD                 PROF3_MAIZE     93    62 
fd; TVKKTGQALVVGIYD                 PROF2_MAIZE     93    62 
fd; TVKKTSQALIIGIYD                 PROF4_HEVBR     93    62 
fd; TVKKTNQALIIGIYD                 PROF1_RICCO     93    62 
fd; TVKKTNQALIIGIYD                Q8VWR0_SOLLC     93    62 
fd; TIKKTGMALILGIYD                 PROF2_WHEAT     93    62 
fd; TIKKTGQALVVGIYD                 PROF1_PHLPR     93    62 
fd; TIKKTGQALVVGIYD                 PROF2_PHLPR     93    62 
fd; TIKKTGQALVFGIYE                 PROF1_OLEEU     96    62 
fd; TIKKTGQALVFGIYE                 PROF2_OLEEU     96    62 
fd; TVKKTGQSLIIGIYD                 PROF1_MAIZE     93    62 
fd; TVKKTNQALIIGIYD                 PROF2_HEVBR     93    62 
fd; TIKKTNQALIIGIYD                Q38HU3_SOLTU     93    62 
fd; TIKKTNQALVFGFYD                 PROF1_ARATH     93    62 
fd; TVKKTSQALVFGIYE                  PROF_PYRCO     93    62 
fd; TIKKTNQALIIGIYD                Q5XXQ5_ARAHY     93    62 
fd; TIKKTTMALIIGIYD                 PROF2_AMBAR     93    62 
fd; TVKKTNQALIIGIYD                  PROF_PRUAV     93    62 
fd; TVKKTNQALIIGIYD                Q8GT40_PRUPE     93    62 
fd; TVKKTNQALIIGIYD                Q7X9Q0_CUCME     93    62 
fd; TVKKTNQALIIGIYD                  PROF_PRUDU     93    62 
fd; TIKKTSQALLIGIYD                 PROF3_MALDO     93    62 
fd; TIKKTSQALLIGIYD                Q3BCS2_MALDO     93    62 
fd; CIKKTGQALVMGIYD                 PROF3_AMBAR     95    62 
fd; TVKKTGAALIIGIYD                 PROF2_SOYBN     93    62 
fd; TIKKTGQALVVGIYD                 PROF3_PHLPR     93    62 
fd; TVKKTGMALVIGIYD                  PROF_CUCME     93    62 
fd; TVKKTGMALVIGIYD                Q84MM5_CUCMR     93    62 
fd; TVKKTGMALVIGIYD                Q7E369_CUCMR     93    62 
fd; TIKKTSQALIIGVYD                Q64LH3_9ROSA     93    62 
fd; TVKKTGAAMIIGIYD                Q64LH4_9ROSA     93    62 
fd; TVRKTNQALIIGIYD                 PROF1_HEVBR     93    62 
fd; TVKKTSQALIIGIYD                Q9AXH4_CORAV     93    62 
fd; TVKKTSQALIIGIYD                Q9AXH5_CORAV     93    62 
fd; TIKKTTQALVFGIYD                 PROF2_ARATH     93    62 
fd; TIKKTTQALVFGIYD                Q8LCJ1_ARATH     93    62 
fd; TVKKTNQALIIGIYD                  PROF_CAPAN     93    62 
fd; TIKKTGQALVFGVYD                  PROF_APIGR     96    62 
fd; TIKKTGMSLIIGIYD                 PROF5_MAIZE     93    62 
fd; TIKKTSQALLIGIYD                Q84RR5_MALDO     93    62 
fd; TVKKTGQDLVFGIYE                Q3BCS8_MALDO     93    62 
fd; TIKKTGMALILGIYD                 PROF3_WHEAT     93    62 
fd; TIKKTNMALIVGIYD                 PROF3_LILLO     93    62 
fd; TIKKTNLALIIGIYN                  PROF_MUSAC     93    62 
fd; TIKKTGMPLILGIYD                 PROF1_HORVU     93    62 
fd; TVKKTNLALVIGIYD                 PROF1_PHAVU     93    62 
fd; TIKKTGQSCVFGIYE                 PROF3_ARATH     96    62 
fd; TIKKTGQSCVFGIYE                Q84WD4_ARATH     96    62 
fd; TIKKTGQSCVFGIYE                Q29PU0_ARATH     96    62 
fd; TIKKTGLALVFGVYD                Q5EEP6_PETCR     96    62 
fd; TIKKTGLALVFGVYD                Q5EEP8_PETCR     96    62 
fd; IVKKTNQALIIGIYD                Q5TIM0_CITSI     93    62 
fd; TIKKTGQALVFGVYD                  PROF_DAUCA     96    62 
fd; TIKKTGQALVFGIYE                  PROF_MERAN     95    62 
fd; TIKKTGLALVFGVYD                Q5EEP5_PETCR     96    62 
fd; TIKKTGLALVFGVYD                Q5EEP7_PETCR     96    62 
fd; TVKKSTMALLIGIYD                Q3BCS4_MALDO     93    62 
fd; TVKKSTMALLIGIYD                Q3BCS6_MALDO     93    62 
fd; TVKKTTLALLIGIYD                  PROF_FRAAN     93    62 
fd; TIKKTGMSLIIGVYD                 PROF4_MAIZE     93    62 
fd; TLKKTGQAIVIGIYD                 PROF2_PARJU     93    61 
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fd; TIKKTGQSMVFGLYE                 PROF4_ARATH     96    62 
fd; TIKKTGQSMVFGLYE                Q1PF40_ARATH     96    62 
fd; TVKKTNMAFVIGIYD                Q2XPH2_MANIN     93    62 
fd; TIKKTNLALIIGIYD                Q9XF10_9ASPA     93    62 
fd; TIKKSNQALLIGIYE                Q5EEP4_PETCR     94    62 
fd; CIKKTGQAMIMGIYD                  PROF_HELAN     95    62 
fd; TIEKTNQALIIGIYD                  PROF_ARAHY     93    62 
fd; TVKKSTLALLIGIYD                  PROF_PRUPE     93    62 
fd; TIKKTGQSCVFGIYE                  PROF_BRANA     96    62 
fd; CIKKTGQAMVMGIYD                 PROF2_ARTVU     95    62 
fd; TVKKTSMAFVIGIYD                Q27HX6_MANIN     93    62 
fd; CIKKTGQAMVFGIYD                 PROF1_ARTVU     95    62 
fd; TIKKTGQALVFGIYE                 PROF3_OLEEU     96    62 
fd; TIKKTNQALIIGIYG                  PROF_CHEAL     93    62 
fd; CVKKTGLSLILGIYD                Q5VMJ3_ORYSA     93    62 
fd; TVKKSTMASLIGIYD                Q84RR6_MALDO     93    62 
fd; TVKKTGAALIIGIYD                 PROF1_SOYBN     93    62 
fd; TVKKTNLALIIGVYD                  PROF_ANACO     93    62 
fd; TIKKSNMALIFGLYD                  PROF_CROSA     93    62 
fd; TIKKTGQALIFGIYE                 PROF1_LILLO     93    62 
fd; TVKKSTMALLIGIYD                 PROF2_MALDO     93    62 
fd; TLKKTGQAIVIGIYD                 PROF1_PARJU     94    62 
fd; TIKKTAQALVFGIYE                Q7Y253_GOSHI    101    62 
fd; TIKKTNMALIIGIYD                A1Z292_COCNU     93    62 
fd; TIKKTNMALIIGIYD                A1Z294_CARMI     93    62 
fd; CIKKTGQAMVFGIYE                Q2KN23_AMBAR     95    62 
fd; CIKKTGQAMVFGIYE                Q2KN24_AMBAR     95    62 
fd; TIKKTGQALVFGIYE                  PROF_BETVE     95    62 
fd; TIKKTNMALIIGIYD                A1Z293_ROYRE     93    62 
fd; IARKTNTAIVMGFYE                A1YQX7_VOLCA     91    58 
fd; HCMKTQQAVIVSIYE                Q16JE9_AEDAE     88    60 
fd; HCMKTTQAVVVSLYE                  PROF_APIME     88    60 
fd; HCMKTTQAVIVSIYE                  PROF_DROME     88    60 
fd; HIVKTKTAMVMALYA                  PROF_BRABE     88    60 
KD; INTER_MOTIF_DISTANCE REGION=1-2; MIN=58; MAX=62 
bb; 
fc; 1ACF3 
fl; 7 
ft; MOTIF_NAME III - 3 
fd; VVERLGD                          PROF_LITCN    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                        Q2PQ57_LITCN    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                         PROF3_HEVBR    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                        Q1S181_MEDTR    120    10 
fd; IVERLGD                        Q2LD52_CINCA    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                        Q8L5D8_PHODC    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                        A1KXJ9_ELAGV    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                        A1KXK1_ELAGV    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                        A1KXK0_ELAGV    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                         PROF2_LILLO    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                         PROF5_HEVBR    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                         PROF6_HEVBR    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                        Q0PPS3_SOYBN    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                         PROFA_ORYSA    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                         PROF1_MALDO    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                        Q84RR7_MALDO    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                        Q3BCT0_MALDO    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                         PROF2_SOLLC    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                        Q38M47_SOLTU    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                         PROF3_MAIZE    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                         PROF2_MAIZE    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                         PROF4_HEVBR    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                         PROF1_RICCO    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                        Q8VWR0_SOLLC    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                         PROF2_WHEAT    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                         PROF1_PHLPR    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                         PROF2_PHLPR    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                         PROF1_OLEEU    121    10 
fd; VVERLGD                         PROF2_OLEEU    121    10 
fd; VVERLGD                         PROF1_MAIZE    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                         PROF2_HEVBR    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                        Q38HU3_SOLTU    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                         PROF1_ARATH    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                          PROF_PYRCO    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                        Q5XXQ5_ARAHY    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                         PROF2_AMBAR    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                          PROF_PRUAV    118    10 
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fd; IVERLGD                        Q8GT40_PRUPE    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                        Q7X9Q0_CUCME    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                          PROF_PRUDU    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                         PROF3_MALDO    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                        Q3BCS2_MALDO    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                         PROF3_AMBAR    120    10 
fd; VVERLGD                         PROF2_SOYBN    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                         PROF3_PHLPR    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                          PROF_CUCME    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                        Q84MM5_CUCMR    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                        Q7E369_CUCMR    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                        Q64LH3_9ROSA    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                        Q64LH4_9ROSA    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                         PROF1_HEVBR    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                        Q9AXH4_CORAV    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                        Q9AXH5_CORAV    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                         PROF2_ARATH    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                        Q8LCJ1_ARATH    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                          PROF_CAPAN    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                          PROF_APIGR    121    10 
fd; VVERLGD                         PROF5_MAIZE    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                        Q84RR5_MALDO    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                        Q3BCS8_MALDO    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                         PROF3_WHEAT    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                         PROF3_LILLO    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                          PROF_MUSAC    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                         PROF1_HORVU    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                         PROF1_PHAVU    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                         PROF3_ARATH    121    10 
fd; VVERLGD                        Q84WD4_ARATH    121    10 
fd; VVERLGD                        Q29PU0_ARATH    121    10 
fd; IVERLGD                        Q5EEP6_PETCR    121    10 
fd; IVERLGD                        Q5EEP8_PETCR    121    10 
fd; IVERLGD                        Q5TIM0_CITSI    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                          PROF_DAUCA    121    10 
fd; VVERLGD                          PROF_MERAN    120    10 
fd; IVERLGD                        Q5EEP5_PETCR    121    10 
fd; IVERLGD                        Q5EEP7_PETCR    121    10 
fd; VVERLGD                        Q3BCS4_MALDO    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                        Q3BCS6_MALDO    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                          PROF_FRAAN    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                         PROF4_MAIZE    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                         PROF2_PARJU    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                         PROF4_ARATH    121    10 
fd; VVERLGD                        Q1PF40_ARATH    121    10 
fd; IVERLGD                        Q2XPH2_MANIN    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                        Q9XF10_9ASPA    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                        Q5EEP4_PETCR    119    10 
fd; VVERLGD                          PROF_HELAN    120    10 
fd; IVERLGD                          PROF_ARAHY    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                          PROF_PRUPE    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                          PROF_BRANA    121    10 
fd; IVERLGD                         PROF2_ARTVU    120    10 
fd; IVERLGD                        Q27HX6_MANIN    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                         PROF1_ARTVU    120    10 
fd; VAERLGD                         PROF3_OLEEU    121    10 
fd; VVERIGD                          PROF_CHEAL    118    10 
fd; IVERLGD                        Q5VMJ3_ORYSA    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                        Q84RR6_MALDO    118    10 
fd; VVERPGD                         PROF1_SOYBN    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                          PROF_ANACO    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                          PROF_CROSA    118    10 
fd; VVERMGD                         PROF1_LILLO    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                         PROF2_MALDO    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                         PROF1_PARJU    119    10 
fd; VVERLGD                        Q7Y253_GOSHI    126    10 
fd; IIERLGD                        A1Z292_COCNU    118    10 
fd; IIERLGD                        A1Z294_CARMI    118    10 
fd; VVERLGD                        Q2KN23_AMBAR    120    10 
fd; VVERLGD                        Q2KN24_AMBAR    120    10 
fd; VVERLGD                          PROF_BETVE    120    10 
fd; IIERLGD                        A1Z293_ROYRE    118    10 
fd; VVEALGD                        A1YQX7_VOLCA    117    11 
fd; IVEKLGD                        Q16JE9_AEDAE    113    10 
fd; VVEKLGD                          PROF_APIME    113    10 
fd; VVEKLGD                          PROF_DROME    113    10 
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8.9.2 Chloramphenicol transferase (3cla) trough-only 
 
gc; 3CLA 
gx; PR 
gn; COMPOUND(4) 
ga; 23-FEB-2007 
gt; SIGNATURE NAME 
gp; DATABASE LINKS 
bb; 
gr; LITERATURE REFERENCES 
bb; 
bb; 
gd; ANNOTATION 
bb; 
bb; 
si; SUMMARY INFORMATION 
si; ------------------- 
sd;   43 codes involving  4 elements 
sd;    2 codes involving  3 elements 
sd;   12 codes involving  2 elements 
bb; 
bb; 
ci; COMPOSITE FINGERPRINT INDEX 
ci; --------------------------- 
cr; 
cd;  4|  43   43   43   43   
cd;  3|   1    2    2    1   
cd;  2|  12    0   12    0   
cd; --+--------------------- 
cd;   |   1    2    3    4   
bb; 
bb; 
tp; CAT_ACIAN      Q93F28_SHIFL   Q7AK95_9ZZZZ   Q79PA8_KLEPN    
KA; P62578    D1   Q93F28    D1   Q7AK95    D1   Q79PA8    D1    
tp; Q799H7_ECOLI   Q712M7_CORGL   Q5YFS3_ALCXX   Q59655_PASPI    
KA; Q799H7    D1   Q712M7    D1   Q5YFS3    D1   Q59655    D1    
tp; Q573N9_9BACT   Q4VY50_AERHY   Q2FCZ0_ACIBA   CAT_SALTI       
KA; Q573N9    D1   Q4VY50    D1   Q2FCZ0    D1   P62580    D1    
tp; CAT_KLESP      CAT_ECOLI      CAT_ACIBA      Q194N7_ECOLI    
KA; P58777    D1   P62577    D1   P62579    D1   Q194N7    D1    
tp; Q6MXT6_SERMA   CAT2_ECOLI     Q70WF4_AERSA   Q5LK50_ECOLI    
KA; Q6MXT6    D1   P22615    D1   Q70WF4    D1   Q5LK50    D1    
tp; Q209K7_AERHY   CAT2_HAEIN     Q8RQP2_PASPI   Q6A290_HAEIN    
KA; Q209K7    D1   P22616    D1   Q8RQP2    D1   Q6A290    D1    
tp; Q06W24_KLEPN   Q0QC88_KLEPN   Q5J470_SALCH   CAT3_ECOLI      
KA; Q06W24    D1   Q0QC88    D1   Q5J470    D1   P00484    D1    
tp; CAT_PROMI      Q06W23_KLEPN   Q9L3N8_9PAST   Q7B158_PASHA    
KA; P07641    D1   Q06W23    D1   Q9L3N8    D1   Q7B158    D1    
tp; Q7B0A8_9BACT   Q2A6M0_PASTR   Q7N4A3_PHOLL   CAT2_CLOPE      
KA; Q7B0A8    D1   Q2A6M0    D1   Q7N4A3    D1   P26826    M1    
tp; Q7BN00_CLODI   Q71V67_NEIME   CAT_CLODI      CAT_CLOBU       
KA; Q7BN00    M1   Q71V67    M1   P11504    M1   Q02736    M1    
tp; Q2WLM8_CLOBE   CAT_VIBAN      CAT1_CLOPE      
KA; Q2WLM8    M1   P49417    M1   P26825    M1    
bb; 
sn; Codes involving 3 elements 
st; CAT_BACPU      CAT_CAMCO       
KA; P00487    D1   P22782    D1    
KM; III.           .III            
bb; 
sn; Codes involving 2 elements 
st; Q3ESG4_BACTI   Q4MU81_BACCE   Q81QL5_BACAN   Q6HIX0_BACHK    
KA; Q3ESG4    M1   Q4MU81    M1   Q81QL5    M1   Q6HIX0    M1    
KM; I.I.           I.I.           I.I.           I.I.            
st; Q63BG1_BACCZ   Q65GV9_BACLD   Q2AMH4_9BACI   CAT1_STAAU      
KA; Q63BG1    M1   Q65GV9    D1   Q2AMH4    M1   P00485    M1    
KM; I.I.           I.I.           I.I.           I.I.            
st; Q7BMF7_ENTFC   P94902_LACRE   Q738F1_BACC1   Q8L0S0_STRSU    
KA; Q7BMF7    M1   P94902    M1   Q738F1    M1   Q8L0S0    M1    
KM; I.I.           I.I.           I.I.           I.I.            
bb; 
KF; FALSE_PARTIAL_POSITIVES 
bb; 
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tt; CAT_ACIAN        Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (EC 2.3.1.28) (CAT) - Acinetobacter 
calcoaceticus subsp. anitratus. 
tt; Q93F28_SHIFL     Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase - Shigella flexneri 2a. 
tt; Q7AK95_9ZZZZ     Chloramphenycol acetyltransferase - Plasmid R100. 
tt; Q79PA8_KLEPN     CatA1, formerly CATI, chloramphenicol acetyl transferase - Klebsiella 
pneumoniae. 
tt; Q799H7_ECOLI     Chloramphenicol marker (Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase) - 
Escherichia coli. 
tt; Q712M7_CORGL     Chloramphenicol acteyl transferase - Corynebacterium glutamicum 
(Brevibacterium flavum). 
tt; Q5YFS3_ALCXX     Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase - Alcaligenes xylosoxydans 
xylosoxydans (Achromobacter xylosoxidans). 
tt; Q59655_PASPI     PP-CAT - Pasteurella piscicida (Photobacterium damsela subsp. 
piscicida). 
tt; Q573N9_9BACT     Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase - uncultured bacterium. 
tt; Q4VY50_AERHY     Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (EC 2.3.1.28) - Aeromonas 
hydrophila. 
tt; Q2FCZ0_ACIBA     Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase - Acinetobacter baumannii. 
tt; CAT_SALTI        Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (EC 2.3.1.28) (CAT) - Salmonella 
typhi. 
tt; CAT_KLESP        Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (EC 2.3.1.28) (CAT) - Klebsiella 
sp. 
tt; CAT_ECOLI        Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (EC 2.3.1.28) (CAT) - Escherichia 
coli. 
tt; CAT_ACIBA        Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (EC 2.3.1.28) (CAT) - Acinetobacter 
baumannii. 
tt; Q194N7_ECOLI     Cat protein - Escherichia coli. 
tt; Q6MXT6_SERMA     Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase - Serratia marcescens. 
tt; CAT2_ECOLI       Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase 2 (EC 2.3.1.28) (Chloramphenicol 
acetyltransferase II) (CAT-II) - Escherichia coli. 
tt; Q70WF4_AERSA     Chloramphenicol aminotransferase - Aeromonas salmonicida. 
tt; Q5LK50_ECOLI     CatA2 chloramphenicol acetyltransferase - Escherichia coli. 
tt; Q209K7_AERHY     Chloramphenicol aminotransferase - Aeromonas hydrophila. 
tt; CAT2_HAEIN       Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase 2 (EC 2.3.1.28) (Chloramphenicol 
acetyltransferase II) (CAT-II) - Haemophilus influenzae. 
tt; Q8RQP2_PASPI     Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase - Pasteurella piscicida 
(Photobacterium damsela subsp. piscicida). 
tt; Q6A290_HAEIN     Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase II (EC 2.3.1.28) - Haemophilus 
influenzae. 
tt; Q06W24_KLEPN     Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase II - Klebsiella pneumoniae. 
tt; Q0QC88_KLEPN     CatA2 chloramphenical acetyltransferase II - Klebsiella pneumoniae. 
tt; Q5J470_SALCH     Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase - Salmonella choleraesuis. 
tt; CAT3_ECOLI       Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase 3 (EC 2.3.1.28) (Chloramphenicol 
acetyltransferase III) (catIII) - Escherichia coli. 
tt; CAT_PROMI        Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (EC 2.3.1.28) (CAT) - Proteus 
mirabilis. 
tt; Q06W23_KLEPN     Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase III - Klebsiella pneumoniae. 
tt; Q9L3N8_9PAST     Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase - Mannheimia varigena. 
tt; Q7B158_PASHA     Chloramphenicol O-acetyltransferase (EC 2.3.1.28) - Pasteurella 
haemolytica (Mannheimia haemolytica). 
tt; Q7B0A8_9BACT     Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase - uncultured bacterium. 
tt; Q2A6M0_PASTR     Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase - Pasteurella trehalosi. 
tt; Q7N4A3_PHOLL     Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (CATIII) - Photorhabdus luminescens 
subsp. laumondii. 
tt; CAT2_CLOPE       Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (EC 2.3.1.28) (CAT) - Clostridium 
perfringens. 
tt; Q7BN00_CLODI     CatD - Clostridium difficile. 
tt; Q71V67_NEIME     Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase - Neisseria meningitidis. 
tt; CAT_CLODI        Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (EC 2.3.1.28) (CAT) - Clostridium 
difficile. 
tt; CAT_CLOBU        Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (EC 2.3.1.28) (CAT) - Clostridium 
butyricum. 
tt; Q2WLM8_CLOBE     Chloramphenicol O-acetyltransferase - Clostridium beijerincki NCIMB 
8052. 
tt; CAT_VIBAN        Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (EC 2.3.1.28) (CAT) - Vibrio 
anguillarum (Listonella anguillarum). 
tt; CAT1_CLOPE       Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (EC 2.3.1.28) (CAT) - Clostridium 
perfringens. 
tt; 
tt; CAT_BACPU        Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (EC 2.3.1.28) (CAT) (Cat-86) - 
Bacillus pumilus (Bacillus mesentericus). 
tt; CAT_CAMCO        Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (EC 2.3.1.28) (CAT) - Campylobacter 
coli. 
tt; 
tt; Q3ESG4_BACTI     Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (EC 2.3.1.28) - Bacillus 
thuringiensis serovar israelensis ATCC 35646. 
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tt; Q4MU81_BACCE     Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase - Bacillus cereus G9241. 
tt; Q81QL5_BACAN     Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase - Bacillus anthracis. 
tt; Q6HIX0_BACHK     Chloramphenicol O-acetyltransferase (EC 2.3.1.28) - Bacillus 
thuringiensis subsp. konkukian. 
tt; Q63BG1_BACCZ     Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (EC 2.3.1.28) - Bacillus cereus 
(strain ZK / E33L). 
tt; Q65GV9_BACLD     Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase - Bacillus licheniformis (strain 
DSM 13 / ATCC 14580). 
tt; Q2AMH4_9BACI     Chloramphenicol O-acetyltransferase (EC 2.3.1.28) - Bacillus 
weihenstephanensis KBAB4. 
tt; CAT1_STAAU       Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase (EC 2.3.1.28) (CAT) - 
Staphylococcus aureus. 
tt; Q7BMF7_ENTFC     Chloramphenicolacetyltransferase - Enterococcus faecium 
(Streptococcus faecium). 
tt; P94902_LACRE     Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase-TC - Lactobacillus reuteri. 
tt; Q738F1_BACC1     Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase - Bacillus cereus (strain ATCC 
10987). 
tt; Q8L0S0_STRSU     Chloramphenicol acetyltransferase - Streptococcus suis. 
bb; 
bb; 
sh; SCAN HISTORY 
sh; ------------ 
dn; SPTR50.6_33.6f  3   300 NSINGLE 
bb; 
bb; 
im; INITIAL MOTIF-SETS 
im; ------------------ 
ic; 3CLA1 
il; 12 
it; MOTIF_NAME I - 1 
id; FYPVMIYLIAQA                     CAT3_ECOLI     50    50 
id; FYPLMIYLISRA                     CAT2_ECOLI     50    50 
id; FYPVMIYLISRV                     CAT2_HAEIN     50    50 
id; FYPAFIHILARL                      CAT_KLESP     55    55 
id; LYPALLYAVSTV                      CAT_VIBAN     46    46 
bb; 
ic; 3CLA2 
il; 8 
it; MOTIF_NAME II - 1 
id; YFAPIITM                         CAT3_ECOLI    162   100 
id; YFAPVFTM                         CAT2_ECOLI    162   100 
id; YFAPVFTM                         CAT2_HAEIN    162   100 
id; FFAPVFTM                          CAT_KLESP    166    99 
id; YLLPIFTF                          CAT_VIBAN    159   101 
bb; 
ic; 3CLA3 
il; 8 
it; MOTIF_NAME III - 1 
id; LPLSVQVH                         CAT3_ECOLI    181    11 
id; LPVSVQVH                         CAT2_ECOLI    181    11 
id; LPVSVQVH                         CAT2_HAEIN    181    11 
id; MPLAIQVH                          CAT_KLESP    185    11 
id; IPLSIQVH                          CAT_VIBAN    178    11 
bb; 
ic; 3CLA4 
il; 11 
it; MOTIF_NAME IV - 1 
id; RFINRLQELCN                      CAT3_ECOLI    199    10 
id; RFINTLQLMCD                      CAT2_ECOLI    199    10 
id; RFINTLQMMCD                      CAT2_HAEIN    199    10 
id; RMLNELQQYCD                       CAT_KLESP    203    10 
id; RFINELQDVIQ                       CAT_VIBAN    196    10 
bb; 
fm; FINAL MOTIF-SETS 
fm; ---------------- 
fc; 3CLA1 
fl; 12 
ft; MOTIF_NAME I - 3 
fd; FYPAFIHILARL                      CAT_ACIAN     55    55 
fd; FYPAFIHILARL                   Q93F28_SHIFL     55    55 
fd; FYPAFIHILARL                   Q7AK95_9ZZZZ     55    55 
fd; FYPAFIHILARL                   Q79PA8_KLEPN     55    55 
fd; FYPAFIHILARL                   Q799H7_ECOLI     55    55 
fd; FYPAFIHILARL                   Q712M7_CORGL     55    55 
fd; FYPAFIHILARL                   Q5YFS3_ALCXX     55    55 
fd; FYPAFIHILARL                   Q59655_PASPI     55    55 
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fd; FYPAFIHILARL                   Q573N9_9BACT     55    55 
fd; FYPAFIHILARL                   Q4VY50_AERHY     55    55 
fd; FYPAFIHILARL                   Q2FCZ0_ACIBA     55    55 
fd; FYPAFIHILARL                      CAT_SALTI     55    55 
fd; FYPAFIHILARL                      CAT_KLESP     55    55 
fd; FYPAFIHILARL                      CAT_ECOLI     55    55 
fd; FYPAFIHILARL                      CAT_ACIBA     55    55 
fd; FYPAFIHILARL                   Q194N7_ECOLI     55    55 
fd; FYPAFIHILARL                   Q6MXT6_SERMA     55    55 
fd; FYPLMIYLISRA                     CAT2_ECOLI     50    50 
fd; FYPLMIYLISRA                   Q70WF4_AERSA     50    50 
fd; FYPLMIYLISRA                   Q5LK50_ECOLI     50    50 
fd; FYPLMIYLISRA                   Q209K7_AERHY     50    50 
fd; FYPVMIYLISRV                     CAT2_HAEIN     50    50 
fd; FYPVMIYLISRV                   Q8RQP2_PASPI     50    50 
fd; FYPVMIYLISRV                   Q6A290_HAEIN     50    50 
fd; FYPVMIYLISRV                   Q06W24_KLEPN     50    50 
fd; FYPLMIYLISRA                   Q0QC88_KLEPN     50    50 
fd; FYPLMIYLISRA                   Q5J470_SALCH     50    50 
fd; FYPVMIYLIAQA                     CAT3_ECOLI     50    50 
fd; FYPTFIYIISLL                      CAT_PROMI     55    55 
fd; FYPVMIYLIAQA                   Q06W23_KLEPN     50    50 
fd; FYPVMIYLIAQA                   Q9L3N8_9PAST     50    50 
fd; FYPVMIYLIAQA                   Q7B158_PASHA     50    50 
fd; FYPVMIYLIAQA                   Q7B0A8_9BACT     50    50 
fd; FYPVMIYLIAQA                   Q2A6M0_PASTR     50    50 
fd; FYPTMIYLISTV                   Q7N4A3_PHOLL     50    50 
fd; LYPAMLYYIAMI                     CAT2_CLOPE     46    46 
fd; LYPAMLYYIAMI                   Q7BN00_CLODI     46    46 
fd; LYPAMLYYIAMI                   Q71V67_NEIME     46    46 
fd; LYPAMLYYIAMI                      CAT_CLODI     46    46 
fd; FYPTLIYMIATV                      CAT_CLOBU     50    50 
fd; FYPTLIYMIATV                   Q2WLM8_CLOBE     50    50 
fd; LYPALLYAVSTV                      CAT_VIBAN     46    46 
fd; LYPTLIYIITTV                     CAT1_CLOPE     50    50 
KD; INTER_MOTIF_DISTANCE REGION=0-1; MIN=46; MAX=55 
bb; 
fc; 3CLA2 
fl; 8 
ft; MOTIF_NAME II - 3 
fd; FFAPVFTM                          CAT_ACIAN    166    99 
fd; FFAPVFTM                       Q93F28_SHIFL    166    99 
fd; FFAPVFTM                       Q7AK95_9ZZZZ    166    99 
fd; FFAPVFTM                       Q79PA8_KLEPN    166    99 
fd; FFAPVFTM                       Q799H7_ECOLI    166    99 
fd; FFAPVFTM                       Q712M7_CORGL    166    99 
fd; FFAPVFTM                       Q5YFS3_ALCXX    166    99 
fd; FFAPVFTM                       Q59655_PASPI    166    99 
fd; FFAPVFTM                       Q573N9_9BACT    166    99 
fd; FFAPVFTM                       Q4VY50_AERHY    166    99 
fd; FFAPVFTM                       Q2FCZ0_ACIBA    166    99 
fd; FFAPVFTM                          CAT_SALTI    166    99 
fd; FFAPVFTM                          CAT_KLESP    166    99 
fd; FFAPVFTM                          CAT_ECOLI    166    99 
fd; FFAPVFTM                          CAT_ACIBA    166    99 
fd; FFAPVFTM                       Q194N7_ECOLI    166    99 
fd; FFAPVFTM                       Q6MXT6_SERMA    166    99 
fd; YFAPVFTM                         CAT2_ECOLI    162   100 
fd; YFAPVFTM                       Q70WF4_AERSA    162   100 
fd; YFAPVFTM                       Q5LK50_ECOLI    162   100 
fd; YFAPVFTM                       Q209K7_AERHY    162   100 
fd; YFAPVFTM                         CAT2_HAEIN    162   100 
fd; YFAPVFTM                       Q8RQP2_PASPI    162   100 
fd; YFAPVFTM                       Q6A290_HAEIN    162   100 
fd; YFAPVFTM                       Q06W24_KLEPN    162   100 
fd; YFSPVFTM                       Q0QC88_KLEPN    162   100 
fd; YFSPVFTM                       Q5J470_SALCH    162   100 
fd; YFAPIITM                         CAT3_ECOLI    162   100 
fd; FFAPVFTI                          CAT_PROMI    166    99 
fd; YFAPIITM                       Q06W23_KLEPN    162   100 
fd; YFAPIITM                       Q9L3N8_9PAST    162   100 
fd; YFAPIITM                       Q7B158_PASHA    162   100 
fd; YFAPIITM                       Q7B0A8_9BACT    162   100 
fd; YFAPIITM                       Q2A6M0_PASTR    162   100 
fd; YFPPIFTM                       Q7N4A3_PHOLL    162   100 
fd; YLIPIFTM                         CAT2_CLOPE    159   101 
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fd; YLIPIFTM                       Q7BN00_CLODI    159   101 
fd; YLIPIFTM                       Q71V67_NEIME    159   101 
fd; YLIPIFTM                          CAT_CLODI    159   101 
fd; YLIPIFTA                          CAT_CLOBU    163   101 
fd; YLIPIFTA                       Q2WLM8_CLOBE    163   101 
fd; YLLPIFTF                          CAT_VIBAN    159   101 
fd; YLIPIFTL                         CAT1_CLOPE    163   101 
KD; INTER_MOTIF_DISTANCE REGION=1-2; MIN=99; MAX=101 
bb; 
fc; 3CLA3 
fl; 8 
ft; MOTIF_NAME III - 3 
fd; MPLAIQVH                          CAT_ACIAN    185    11 
fd; MPLAIQVH                       Q93F28_SHIFL    185    11 
fd; MPLAIQVH                       Q7AK95_9ZZZZ    185    11 
fd; MPLAIQVH                       Q79PA8_KLEPN    185    11 
fd; MPLAIQVH                       Q799H7_ECOLI    185    11 
fd; MPLAIQVH                       Q712M7_CORGL    185    11 
fd; MPLAIQVH                       Q5YFS3_ALCXX    185    11 
fd; MPLAIQVH                       Q59655_PASPI    185    11 
fd; MPLAIQVH                       Q573N9_9BACT    185    11 
fd; MPLAIQVH                       Q4VY50_AERHY    185    11 
fd; MPLAIQVH                       Q2FCZ0_ACIBA    185    11 
fd; MPLAIQVH                          CAT_SALTI    185    11 
fd; MPLAIQVH                          CAT_KLESP    185    11 
fd; MPLAIQVH                          CAT_ECOLI    185    11 
fd; MPLAIQVH                          CAT_ACIBA    185    11 
fd; MPLAIQVH                       Q194N7_ECOLI    185    11 
fd; MPLAIQVH                       Q6MXT6_SERMA    185    11 
fd; LPVSVQVH                         CAT2_ECOLI    181    11 
fd; LPVSVQVH                       Q70WF4_AERSA    181    11 
fd; LPVSVQVH                       Q5LK50_ECOLI    181    11 
fd; LPVSVQVH                       Q209K7_AERHY    181    11 
fd; LPVSVQVH                         CAT2_HAEIN    181    11 
fd; LPVSVQVH                       Q8RQP2_PASPI    181    11 
fd; LPVSVQVH                       Q6A290_HAEIN    181    11 
fd; LPVSVQVH                       Q06W24_KLEPN    181    11 
fd; LPVSVQVH                       Q0QC88_KLEPN    181    11 
fd; LPVSVQVH                       Q5J470_SALCH    181    11 
fd; LPLSVQVH                         CAT3_ECOLI    181    11 
fd; MPLAIQVH                          CAT_PROMI    185    11 
fd; LPLSVQVH                       Q06W23_KLEPN    181    11 
fd; LPLSVQVH                       Q9L3N8_9PAST    181    11 
fd; LPLSVQVH                       Q7B158_PASHA    181    11 
fd; LPLSVQVH                       Q7B0A8_9BACT    181    11 
fd; LPLSVQVH                       Q2A6M0_PASTR    181    11 
fd; LPLAIQVH                       Q7N4A3_PHOLL    181    11 
fd; LPLAIQVH                         CAT2_CLOPE    178    11 
fd; LPLAIQVH                       Q7BN00_CLODI    178    11 
fd; LPLAIQVH                       Q71V67_NEIME    178    11 
fd; LPLAIQVH                          CAT_CLODI    178    11 
fd; IPISIQVH                          CAT_CLOBU    182    11 
fd; IPISIQVH                       Q2WLM8_CLOBE    182    11 
fd; IPLSIQVH                          CAT_VIBAN    178    11 
fd; LPMSVQVH                         CAT1_CLOPE    182    11 
KD; INTER_MOTIF_DISTANCE REGION=2-3; MIN=11; MAX=11 
bb; 
fc; 3CLA4 
fl; 11 
ft; MOTIF_NAME IV - 3 
fd; RMLNELQQYCD                       CAT_ACIAN    203    10 
fd; RMLNELQQYCD                    Q93F28_SHIFL    203    10 
fd; RMLNELQQYCD                    Q7AK95_9ZZZZ    203    10 
fd; RMLNELQQYCD                    Q79PA8_KLEPN    203    10 
fd; RMLNELQQYCD                    Q799H7_ECOLI    203    10 
fd; RMLNELQQYCD                    Q712M7_CORGL    203    10 
fd; RMLNELQQYCD                    Q5YFS3_ALCXX    203    10 
fd; RMLNELQQYCD                    Q59655_PASPI    203    10 
fd; RMLNELQQYCD                    Q573N9_9BACT    203    10 
fd; RMLNELQQYCD                    Q4VY50_AERHY    203    10 
fd; RMLNELQQYCD                    Q2FCZ0_ACIBA    203    10 
fd; RMLNELQQYCD                       CAT_SALTI    203    10 
fd; RMLNELQQYCD                       CAT_KLESP    203    10 
fd; RMLNELQQYCD                       CAT_ECOLI    203    10 
fd; RMLNELQQYCD                       CAT_ACIBA    203    10 
fd; RILNELQQYCD                    Q194N7_ECOLI    203    10 
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fd; RMLNELQQYCN                    Q6MXT6_SERMA    203    10 
fd; RFINTLQLMCD                      CAT2_ECOLI    199    10 
fd; RFINTLQLMCD                    Q70WF4_AERSA    199    10 
fd; RFINTLQLMCD                    Q5LK50_ECOLI    199    10 
fd; RFINTLQLMCD                    Q209K7_AERHY    199    10 
fd; RFINTLQMMCD                      CAT2_HAEIN    199    10 
fd; RFINTLQMMCD                    Q8RQP2_PASPI    199    10 
fd; RFINTLQMMCD                    Q6A290_HAEIN    199    10 
fd; RFINTLQMMCD                    Q06W24_KLEPN    199    10 
fd; RFINTLQLMCD                    Q0QC88_KLEPN    199    10 
fd; RFINTLQLMCD                    Q5J470_SALCH    199    10 
fd; RFINRLQELCN                      CAT3_ECOLI    199    10 
fd; RLLNEIQQYCD                       CAT_PROMI    203    10 
fd; RFISRLQELCN                    Q06W23_KLEPN    199    10 
fd; RFISRLQELCN                    Q9L3N8_9PAST    199    10 
fd; RFISRLQELCN                    Q7B158_PASHA    199    10 
fd; RFISRLQELCN                    Q7B0A8_9BACT    199    10 
fd; RFISRLQELCN                    Q2A6M0_PASTR    199    10 
fd; RVINNLQELCN                    Q7N4A3_PHOLL    199    10 
fd; RFVNELQELIN                      CAT2_CLOPE    196    10 
fd; RFVNELQELIN                    Q7BN00_CLODI    196    10 
fd; RFVNELQELIN                    Q71V67_NEIME    196    10 
fd; RFVNELQELII                       CAT_CLODI    196    10 
fd; RFINEMQELAF                       CAT_CLOBU    200    10 
fd; RFINEMQELAF                    Q2WLM8_CLOBE    200    10 
fd; RFINELQDVIQ                       CAT_VIBAN    196    10 
fd; RFFNEAQELAS                      CAT1_CLOPE    200    10 
KD; INTER_MOTIF_DISTANCE REGION=3-4; MIN=10; MAX=10 
bb; 
 

8.9.3 Abrins (1abr) trough -only 
 

gc; /NFS/STORAGE_HOME/CORPAS/1ABRTROUGHS/1ABR 
gx; PR 
gn; COMPOUND(5) 
ga; 21-JAN-2007 
gt; SIGNATURE NAME 
gp; DATABASE LINKS 
bb; 
gr; LITERATURE REFERENCES 
bb; 
bb; 
gd; ANNOTATION 
bb; 
bb; 
si; SUMMARY INFORMATION 
si; ------------------- 
sd;    5 codes involving  5 elements 
sd;    0 codes involving  4 elements 
sd;    0 codes involving  3 elements 
sd;   17 codes involving  2 elements 
bb; 
bb; 
ci; COMPOSITE FINGERPRINT INDEX 
ci; --------------------------- 
cr; 
cd;  5|   5    5    5    5    5   
cd;  4|   0    0    0    0    0   
cd;  3|   0    0    0    0    0   
cd;  2|   0   17    0   17    0   
cd; --+-------------------------- 
cd;   |   1    2    3    4    5   
bb; 
bb; 
tp; ABRC_ABRPR     ABRD_ABRPR     ABRA_ABRPR     ABRB_ABRPR      
KA; P28590    D1   Q06076    D1   P11140    D1   Q06077    D1    
tp; AGGL_ABRPR      
KA; Q9M6E9    D1    
bb; 
sn; Codes involving 2 elements 
st; Q94BW3_CINCA   Q94BW5_CINCA   Q94BW4_CINCA   Q6H268_VISAL    
KA; Q94BW3    M1   Q94BW5    M1   Q94BW4    M1   Q6H268    D1    
KM; .I.I.          .I.I.          .I.I.          .I.I.           
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st; Q8W243_VISAL   Q0PVD2_PANGI   AGGL_RICCO     RIPS_TRIKI      
KA; Q8W243    D1   Q0PVD2    M1   P06750    M1   P24478    D1    
KM; .I.I.          .I.I.          .I.I.          .I.I.           
st; RICI_RICCO     Q6H269_VISAL   Q6H266_VISAL   Q6H265_VISAL    
KA; P02879    M1   Q6H269    D1   Q6H266    D1   Q6H265    D1    
KM; .I.I.          .I.I.          .I.I.          .I.I.           
st; Q0ZBB8_MOMCH   RIP3_MOMCH     RIP2_MOMBA     Q5PZ05_MOMCH    
KA; Q0ZBB8    M1   P24817    M1   P29339    M1   Q5PZ05    M1    
KM; .I.I.          .I.I.          .I.I.          .I.I.           
st; Q0ZBB9_MOMCH    
KA; Q0ZBB9    M1    
KM; .I.I.           
bb; 
KF; FALSE_PARTIAL_POSITIVES 
bb; 
tt; ABRC_ABRPR       Abrin-c precursor [Contains: Abrin-c A chain (EC 3.2.2.22) (rRNA N- 
glycosidase); Linker peptide; Abrin-c B chain] - Abrus precatorius (Indian licorice) 
(Crab's eye). 
tt; ABRD_ABRPR       Abrin-d precursor [Contains: Abrin-d A chain (EC 3.2.2.22) (rRNA N- 
glycosidase); Linker peptide; Abrin-d B chain] - Abrus precatorius (Indian licorice) 
(Crab's eye). 
tt; ABRA_ABRPR       Abrin-a precursor [Contains: Abrin-a A chain (EC 3.2.2.22) (rRNA N- 
glycosidase); Linker peptide; Abrin-a B chain] - Abrus precatorius (Indian licorice) 
(Crab's eye). 
tt; ABRB_ABRPR       Abrin-b precursor [Contains: Abrin-b A chain (EC 3.2.2.22) (rRNA N- 
glycosidase); Linker peptide; Abrin-b B chain] - Abrus precatorius (Indian licorice) 
(Crab's eye). 
tt; AGGL_ABRPR       Agglutinin-1 precursor (Agglutinin I) [Contains: Agglutinin-1 A chain 
(EC 3.2.2.22) (AAG-A); Agglutinin-1 B chain (AAG-B)] - Abrus precatorius (Indian licorice) 
(Crab's eye). 
tt; 
tt; Q94BW3_CINCA     Type 2 ribosome-inactivating protein cinnamomin III precursor - 
Cinnamomum camphora (Camphor tree). 
tt; Q94BW5_CINCA     Type 2 ribosome-inactivating protein cinnamomin I precursor - 
Cinnamomum camphora (Camphor tree). 
tt; Q94BW4_CINCA     Type 2 ribosome-inactivating protein cinnamomin II precursor - 
Cinnamomum camphora (Camphor tree). 
tt; Q6H268_VISAL     Lectin precursor (EC 3.2.2.22) - Viscum album (European mistletoe). 
tt; Q8W243_VISAL     VCA precursor - Viscum album subsp. coloratum. 
tt; Q0PVD2_PANGI     Ribosome-inactivating protein - Panax ginseng (Korean ginseng). 
tt; AGGL_RICCO       Agglutinin precursor (RCA) [Contains: Agglutinin A chain (EC 
3.2.2.22) (rRNA N-glycosidase); Agglutinin B chain] - Ricinus communis (Castor bean). 
tt; RIPS_TRIKI       Ribosome-inactivating protein karasurin-C precursor (EC 3.2.2.22) 
(rRNA N-glycosidase) [Contains: Ribosome-inactivating protein karasurin-A] - Trichosanthes 
kirilowii (Mongolian snake-gourd). 
tt; RICI_RICCO       Ricin precursor [Contains: Ricin A chain (EC 3.2.2.22) (rRNA N- 
glycosidase); Linker peptide; Ricin B chain] - Ricinus communis (Castor bean). 
tt; Q6H269_VISAL     Lectin precursor (EC 3.2.2.22) - Viscum album (European mistletoe). 
tt; Q6H266_VISAL     Lectin precursor (EC 3.2.2.22) - Viscum album (European mistletoe). 
tt; Q6H265_VISAL     Lectin precursor (EC 3.2.2.22) - Viscum album (European mistletoe). 
tt; Q0ZBB8_MOMCH     Anti-HIV protein - Momordica charantia (Bitter gourd) (Balsam pear). 
tt; RIP3_MOMCH       Ribosome-inactivating protein beta-momorcharin precursor (EC 
3.2.2.22) (rRNA N-glycosidase) (MAP 30) (B-MMC) - Momordica charantia (Bitter gourd) 
(Balsam pear). 
tt; RIP2_MOMBA       Ribosome-inactivating protein momordin II precursor (EC 3.2.2.22) 
(rRNA N-glycosidase) - Momordica balsamina (Bitter gourd) (Balsam apple). 
tt; Q5PZ05_MOMCH     Ribosomal inactivating protein - Momordica charantia (Bitter gourd) 
(Balsam pear). 
tt; Q0ZBB9_MOMCH     Anti-HIV protein - Momordica charantia (Bitter gourd) (Balsam pear). 
bb; 
bb; 
sh; SCAN HISTORY 
sh; ------------ 
dn; SPTR50.6_33.6f  2   100 NSINGLE 
bb; 
bb; 
im; INITIAL MOTIF-SETS 
im; ------------------ 
ic; /NFS/STORAGE_HOME/CORPAS/1ABRTROUGHS/1ABR1 
il; 7 
it; MOTIF_NAME I - 1 
id; DIPVLPD                          ABRA_ABRPR     35    35 
id; DIPVLPD                          ABRC_ABRPR     69    69 
id; DIPVLPD                          ABRD_ABRPR     35    35 
id; GIPVLPD                          ABRB_ABRPR     35    35 
bb; 
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ic; /NFS/STORAGE_HOME/CORPAS/1ABRTROUGHS/1ABR2 
il; 8 
it; MOTIF_NAME II - 1 
id; IDVTNAYV                         ABRA_ABRPR     68    26 
id; IDVTNAYV                         ABRC_ABRPR    102    26 
id; IDVTNAYV                         ABRD_ABRPR     68    26 
id; IDVSNAYV                         ABRB_ABRPR     68    26 
bb; 
ic; /NFS/STORAGE_HOME/CORPAS/1ABRTROUGHS/1ABR3 
il; 11 
it; MOTIF_NAME III - 1 
id; GLQALTHGISF                      ABRA_ABRPR    130    54 
id; GLQALTHAISF                      ABRC_ABRPR    164    54 
id; GLQALTHAISF                      ABRD_ABRPR    130    54 
id; GLQALRHAISF                      ABRB_ABRPR    130    54 
bb; 
ic; /NFS/STORAGE_HOME/CORPAS/1ABRTROUGHS/1ABR4 
il; 13 
it; MOTIF_NAME IV - 1 
id; LIVIIQMVAEAAR                    ABRA_ABRPR    155    14 
id; LIVIIQMASEAAR                    ABRC_ABRPR    189    14 
id; LIVIIQMASEAAR                    ABRD_ABRPR    155    14 
id; LIVIIQMASEAAR                    ABRB_ABRPR    154    13 
bb; 
ic; /NFS/STORAGE_HOME/CORPAS/1ABRTROUGHS/1ABR5 
il; 16 
it; MOTIF_NAME V - 1 
id; TVAVLALMLFVCNPPN                 ABRA_ABRPR    236    68 
id; TVAVLALMLFVCNPPN                 ABRC_ABRPR    270    68 
id; TVAVLALMLFVCNPPN                 ABRD_ABRPR    236    68 
id; SVAVLALMLFVCNPPN                 ABRB_ABRPR    235    68 
bb; 
fm; FINAL MOTIF-SETS 
fm; ---------------- 
fc; /NFS/STORAGE_HOME/CORPAS/1ABRTROUGHS/1ABR1 
fl; 7 
ft; MOTIF_NAME I - 2 
fd; DIPVLPD                          ABRC_ABRPR     69    69 
fd; DIPVLPD                          ABRD_ABRPR     35    35 
fd; DIPVLPD                          ABRA_ABRPR     35    35 
fd; GIPVLPD                          ABRB_ABRPR     35    35 
fd; GIPVLRD                          AGGL_ABRPR     54    54 
KD; INTER_MOTIF_DISTANCE REGION=0-1; MIN=35; MAX=69 
bb; 
fc; /NFS/STORAGE_HOME/CORPAS/1ABRTROUGHS/1ABR2 
fl; 8 
ft; MOTIF_NAME II - 2 
fd; IDVTNAYV                         ABRC_ABRPR    102    26 
fd; IDVTNAYV                         ABRD_ABRPR     68    26 
fd; IDVTNAYV                         ABRA_ABRPR     68    26 
fd; IDVSNAYV                         ABRB_ABRPR     68    26 
fd; IDLTNAYV                         AGGL_ABRPR     87    26 
KD; INTER_MOTIF_DISTANCE REGION=1-2; MIN=26; MAX=26 
bb; 
fc; /NFS/STORAGE_HOME/CORPAS/1ABRTROUGHS/1ABR3 
fl; 11 
ft; MOTIF_NAME III - 2 
fd; GLQALTHAISF                      ABRC_ABRPR    164    54 
fd; GLQALTHAISF                      ABRD_ABRPR    130    54 
fd; GLQALTHGISF                      ABRA_ABRPR    130    54 
fd; GLQALRHAISF                      ABRB_ABRPR    130    54 
fd; GLEALRQGIKF                      AGGL_ABRPR    149    54 
KD; INTER_MOTIF_DISTANCE REGION=2-3; MIN=54; MAX=54 
bb; 
fc; /NFS/STORAGE_HOME/CORPAS/1ABRTROUGHS/1ABR4 
fl; 13 
ft; MOTIF_NAME IV - 2 
fd; LIVIIQMASEAAR                    ABRC_ABRPR    189    14 
fd; LIVIIQMASEAAR                    ABRD_ABRPR    155    14 
fd; LIVIIQMVAEAAR                    ABRA_ABRPR    155    14 
fd; LIVIIQMASEAAR                    ABRB_ABRPR    154    13 
fd; LIVIIQMVAEAAR                    AGGL_ABRPR    174    14 
KD; INTER_MOTIF_DISTANCE REGION=3-4; MIN=13; MAX=14 
bb; 
fc; /NFS/STORAGE_HOME/CORPAS/1ABRTROUGHS/1ABR5 
fl; 16 
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ft; MOTIF_NAME V - 2 
fd; TVAVLALMLFVCNPPN                 ABRC_ABRPR    270    68 
fd; TVAVLALMLFVCNPPN                 ABRD_ABRPR    236    68 
fd; TVAVLALMLFVCNPPN                 ABRA_ABRPR    236    68 
fd; SVAVLALMLFVCNPPN                 ABRB_ABRPR    235    68 
fd; SVSALALMLFVCNPLN                 AGGL_ABRPR    255    68 
KD; INTER_MOTIF_DISTANCE REGION=4-5; MIN=68; MAX=68 
bb; 
 
 
 


